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Cover. Redoubt, a massive snow- and ice-covered 10,200-ft-high volcano located 105 miles
southwest of Anchorage, has erupted three times in the past 100 years (1902, 1966-67, 1989-90).
The last eruption was characterized by repeated episodes of lava-dome growth and subsequent
destruction. The resulting pyroclastic flows mixed with ice and snow to create massive lahars,
several of which completely inundated the 1-mile-wide Drift River valley and flowed 25 miles
to enter the sea. The largest flows-comparable to the average discharge of the Mississippi
River-swept past and through the Drift River Oil Terminal, threatening the oil storage and
loading facility. View is of north flank. Photograph by C.A. Neal, June 4, 1996.
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Introduction
Bylarry P. Gough and Frederic H. Wilson
The collection of nine papers that follow continue the series 1 of U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) investigative reports in Alaska under the broad umbrella of the geologic sciences. The series presents new and sometimes preliminary findings that are of
interest to earth scientists in academia, government, and industry; to land and resource
managers; and to the general public. Reports presented in Geologic Studies in Alaska
cover a broad spectrum of topics from various parts of the State (fig. 1), serving to
emphasize the diversity of USGS efforts to meet the Nation's needs for earth-science
information in Alaska.
The papers in this volume are organized under the topics: Hazards, Geologic
Framework, Environment and Climate, and Resources. This organization is intended to
reflect the scope and objectives of USGS geologic programs currently active in Alaska.
The two Hazards studies discuss volcano-related topics in the seismically active southcentral Alaska region. The first paper revisits the eruptive events of Redoubt Volcano
that occurred more than a decade ago and the subsequent development of the Alaska
Volcano Observatory (AVO). This treatise documents the historic impact of this eruption and briefly summarizes the state of our knowledge of the other Cook Inlet, Alaska
Peninsula, and Aleutian Island volcanoes. Finally, it discusses the recent role that AVO
has had in seismic station installation and hazard assessment at volcanically active
sites throughout the world. The second paper discusses the eruptive history of Snowy
Mountain in the upper Alaska Peninsula. Because subsets of its 25-30 lava flows
erupted as packages in short episodes, calculation of the volcano's lifetime average
volumetric eruption rate is problematic. A portion of the cone was hydrothermally
weakened and collapsed in the late Holocene producing a 22-km2 debris avalanche.
Geologic Framework studies provide background information that is the scientific
basis for present and future earth science investigations. The first paper compares and
contrasts the Insular-Intermontane suture zone (IISZ) of southeast Alaska with the
Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ) of Switzerland and Hungary. The study develops
the hypothesis that the zones have distinct differences as well as similarities and
neither is a simple lithotectonic terrane boundary. The second paper discusses the
relation among volcanic, glacial, and tectonic activity in the Cold Bay and False
Pass 1:250,000-scale quadrangles on the Alaska Peninsula. During Pleistocene time,
continental-shelf glaciations and two massive volcanic centers were the dominant controls over landscape development. The third paper gives detailed geologic information
for Paleozoic rocks within the Taylor Mountains D-1 quadrangle portion of the Holitna
1
From 1975 through 1988, Geologic Studies in Alaska was published as a series of USGS Circulars,
which were titled "The United States Geological Survey in Alaska: Accomplishments during 19xx." From 1989
to 1994, the series was published as the more formal USGS Bulletins. As a result of a reorganization in 1995 of
USGS publications, the series has been published as USGS Professional Papers.
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Lowland of southwestern Alaska. Because of the excellent preservation of megafossils,
these Silurian and Ordovician strata lend themselves to detailed statigraphic investigations. Further, low thermal alteration indices of this area have made them a potential
target of petroleum exploration. The final report in this section discusses the development of a new spectral enhancement approach for interpreting Multispectral Scanner
(MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite images. This technique enhances the use
of remote sensing data in identifying geologic units in areas that have been poorly
investigated. This study used this technique to better define the distribution of a JMtu
(mafic, ultramafic, and sedimentary) unit and a PzZrqs (pelitic and quartzitic schist)
unit.
Environment and climate studies are the emphasis of two papers. One presents the
first radiocarbon-dated postglacial vegetation history of the Kenai Mountains of southcentral Alaska. This reconstruction is the result of the analysis of pollen assemblages
and peat from sediments collected in Tern Lake and presents a minimum age for
deglaciation of these interior valleys at 9,31 0±200 yr B .P. Current vegetation, however,
developed within the past ca. 2,500 years. A second study discusses the cycling of
arsenic and cadmium in sub-arctic boreal forest ecosystems typical of interior Alaska
and defines the importance of various natural (geogenic) sources. The transport and
uptake into vegetation of these elements from soils developed from loess as well
as soils developed from the major rock units is presented. The bioaccumulation of
cadmium in willow (Salix sp.) and its potential consequence to the health of browsing
animals is discussed.
Papers related to resource issues comprise the topic of the final report. This paper
presents a brief statistical summary of the geochemistry of rock samples collected
in the east-central portion of the Eagle 1:250,000-scale quadrangle. This study helps
define the rock unit source of both resource- and environmental-based chemical elements of interest in the Fortymile mining district.
Two bibliographies at the end of the volume list reports covering Alaska earth
science topics in USGS publications during 1999 and reports about Alaska by USGS
authors in non-USGS publications during the same period.
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Redoubt Volcano and the
Alaska Volcano Observatory, 10 Years Later
By Game McGimsey

The sun was still low on the Alaska horizon late in
the morning of December 15, 1989, as the 747-400 jumbo
jet carrying 245 people from Amsterdam began its approach
into Anchorage International Airport. As the plane descended
through 26,000 ft into the regional cloud blanket over Talkeetna, day became night, and an ominous silence gripped the
cabin as all four engines automatically shut down and gritty
ash and sulfurous gas filled the air. The pilots had descended
into a dense ash cloud produced a few hours earlier by an
explosive eruption from Redoubt Volcano, 105 miles west of
Anchorage (fig. 1). Fortunately, after gliding powerless for
8 frightful minutes and falling nearly 12,000 ft-to within
2,000 ft of the ground-disaster was averted when the engines
were restarted and the plane landed successfully in Anchorage
(Casadevall, 1994). The eruption of Redoubt Volcano and its
impact on aircraft safety ushered in a new era of hazard assessment and volcano monitoring in Alaska.
December 14, 1999, marked 10 years since Redoubt Volcano began a 6-month eruption that disrupted transportation
and commerce in south-central Alaska, threatened the Drift
River Oil storage and loading Terminal (DROT), and caused
more than $160 million in economic loss and property damage
(Brantley, 1990; Miller and Chouet, 1994). Installation of the
Redoubt seismic network was completed only a year prior
to the eruption, allowing staff from the newly created Alaska
Volcano Observatory (AVO) to monitor the activity and issue
warnings. The eruption response propelled AVO from infancy
to adulthood.
Prior to 1988, only one of the four Cook Inlet volcanoes
was considered seismically monitored-Augustine-where a
network was maintained by the University of Alaska Geophysical Institute (UAFGI). A few seismic stations were also
maintained on two other volcanoes, Spurr and Iliamna, by
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) seismologists from Menlo
Park, Calif., working through the National Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Program (J.A. Power, oral commun., 2000). In the
vicinity of Redoubt, two UAFGI stations had been operating
since the early 1970's (Power and others, 1994). The combined efforts involved about 13 seismic stations. AVO was
created in 1988, following the 1986 eruption of Augustine
Volcano, to focus Federal and State scientific expertise, monitoring resources, hazard assessment, and eruption response
toward the 41 historically active volcanoes in Alaska. Efforts

to increase seismic coverage in Cook Inlet began in earnest
during the summer of 1988 with installation of three more
stations to complete the Redoubt network and additions or
upgrades to the equipment on Spurr, Iliamna, and Augustine.
The AVO monitoring program at Redoubt began in October
1989-2 months prior to the eruption-as the new stations
became operable.
When Redoubt erupted, AVO consisted of a skeletal staff
of about one full-time and three to five part-time individuals
who relied primarily on occasional reports from pilots and
local observers to learn of volcanic activity outside of the Cook
Inlet area. During the Redoubt eruption response, the juvenile
AVO became a fully functional organization with permanent
staff, new and upgraded equipment, and a resolve to fulfill its
mission of monitoring all of Alaska's active volcanoes. With
an average of one to two eruptions per year in the Aleutian volcanic arc (46 documented eruptions since 1986), and cargo and
passenger flights steadily increasing along the North Pacific
air corridor (fig. 2; table 1), the need for improved monitoring
capabilities beyond Cook Inlet became imperative. In 1996,
with Congressional funding provided through the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), AVO expanded its seismic monitoring program to volcanoes down the Alaska Peninsula and
in the Aleutian Islands. At the close of 1999, AVO had about
103 seismic stations in 13 networks capable of monitoring the
seismicity at 21 volcanoes (fig. 3). Daily analysis of satellite
imagery spanning the north Pacific from the Kurile Islands
to the Cascade Range of the United States (fig. 4) allows
the tracking of ash plumes and the surveillance of thermal
activity at restless and erupting volcanoes. Ground-based geologic studies have accompanied the seismic installations, thus
providing the basis for hazard evaluation and interpretations of
future and ongoing eruptive activity.
AVO staff have gained valuable experience in the 10
years following the Redoubt eruption. In addition to responding to an average of one to two eruptions and two to three
volcanogenic seismic crises (intense seismic swarm beneath a
volcano that may or may not culminate in an eruption) in the
Aleutian arc per year, including the 1992 eruption of Spurr
Volcano and the 1996 seismic swarm at Iliamna Volcano,
AVO scientists have participated in seismic station installation
and hazard assessment at Pinatubo (Philippines), Soufriere
Hills (Montserrat), Guagua Pichincha (Ecuador), Tungarahua
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Table 1. Air traffic (number of flights) along the North Pacific and
Russian Far East air routes.
[Data courtesy Gai l Ferguson, FAA Anchorage Center Traffi c Management
Supervisor, oral commun . D, no data. Ai r traffi c is projected to increase by a
factor of 3 by the year 20 17 (Miller and Casadeva ll , 2000)1

Year

1990
1995
1999

Number of flights
North Pacific
Russian Far East
air routes
air routes

39,800
48,324
62,009

ND
1,039
5,774

(Ecuador) , and several restless volcanoes in Nicaragua. At thi s
writing, AVO has about 17 full-time scientists and technicians
and 27 part-time staff divided between offices in Anchorage
and Fairbanks.
Ten years after the last eruption at Redoubt, snow and ice

accumulation have refilled the upper Drift Gl acier canyon o n
the north flank and nearly buried the lava dome emplaced in
the summit crater by the last eruption (figs. SA , 58). A new
glacial tongue extends down from the canyon and has merged
with, and oveiTidden , the beheaded piedmont lobe of Drift
Glacier (figs. 58). Vegetation has reclaimed the lower flank s,
tributary valleys, and Drift River valley wall s, mostly covering
the proximal tephra accumulations (figs. SC), which were as
deep as 25 em . Rust Slough, which once threatened oil storage
tanks at DROT when the Drift Rive r changed course during
one of the early eruption -induced mud flows, is now sediment
filled and readjusted to a seasonal braided flow regime. As
surface vegetation gains a foothold, only the dozens of acres
of dead spruce trees - trunks buried as deep as 2m-remain
as a testament to the muddy flood waters that once inundated
the area . Re inforced dikes now g uard the storage tanks and an

Text continues on page 12
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Figures 5A. Redoubt Volcano, north flank. Snow and ice accumulation in the summit crater and upper canyon of Drift Glacier.
Photo on top taken April11, 1990; photo on bottom taken September 28, 1999.
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Figures 58. Upper canyon of Drift Glacier. Photo on top taken on April25, 1990 (Steve Brantley);
photo on bottom taken September 28, 1999. Inset box shows approximate area shown in top photo.
Note the advancing glacial tongue (immediately below box) that merges with, and laps onto, the
piedmont lobe of Drift Glacier.

Redoubt Volcano and the Alaska Volcano Observatory, 10 Years later

Figures 5C. Lower north flank and piedmont glacier. Photo on top, taken May 30, 1990, shows damage to vegetation from 25
em of tephra accumulation. Photo on bottom, taken September 28, 1999, shows revegetation . Inset box shows area portrayed
in top photo.
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elevated "safe" house has been constructed at DROT to protect
personnel from high water. The lower Drift River has reestablished its main channel to Cook Inlet and the upper and middle
sections of Drift River continue to adjust and redistribute the
massive amount of sediment and debris delivered during the
eruption.
The seven-station seismic network at Redoubt continues
to record normal background seismicity (approximately one
to two magnitude-0.5 and higher volcanic earthquakes per
week, a level sustained since 1991-S. McNutt, oral commun.,
2000). Fumaroles on and around the dome still emit steam,
which occasionally forms a wispy cloud over the summit.
These steam clouds can be seen from Anchorage and the
Kenai Peninsula during favorable weather conditions and often
prompt calls to AVO from concerned citizens.
Due largely to the efforts of AVO during the past 10 years,
aircraft traversing Alaskan skies are far less likely to plunge
into a gritty ash cloud. As for Redoubt, the volcano presently
sleeps under the watchful eyes of AVO. With three eruptions
during the past 100 years, Redoubt will likely wake from its
slumber sometime during the new century and once again put
AVO to the test.
Reviewers: J. Paskievitch, C. Searcy
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Snowy Mountain: A Pair of Small
Andesite-Dacite Stratovolcanoes
in Katmai National Park
ByWes Hildreth, Judy Fierstein, Marvin A. Lanphere, and David F. Siems

Abstract
Snowy Mountain is a small andesite-dacite volcanic
center that originated about 200 ka. Eruptions have taken
place from two vents 4 km apart that built contiguous edifices
that extensively overlap in age, though only the northeastern
vent has been active in the Holocene. Sector collapse of the
hydrothermally weakened upper part of the northeastern cone
in the late Holocene produced a 22-km 2 debris avalanche and
left a 1.5-km2 amphitheater that was subsequently occupied by
a blocky lava dome. Many products of the southwestern vent
are olivine-bearing (55 .5- 62.2 percent Si0 2) , whereas those of
the northeastern vent are largely pyroxene dacites (61 .7-63.7
percent Si0 2). Estimates of eruptive volume yield 8±3 km 3
for the northeastern edifice, 5±2 km 3 for the southwestern,
and 13±4 km 3 for the Snowy Mountain center as a whole.
Only half to two-thirds of this material remains in place on
the glacially ravaged skeletal edifices today. Because subsets
of Snowy Mountain 's 25- 30 lava flows erupted as packages
in short episodes , calculation of the volcano 's lifetime average
volumetric eruption rate (0.04-0.09 km 3/k.y.) is a potentially
misleading exercise. Nominally, the lifetime rate for Snowy
Mountain is similar to that estimated for each of the cones of
nearby Trident volcano (fig. I), but it is 3-10 times smaller
than long-term rates for Mounts Mageik and Katmai. Snowy
Mountain is typical of the close-set arrays of small cones
characteristic of late Quaternary andesite-dacite arc volcanism
in the Katmai district.

Introduction
The Snowy Mountain volcanic center consists of a contiguous pair of andesite-dacite stratocones that straddle the
rangecrest of the Alaska Peninsula about 15 km northeast of
Mount Katmai . Snowy Mountain is the on ly late Quaternary
eruptive center along the 30-km stretch of the main volcanic
line (fig. 1) that separates the closely grouped Katmai cluster
(Hildreth and Fierstein, 2000) from the even closer set chain of

four stratovolcanoes that begins with Mount Denison (fig. 1) .
Built along the preexisting regional drainage divide in a zone
of high precipitation, these volcanoes have suffered intense
glacial erosion, not only during the Pleistocene but continuously throughout the Holocene. Snowy Mountain itself, rising
to an elevation of2, 161 m (7,090 ft), remains today the source
of 10 substantial glaciers (fig. 2). Because glacial ice still
covers nearly 90 percent of the edifice, the principal rock
exposures are limited to narrow ice-bounded aretes at higher
elevations and icc-scoured lava-flow benches at lower elevations.
Snowy Mountain was named during the National Geographic Society expedition to Katmai in 1917 (Griggs, 1922,
p. 131 ). The name chosen evidently reflected how impressed
those explorers were with its extensive mantle of snow and
ice as seen from upper Katmai River, which was their closest
approach to the edifice and provided a vista similar to that
illustrated in our figure 3. They did not identify the mountain
as a volcano.
The region around Snowy Mountain is uninhabited
National Park wilderness and access is unusually difficult,
even for Alaska. The nearest town is King Salmon, 120 km
to the WNW. Hikers and climbers are exceedingly rare in
the mountains northeast of Mount Katmai, but aerial sightseeing has recently become common. In the many bays along
Shelikof Strait (fig. 1), commercial fishing boats are common
and aircraft-supported camping, sportfishing, poaching, and
ranger patrols take place sporadically.
Our attention was initially drawn to Snowy Mountain
by the identification of persistent diffuse seismicity on and
northwest of the volcano (Ward and others, 1991). We thought
it worthwhile to investigate the volcanological nature of the
remote edifice as background for interpreting the seismic
activity (Jolly and McNutt, 1999). On investigating, we were
surprised to find that Snowy Mountain remained one of the
least known volcanoes in the entire Aleutian arc. So little work
had been done in the area that the regional reconnaissance
geologic map of Keller and Reiser ( 1959) had designated
Snowy Mountain as "igneous rocks, undifferentiated," lumping
it with deformed volcanic rocks of Tertiary age. In Volcanoes
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Figure 1. Regional location map showing position of the two Snowy Mountain volcanoes along the late Quaternary volcanic axis, which
straddles the drainage divide of this stretch of the Alaska Peninsula. Triangles ind icate andesite-dacite stratovolcanoes, identified by letter:
A, Alagogshak; Mr, Martin; M, Mageik (cluster of four); T, Trident (cluster of four); G, Griggs; D, Denison; S, Steller; K, Kukak; DO, Devils
Desk; F, Fourpeaked . VTTS, Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes ash-flow sheet (outlined area), which erupted at Novarupta (N) in June 1912.
lsopachs show thickness of cumulative plinian fallout from Novarupta, originally 1-2m thick at Snowy Mountain. Were pyroclastic flows or
debris flows to originate at Snowy Mountain, after descending glaciers, they could go down Rainbow River, Katmai River, Soluka Creek, or
the unnamed drainages ending in Kukak Bay or Hidden Harbor. Bold "X" symbols locate three cutbank exposures of debris-flow deposits
mentioned in text.

of the World (Simkin and Siebert, 1994), Snowy Mountain
was listed as a stratovolcano, its status given as "Fumarolic,"
but no further information was provided save location and
elevation. The lack of previous attention to Snowy Mountain
is especially well illustrated by its entry in Volcanoes of North
America (Wood and Kienle, 1990, p. 73) where its purported
photograph is actually of Mount Denison and its accompanying map polygon represents an area predominantly of basement rocks. The regional 1:250,000 geologic map of Riehle
and others ( 1993), on the other hand, represents the extent
of Snowy Mountain 's volcanic rocks rather well , though no
additional data are given.

Although our own work is no more than a detailed
reconnaissance, we did visit most of the outcrops. Our fieldwork was accomplished entirely by helicopter while in transit
between Kaguyak and Katmai volcanoes, where we were
conducting more detailed volcanological studies in 1998 and
1999.

Basement Rocks
Quaternary volcanic rocks of Snowy Mountain overlie
three distinctive suites of basement rocks (Riehle and others,
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1993 ). Most exposures north of the volcano consist of subhorizontal or gently dipping siltstone and sandstone of the Jurassic
Naknek Formation (Detterman and others, 1996). Intruding
these rocks are several porphyritic granitoid plutons of Tertiary
age, into which the glaciers north and northwest of Snowy
Mountain have incised spectacular canyons. South and southwest of the volcano, its lava flows rest on altered volcanic
rocks that have received little attention. Erupted from several
ill-defined centers, these rocks are ordinary arc andesites
and dacites, either undeformed or gently warped, slightly to
severely altered hydrothermally, and mostly of Neogene (Shew
and Lanphere, 1992) and probably in part early Quaternary
age.
Like the adjacent volcanic clusters along the Quaternary
chain (fig. 1), Snowy Mountain straddles the peninsular
drainage divide, having been constructed atop an antecedent
rangecrest that had been glacially sculpted from the three
basement suites. Although the northwest slope of the range
is the steeper at Snowy Mountain, the gentler southeast slope
has undergone more severe glacial stripping of the Quaternary
volcanic rocks. Moreover, it still retains more extensive ice
cover (figs. 2, 3). The asymmetry of erosion may reflect
(a) greater precipitation on the Shelikof Strait (Pacific) side
of the range, (b) easier relative erodability of the punky Tertiary volcanic rocks underlying the southerly slopes of Snowy
Mountain, and (c) early Pleistocene entrenchment of the northwest-flowing glaciers. Concentration of the northwesterly ice
tongues within granite-walled gorges apparently helped preserve the Quaternary lavas on the interfluves between them
(fig. 2). Finally, (d) ice-sheet movement northward onto the
Alaska Peninsula from the icecap over Kodiak Island (Mann
and Peteet, 1994) during Pleistocene glacial maxima could
have contributed to greater erosion on the south slope of the
volcano.

Ice-Mantled Double Edifice
Along the rangecrest, the Snowy Mountain volcanic
center exhibits three principal summits (figs. 2, 3), Peaks 6770,
7090, and 6875. Radial dips, vent facies, and intrusive relationships, however, define just two stratovolcanoes. The ice-filled
6,100-ft saddle between Peaks 6770 and 7090 marks the contact between cones, as clearly defined by opposing stacks of
lava flows that dip 20°-25° off those peaks and meet each
other at the saddle (fig. 2). Peak 6770 is a large remnant of the
northerly shell of the southwestern cone; it stands about 500 m
northwest of its own eroded vent complex (fig. 3; Knob 6600+)
and consists of stacked lava flows that dip radially (W., N.,
and NE.) away. Peak 7090, true summit of Snowy Mountain,
is similarly a large ice-ravaged remnant of the westerly shell
of the northeastern cone; the peak stands 900 m west of its
vent and its lava flows dip radially from SW. through W.
around toN. (fig. 2). Of Snowy Mountain's three rangecrest
summits, only Peak 6875 is actually a volcanic vent, being a
Holocene lava dome that occupies the crater of the severely
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eroded northeastern stratovolcano.
The contiguous cones are both predominantly of late
Pleistocene age. Judging by its highly and universally eroded
condition, the southwestern cone does not appear to have been
active in the Holocene. Each volcano has been the source of at
least 12-15 andesite-dacite lava flows, a few of which thicken
downslope to 50-200m distally. The scattered present-day
outcrops add up to only 2.4 km 2 for the southwestern cone
and 6.5 km 2 for the northeastern. Interpolation between outcrops and conservative extrapolation downslope suggest originallava-covered areas of 30-40 km 2 and 35-45 km 2 , respectively, not counting probable intracanyon lava tongues subsequently removed by glaciers. Nearly 90 percent of the compound edifice is therefore either currently ice covered or has
been glacially stripped.

Southwest Snowy Mountain Edifice
The Southwest Snowy cone is exposed in 10 discrete
areas of outcrop (fig. 2). Most interesting (and probably
worthy of further study) is a remnant of the vent complex,
preserved as a SSE.-trending ridge 700 m long and 300-400 m
wide, just south of Peak 6770 (figs. 2-4). The ridge is bounded
on most sides by a 200-m-high cliff (fig. 4), the upper half of
which consists of chaotic (or locally crudely stratified) coarse
breccia, much of it lightly agglutinated or otherwise indurated.
On the east face the breccia is cut by several dikes, and on
the west face it is intruded from below by a 300-m-wide,
steeply jointed intrusive mass, which is probably a remnant
of a vent-filling plug (fig. 4). The poorly sorted fragmental
debris is block-rich proximal ejecta, not lava-flow breccia, and
the blocks range texturally from scoriaceous and partly glassy
to vesicle poor and devitrified. Texturally contrasting blocks
sampled on the ridgetop are both olivine-andesite (55.6-55.7
percent Si0 2), the most mafic eruptive material found anywhere at Snowy Mountain.
Immediately north of the vent complex, Peak 6770
exposes a proximal stack of at least six andesitic lava flows on
its south-facing 100-m-high scarp (fig. 4). As the largest preserved remnant of the cone, the stack dips radially around
the conical sector that swings from west through north to
northeast (fig. 2). Most of the cone's surviving mass is concentrated in its northwest buttress, which is ice covered except for
two windows of andesite at elevations of 4,700-5,200 ft and
3,800-4,900 ft (fig. 2). These windows expose, respectively,
one and three NW.-dipping lava flows. The top flow in the
lower window is a plagioclase-rich pyroxene andesite (62.2
percent Si0 2), similar to the capping flow on the summit, Peak
6770.
The WNW. arete of Southwest Snowy is an ice-bounded
outlier made up of at least three andesitic lava flows (fig.
5). It is separated from the main part of the edifice by an
arete of gray-green Tertiary andesite as well as by ice. The
arete of Southwest Snowy lavas extends northwest from Crag
5720 and broadens into a cliff-bounded mesa (elevation 5,300
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Figure 2A. Simplified geologic map of Snowy Mountain volcanic center. Exposed lavas of Southwest Snowy volcano in red, of Northeast
Snowy volcano in blue. Vent comple x of former indicated by" *." Holocene lava dome occupying amphitheater (hachured) of latter is darker
blue . Most of both cones covered by glacial ice (white). Basement rocks undivided are beige; they are largely Jurassic sedimentary rocks north
of the volcanoes and largely Tertiary volcanic rocks to the south, although Tertiary intrusive rocks are also common in both sectors. Active
alluvium (a I) is pale yellow; debris avalanche deposit (d.av) is bright yellow. Glacial till is stippled. Stippled part of debris avalanche deposit
was superficially remobilized when overrun by Neoglacial advance (and subsequent retreat) of Serpent Tongue Glaciers. Terminal positions of
glacier snouts are dotted for 1951, entire for 1984-87. Contour interval200 ft; selected elevations are given in feet (1m= 3.28 ft).
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Figure 28. Place names mentioned in text and locations of samples listed in tables 2 and 3. There being no ambiguity, only
the last two digits of the samp le numbers given in the tables are shown on the map. Same base as panel A. Topography
simp lified from USGS 1:63,360 quadrangles Mt. Katmai A2, A3, 82, and 83. In northern part of map, sites of two radiocarbon dated samples atop Rainbow River debris avalanche are indicated by x440 and x930, as discussed in text.
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Figure 3. Alas ka Peninsula rangecrest, July 1997: A 25-km-long reach of the main divide as seen northeastward
from upper Katmai River (fig. 1). Left half of panorama shows the pair of Snowy Mountain volcanoes; right half shows
Denison and Steller volcanoes, as indicated in labeled profile. Mount Steller lies 4 km behind (ENE. of) Mount Denison.
Products of the two Snowy Mountain vents are shaded . QTv, volcanic rocks, largely andesitic to dacitic, of several
unidentified centers, of late Tertiary and possibly early Quaternary age (Shew and Lanphere, 1992; Riehle and others,
1993). Elevations in feet (1 m =3.28 ft).

ft) scoured on an andesite lava flow (60.9 percent Si02) that
thickens to 100 m distally (fig. 5). Thi s rests on an even thicker
andesitic lava flow that was not sampled (fig. 5).
A few kilometers north of this arete, two ridge-capping
andesite remnants, each about 700 m long, rest directl y on
Jurassic basement rocks. Each consists of a single lava flow
60- 80 m thick of olivine-bearing pyroxene andesite (59.9,
58.7 percent Si02). Although only 4-5 km from the vent
complex, these lavas are today the most distal products of
the Southwest Snowy cone preserved north of the drainage

divide.
South of the divide, a parallel pair of kilometer-long
cleavers of rubbly andesite trend and dip southwest away
from the vent complex, and a large lava tongue, mostly ice
covered, extends about 5 km southeastward (fig. 2). The latter
consists of one or possibly two lava flows forming a 150-mhigh bench at its eroded terminus , the only good exposure. The
rim-forming lava of this 4,000-ft bench (5 km southeast of the
vent; sample 2570; 70 in fig. 2B) is olivine-bearing pyroxene
andesite (57.9 percent Si02) .
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Figure 4. Two views of Southwe st Snowy edifice, July 1998. A. East side of intrusive vent complex (swayback
knob 6600+) and, at right, north-dipping stack of lava flows that make up Peak 6770. Vertical exposures visible are,
respectively, 225m and 175m. View toward WSW B, Southwest face of intrusive complex (knob 6600+). with lava
stack of Peak 6770 in background clouds . View toward NNE. Foreground face, about 200m high, consists below of
steeply jointed intrusive andesite, overlain by rim cliff of chaotic vent breccia, which is densely agglutinated and cut by
dikes. These rocks are in turn overlain by remnants of three lava flows, each 10 to 15m thick, that cap knob 6600+.
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Figure 5. Three andesite lava flows forming the glacially carved, sinuous, WNW. ridge of Southwest Snowy volcano, July 1999. At right, mesa
5300+ is scoured atop the middle flow, which is only 10-15 m thick at the left but thickens distally to 100m at its eroded terminus. Ramping over
this flow from the left, the top flow (rich in black glassy zones) maintains a 60-m-thick remnant that forms Crag 5720. Base of the lowest flow
is ice covered; flow is 60 m thick in foreground and as thick as 150m distally (below the promontory at far right) . Its upper part is brecciated
and oxidized, and locally (as at the lower left) the flow appears to be compound . View westward to nameless mountains of pre-Quaternary
basement rocks on the lkagluik-Rainbow divide. Pale-gray veneer on mesa (and on many distant slopes) is pumice-fall deposit of 1912 from
Novarupta, which lies 23 km WSW.

Figure 6. Ice-topped Holocene lava dome (Peak 6875) on central skyline, partly filling ice-mantled amphitheater on northeast slope of Northeast
Snowy edifice, July 1999. True summit (Peak 7090) lies just behind dome to its right. Radial dips surrounding amphitheater define Pleistocene
edifice. Smooth skyline slope at right is north-dipping planeze that extends northward into staircase stack of thick coulees (just out of frame
to right), illustrated in figure 10. Amphitheater originated by sector collapse and subsequent modification by ice of the acid-altered core of
the edifice. Exposed walls of the amphitheater are hydrothermally altered orange -brown, yellow, and white, severely so in permeable breccia
zones. Intact remnant of outward -dipping edifice lavas (surrounded by snow) lies at northeast foot of the lava dome. View southwestward
across Serpent Tongue Glacier from ridge 3075 (sample site K-2606; 06 in fig . 2). 6 km from the dome.
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Northeast Snowy Mountain Edifice
The northeasterly cone of the contiguous pair is likewise
in large part a Pleistocene edifice, but unlike its companion it
has erupted at least once during the Holocene. Nearly as iceravaged as the other cone, it nonetheless has almost three times
more ice-free surface exposure. Most exposures, however, are
along or north of the rangecrest, even though the vent itself
lies right on the divide. Because such unilateral asymmetry
is unlikely to reflect the eruptive behavior of a free-standing
unconstrained cone, it seems required that a large fraction of
the edifice have been glacially stripped from the south slope
(fig. 2).

Holocene Dome
The Holocene lava dome was extruded just inside the
headwall of a parabolic amphitheater, open to the northeast
(fig. 6), probably directly above the long-term conduit of the
stratovolcano. Lavas exposed on the amphitheater walls are
severely ice eroded and hydrothermally altered, contrasting
with the fresh dome lava, which is coarsely blocky, scoriaceous to densely vitrophyric, black to dark gray-brown, and
little eroded (despite its 10- to 30-m-thick cap of ice). The
dome has more than 500 m of relief concealed by ice on its
north side (fig. 7) and 250m of relief well exposed on its
southeast side (fig. 8). The southeasterly exposure is a stubby
exogenous flow lobe that drapes off the dome and distally
overlies hydrothermally altered lavas of the crater headwall
(fig. 8), perhaps also penetrating a now-concealed breach in
that headwall. A smaller exogenous lobe (fig. 9) hangs off
the ice-clad southwest face of the dome, and the ice-covered
NNW. nose of the dome (figs. 6, 7) might be a third one.
A sample from atop the dome is plagioclase-rich pyroxeneandesite vitrophyre, which at 62.8 percent Si0 2 is virtually a
dacite. Of all the units we sampled at Snowy Mountain (fig.
2B), only the dome lava contains amphibole, and it has only
a trace.

Amphitheater
The amphitheater containing the dome occupies a 50°
sector high on the cone and widens distally (fig. 6). Such
amphitheaters can sometimes be no more than breached
summit craters, filled and enlarged by glacial ice, but they
also commonly form catastrophically by sector collapse (with
or without concurrent eruption), generating debris avalanches
and derivative stream-borne debris flows. A hummocky debrisavalanche deposit just beyond the termini of the Serpent
Tongue Glaciers (fig. 2) is derived principally from the Northeast Snowy amphitheater, as indicated by its abundance of
hydrothermally altered andesitic debris, which imparts a characteristically pale-orange color to the bulk deposit. The avalanche deposit is present only in the valley directly north of the
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amphitheater, and the altered core of the volcano now occupied
by the amphitheater is the only known source for the orange
debris.
Evidence against forming the entire amphitheater by
sector collapse, however, is the intact planeze of edifice lavas
(surrounded by ice) at the northeastern foot of the dome
(figs. 6, 7). This NE.-dipping remnant of the original shell of
the cone, located at the northeast edge of the amphitheater,
was evidently bypassed by the avalanche, which can thus be
inferred to have issued only from the western two-thirds of
the amphitheater. The western and southern headwalls of the
amphitheater are higher and more pervasively altered than the
eastern wall, consistent with the inferred source asymmetry.
The sector collapse greatly enlarged what was probably a
former crater, and the amphitheater has itself been enlarged by
subsequent glacial erosion.
The amphitheater thus circumscribed occupies an apparent collapse area of about 1.5 km 2 , whereas the avalanche
deposit (described more fully in a later section) originally
covered an area of at least 22 km 2 and ranged from 5 to
50 m in thickness. If the average thickness of the whole
deposit were in the range 10-20 m, then its (pre-erosional)
volume would have been between 0.2 and 0.45 km3 . Derivation of such a volume entirely from the 1.5-km2 amphitheater therefore requires that the average original thickness
of the mass displaced need only have been 150-300 m. As
the present-day relief on the south and west walls of the
amphitheater is 100-300 m (plus an unknown thickness of ice
infilling its floor), the volumetric match is satisfactory despite
the uncertainties.
Prior to extrusion of the Holocene dome, the previous
summit vent (probably an ice-filled crater) had been the focus
for long-term hydrothermal weakening of the upper part of
the cone. The crater and much of its altered envelope slid
away northward, plausibly destabilized by intrusion of magma
that subsequently produced the lava dome, leaving behind an
amphitheater much larger than any original crater. After extrusion of the dome inside the amphitheater, accumulation of ice
produced three discrete glacial tongues, one descending along
each side of the dome, a third separating the dome from the
isolated remnant planeze, and all three merging downslope
into the main glacier (figs. 6, 7).

Cone-Forming Lavas
The stacks of lava flows exposed in several ice-free segments around the rim of the amphitheater all dip radially
away at 20°-45° (figs. 2, 6-9). Some of the steepest dips,
adjacent to the dome, may have been increased slightly by
tilting during dome extrusion. Steeply dipping ultraproximal
lavas are dominated by flow-breccia zones (figs. 8, 9); the
accompanying massive interior zones are generally only 5-10
m thick proximally but thicken downslope as dips diminish.
Such breccia zones provide the main avenues of permeability
for acid fluids to spread away from the conduit and crater,
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Figure 7. Southea stward view of Holocene lava dome (Peak 6875) extruded at head of amphitheater seen in figure 6. Icy summit on right
skyline is Peak 7090, part of the headwall. Its lavas, like those of the two prows at the left and the 300-m cliff at the right, dip radially away
from the dome, serving to define the gutted center of the Northeast Snowy edifice. Relief on the ice-covered north face of the dome exceeds
500 m. Reddish-brown discoloration of glacier surface at right is caused by rockfall and windblown sand and silt from disintegrating cliff of
hydrothermally altered andesite at right. Upper part of Serpent Tongue Glacier in foreground . Photo July 1998.

Figure 8. Steep exogenous lava lobe that drapes 250-m-high southea st face of Holocene lava dome (Peak 6875) occupying gutted core of
Northeast Snowy edifice, July 1998. Best exposures of ice-mantled but little-eroded blocky lava dome are here on its southeast side . Remnants
of stacked lava flows that built the ice-ravaged Pleistocene edifice dip 25° E. at right, 45° WSW. on crag at upper left. Within the lava stacks,
permeable breccia zones are hydrothermally altered rusty orange- and yellow-brown; massive zones (flow interiors) are fresh and dark gray.
View northwestward.
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Figure 9. View northeastward past Crag 6700+ to southwest face of Holocene dome (Peak 6875). which exposes a 25-m -thick stubby lobe of
fresh, little-eroded, blocky andesite. Crag at left lies on south rim of cirque-amphitheater and midway between the dome and Peak 7090 (fig. 2);
it consists of coarse lava -flow breccia that dips as steeply as 45o WSW, away from the dome. Smoothed and corniced snow surface atop dome
is a transient eolian feature that conceals a capping of crevassed ice as thick as 30m. Foreground snow saddle is about 100m below top of
dome and about 70 m below top of Crag 6700+. Photo July 1998.

Figure 10. Glacially scoured staircase of andesite-dacite lava flows that descends northward from Northeast Snowy volcano and divides the
forks of Rainbow River, July 1999. Lowest and second benches are compositionally identical dacite lavas, each 150m thick. Small mesa right of
center (Bench 3685) is a third (andesitic) lava flow 30- 50 m thick, apparently banked in against the stack of thicker flows and probably derived
from the other (southwest) cone . Still higher bluff (above snow slope at the right margin) is another dacite flow about 200m thick. Forming
the broadest bench, the second flow of the stack yields a K-Ar age of 171 ±8 ka (table 1). At left in middle distance, smooth-sloping Peak 4665
consists of pre-Quaternary basement rocks, as do most of the skyline peaks and ridges. View is northeastward across head of Rainbow Race
Glacier from sample site K-2597 (97 in fig. 2) on WNW ridge of Southwest Snowy edifice.
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promoting hydrothermal alteration within the cone's outwarddipping lava stacks for as much as 2 km radially (e.g., fig.
6).

Three samples from two of the NE.-dipping flows in the
stack that extends from the cirque rim 2.5 km northeastward to
bench 4340 (figs. 2, 6) are mutually similar pyroxene andesites
(61.7-61.8 percent Si0 2). The top flow on the east shoulder
of the amphitheater (fig. 8) is plagioclase-rich pyroxene dacite
(63.7 percent Si0 2), slightly more evolved than the adjacent
Holocene lava dome.
Most of the surviving volume of the Northeast Snowy
cone forms a great staircase of thick lava flows that descends 6
km northward from Peak 7090 (figs. 2, 6, 10). Proximal exposure is limited by ice cover, so only a single, vertically jointed
lava flow, 100m thick, crops out along the amphitheater's west
wall above the 6,000-ft level. Farther down that sidewall, just
below the strongly altered zone shown in figure 6, N.-dipping
stacks of at least six lava flows are exposed on cliffs below
lava benches at 5,400 ft and 4,600 ft (fig. 6). As much as half
the material in these 300-m cliff sections along the western
Serpent Tongue Glacier is flow breccia, many zones of which
have been selectively discolored yellow- or orange-brown by
hydrothermal fluids that visibly affected them for as far as
3 km north of the vent-plugging dome. A few kilometers
northwest, the (unaltered) west side of this same stack of
flows is well exposed as a series of cliff-bounded lava benches
that extends to an elevation as low as 2,000 ft along the
eastern wall of Rainbow Race Glacier (fig. 10). Three of
these bench-forming distal lava flows, each 150-200 m thick,
are pyroxene dacite (63.1-63.6 percent Si0 2 ) and are among
the most evolved products identified at Snowy Mountain. An
accompanying flow only 30-50 m thick (figs. 2, 10) is olivinebearing pyroxene andesite (57.7 percent Si0 2) that banked
against the stack of dacites and probably erupted from the
Southwest Snowy vent, 4 km south.
The great thickness of these lava flows at their eroded
termini, which are today just upstream of a granite-walled
glacial gorge (fig. 2), suggests that some or all of them
could originally have extended many kilometers farther down
Rainbow River.

Fumaroles
No fumaroles have been observed on Southwest Snowy,
but two separate areas on Northeast Snowy were reported
to have been steaming in the summer of 1982 (Motyka and
others, 1993). They recorded diffuse steam emissions issuing
at 89°C from holes melted in the ice capping Peak 7090, and
they mentioned steaming ground on the dome, Peak 6875.
On helicopter flights in late July of both 1998 and 1999,
we looked closely at Peak 7090, hovered all the way around
Peak 6875, and landed atop the latter without seeing any
emissions or detecting any fumarolic odors. Either the emissions have diminished, or we overlooked them, or thickening

icecaps have suppressed them. The ice capping the dome in
1998-1999 (figs. 6-9) was many times more voluminous than
that visible in aerial photographs taken in July 1951 (such
details are obscure in the 1984 aerial photographs in our
possession), so the third possibility seems not unreasonable.

Debris Avalanche and Debris Flows
Rainbow River Debris-Avalanche Deposit
A hummocky debris-avalanche deposit is well preserved
between the eastern forks of Rainbow River (fig. 2) as far
as 14 km north of the amphitheater headwall at Peak 7090.
Though extensively overgrown with scrub alder, exposures
of the deposit are abundant and are generally pale orangebrown, reflecting derivation principally from the hydrothermally altered core of the edifice. The present-day headwall
and western sidewall of the amphitheater consist of altered
andesite of similar color (fig. 6). Block-rich hummocks, many
of them 100-400 m across, stand as high as 30 m above
adjacent depressions on the deposit surface. Relief adjacent
to glacier-fed stream gorges incising the medial part of the
deposit reaches 40 m and locally may even exceed 50 m. The
avalanche sheet generally thins northward, but even distal remnants have hummocks and ridges 20-30 m high. The moving
avalanche was generally valley confined, not climbing the
sidewalls appreciably, though it did apparently overrun three
bedrock ridges in its path (fig. 2A) that stand 100m or more
above the surface of the deposit.
The main glacier-fed streams have cut channels right
through the deposit and a few lesser streams head in the
deposit itself. Much of the sheet, however, still lacks integrated drainage and remains marked by numerous depressions
(20-400 m wide), many of which are pond filled and lack
surface outlets. An unknown fraction of the distal part of the
sheet has been removed, principally having been reworked
as alluvium on the braided outwash plain of Rainbow River
(fig. 2). Proximally, any avalanche debris that may have been
deposited supraglacially has since been swept away by glacial
transport. Medially, the deposit was overrun by Little Ice
Age (A.D. 1400-1900) advance of three lobes of the Serpent
Tongue Glaciers (fig. 2). Recession of those ice tongues during
the last century or so has exposed overrun swaths of the
avalanche deposit extending 1.5-2.5 km beyond present glacier termini that were superficially remobilized as till (fig. 2).
Below the modern glacier termini, about 10 km 2 of the deposit
are little modified, 7 km 2 have been overrun and re-exposed
by glacier fluctuations, and at least 5 km 2 have been reworked
as alluvium. The original area of the deposit was thus no less
than 22 km 2, not including distal run out facies or the proximal
devastated area (about 7 km 2 ) now swept clean by younger
ice.
Though it obviously postdates withdrawal of the regionally extensive late Pleistocene alpine valley glaciers (Riehle
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and Detterman, 1993), the emplacement age of the avalanche
is poorly known. Because the deposit was overrun by the
Little Ice Age advance of the Serpent Tongue Glaciers, it is
likely to be older than 500 years. Poorly integrated surface
drainage, meager soil development, and immature vegetation
on the deposit, as well as scant erosion of the lava dome
emplaced in its source amphitheater, are features that suggest
a late Holocene age for the collapse.
The wind-scoured surface of the avalanche is generally
barren or is directly overlain by remnants of the Novarupta
ash fall of 1912. Distally, however, where the surface is protected by alders and willows, a few centimeters of eolian silt
(incipiently transforming into soil) had accumulated atop the
avalanche prior to deposition of the 1912 ash. At two distal
bluff-rim sites (fig. 2B), we obtained radiocarbon ages from
the base of such an organics-bearing silt. At the southerly site
(fig. 2B), the basal 3-4 em of incipient soil developed on the
reworked top of the avalanche deposit yielded an AMS age of
440±40 14C yr B.P., which calibrates to a calendar age in the
interval 1433-1471 A.D. At the northerly site, the basal 4 em
of a 10- to 13-cm accumulation of silty soil (resting directly
on the primary avalanche deposit) yielded a conventional age
of 930±120 14C yr B.P., which calibrates to a calendar age
in the interval 997-1240 A.D. About 500 m downstream
from the latter site, the avalanche deposit banks against a
postglacial landslide deposit of local derivation and nonvolcanic composition. Atop this slide mass, the accumulation
of Holocene eolian silt is as thick as 80 em, at least six
times greater than the maximum thickness found atop the
adjacent debris avalanche. We conclude that the Rainbow
River debris avalanche broke loose from Snowy Mountain in
the late Holocene, roughly 1,000-1,500 years ago.

Debris Flows
The glaciers of Snowy Mountain drain directly into no
fewer than nine separate river valleys (fig. 1)-three forks of
Rainbow River, two tributaries of Katmai River, the canyon of
Soluka Creek, an unnamed gorge that runs to Hidden Harbor,
and two canyons that drain to Kukak Bay. Just 4-12 km east
of the volcano, three additional glacier-fed canyons run down
to Kukak Bay, and a fourth drains to Rainbow River (fig. 1).
Alll3 drainages are susceptible to the flooding or debris-flow
inundation that might be initiated by eruption or avalanching
of the edifice or by fallout of proximal tephra on the ice. As
the area is uninhabited, the main debris-flow hazard is to fish
and wildlife resources.
We reconnoitered all the drainages just mentioned by
means oflow-altitude helicopter flights, searching for debrisflow deposits that might have originated at Snowy Mountain.
The outwash-laden braided streams occupying these canyons
have vigorously reworked such material into alluvium, leaving
very few cutbanks in Holocene mass-flow deposits. Scattered
remnants of 1912 or younger pumiceous debris flows and
hyperconcentrated (phenocryst -dominated) sandflows reworked
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from the regional N ovarupta fallout blanket of 1912 are present,
but mass-flow deposits potentially attributable to Snowy
Mountain are rare. In particular, primary runout deposits from
the Holocene debris avalanche were sought but not identified
downstream on the Rainbow and Savonoski Rivers (fig.1 ).
Debris-flow deposits several meters thick do form steep
cutbanks at two isolated sites 23 km and 27 km north of
Snowy Mountain's summit (fig. 1). Recognized from the air,
neither site was visited owing to difficulty of access, so
their age and provenance remain unknown. A third mass-flow
deposit 11 km north of the summit banks against the debrisavalanche deposit on a local right-bank terrace of Rainbow
River at an elevation of 950 ft (figs. 1, 2). The massive
orange-brown sandy deposit is 2-3m thick, has a median
grain size diameter of only 2.1 mm, and contains only 10
weight percent clasts larger than 8 mm and merely one percent silt and clay (particles smaller than 0.063 mm). Identifiable clasts are mostly phenocryst-rich andesites, about a third
of them hydrothermally altered, along with fewer than 5
percent nonvolcanic basement rocks. Although the material
certainly came originally from Snowy Mountain, the sandy
deposit itself probably resulted from stream flow that transported material remobilized from the avalanche and flushed it
of fine-grained constituents.

Behavior of Glaciers
The icefields blanketing Snowy Mountain distribute outward into 10 valley glaciers (fig. 2), altogether representing
about 155 km2 of present-day ice. On Mount Mageik, another
ice-clad volcano, similar in elevation to Snowy Mountain and
only 35 km southwest along the rangecrest, we found the ice
volume to have been shrinking substantially and the termini of
all glaciers to have receded during the interval of 20th-century
observation (Hildreth and others, 2000). Comparison of aerial
photographs of Snowy Mountain taken in 1951 and 1983-84,
however, reveals no similarly consistent pattern. (The following notes refer to behavior of glacier termini only during the
33-year interval1951-1984. We know of no pre-1951 photographic record for Snowy Mountain, and our own 1998-99
observations yielded no quantifiable changes of terminal positions from those of 1984.)
To the northeast, the three lobes of the Serpent Tongue
Glaciers behaved independently between 1951 and 1984. The
terminus of the southwest lobe did not change position, that
of the central lobe retreated 1,200 m, and that of the larger
northeast lobe (which originates on Mount Denison) retreated
400 m. Prior to 1951, the three lobes had retreated 1.5 to 2.5
km from their Neoglacial (probably Little Ice Age) maxima
(fig. 2).
To the southeast of Snowy Mountain, the terminus of
Aguchik Glacier (fig. 2), which fronts on a great outwash plain
at the head of Kukak Bay, retreated 1,000 m between 1951 and
1984. To the south, the extensive South Snowy Icefield (fig.
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2) trifurcates distally into three modest ice tongues (fig. 2).
The southwestern and central tongues each retreated only 200
m from 1951 to 1984, while the longer southeastern tongue
retreated more than 600 m. In contrast, only 4-5 km farther
west, Princess Glacier (so named by Griggs, 1922, p. 131-132)
has actually advanced 150m since 1951 (fig. 2). A few kilometers still farther west, the East Katmai Icefield (fig. 2) contributes both to Noisy Mountain Glacier, which likewise advanced
150 m since 1951, and to north-flowing Ikagluik Glacier (just
west of fig. 2), the terminus of which is unchanged since 1951.
Four glaciers on the northwest side of Snowy Mountain
occupy canyons that converge into the west fork of Rainbow
River (fig. 2). The westernmost and largest of the four (Granite & Rainbow Glacier, confined in a granite-walled gorge)
retreated 200 m between 1951 and 1984. The easternmost
(Rainbow Race Glacier, likewise a large intracanyon ice
tongue with a churning millrace of an outlet stream) retreated
about 500 m, although the exact position of its terminus is
rendered ambiguous by extensive ice-cored moraine. As for
the two lesser glaciers between these (fig. 2), the western
terminus has remained virtually stationary, while the eastern
has retreated 250 m since 1951 and at least 1,500 m from
its Little Ice Age maximum (fig. 2). Only for this small
glacier and for the three Serpent Tongue Glaciers is good
evidence preserved for terminal positions of the Little Ice
Age advances. Most of the other glaciers in the district terminate on valley floors filled with braided outwash gravels
where vigorous fluvial reworking has removed any Neoglacial
moraines.
The marked inconsistency of 20th-century glacier
behavior in the Snowy Mountain area may in part reflect
distribution of the 1912 Novarupta ash cover, superimposed
on the climatically controlled, generally negative, regional
ice budget. The blanket of crystal- and pumice-rich fallout
of 6-9 June 1912 had a cumulative thickness of 1-2m
on Snowy Mountain. As the principal dispersal sector from
Novarupta was toward the ESE. (Fierstein and Hildreth,
1992), the primary fall deposit thinned northward and
eastward, respectively, to about 50 em around both upper
Rainbow River and Kukak Bay (fig. 1). Southwest of Snowy
Mountain, however, the deposit thickened to more than 3
mat Katmai River and on Mount Katmai (fig. 1). During
the 9 decades since the great eruption, glacier flowage
and surface erosion have stripped most of the 1912 ash
from the glaciers northeast, east, and southeast of Snowy
Mountain, but glaciers to the west and southwest retain thick
fallout blankets, especially on their distal reaches. Of the 14
glaciers just mentioned, the ash-covered ones to the west have
generally advanced or stagnated historically, whereas the ashfree glaciers farthest east have all receded. The buff pumice
mantle apparently retards glacial ablation.
Exhibiting comparable behavior still closer to Novarupta,
where the 1912 pyroclastic blanket is several meters thick, the
termini of three of the five Knife Creek Glaciers advanced
about 100 m between 1951 and 1987, actually edging out over
the adjacent 1912 ash-flow sheet at the head of the Valley of

Ten Thousand Smokes (Hildreth and others, 2000). Positions
of the other two termini did not change. The heavily ashcovered advancing glaciers did so despite the fact that two
of them had been partially decapitated by the 1912 collapse
of Katmai caldera. In contrast, the largely ash-free glaciers
of Mount Mageik, which lies just upwind of the principal
1912 fallout sector, have all retreated since 1912 (Hildreth and
others, 2000).
Despite the advances of several ash-insulated ice
tongues, the ice budget for most glaciers in the region has
clearly been negative during the last century or so. As little
as 8000 years ago, moreover, these glaciers were far thicker
and, coalescing with numerous others, extended many tens of
kilometers beyond their recent termini (Riehle and Detterman,
1993). Holocene shrinkage of the glacial cover on steep parts
of an edifice like Snowy Mountain elevates the likelihood
of failure of oversteepened glacial deposits, cliffy stacks of
rubbly lava flows, and hydrothermally altered parts of the
volcano. By lifting the deformable ice envelope sealing such
unstable materials, the retreat of glaciers can actually increase
the hazards of debris avalanches and derivative downstream
debris flows.

Geochronology
Northeast Snowy volcano erupted at least once during the
Holocene, as shown by its "postglacial" vent-plugging lava
dome, but most of the edifice is severely eroded glacially.
To determine how long the volcano has been active, we
sought to date some of its oldest lava flows by the K-Ar
method. Because the northward-descending staircase of lava
flows (figs. 2, 10), which extends from the present summit
all the way down to an elevation of 2,000 ft, represents the
largest surviving fraction of the edifice, it seemed likely that
the basal flow of the stack could be one of the earliest products
of the volcano. Our sample of that (dacitic) flow was partly
glassy so instead we dated a fully devitrified sample from the
compositionally identical overlying flow (K-2554; 54 in fig. 2),
determining a high-precision age of 171±8 ka (table 1).
Sample selection criteria and analytical methods were
identical to those described by Hildreth and Lanphere ( 1994).
Because we were seeking high-precision age determinations
for late Pleistocene rocks, we employed the multiple-collector
mass spectrometer (Stacey and others, 1981) at the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo Park.
In contrast to Northeast Snowy, there is no evidence that
the Southwest Snowy volcano has erupted in the Holocene,
as all its products are severely eroded (figs. 4, 5). The paired
edifices occupy adjacent but virtually exclusive areas, so stratigraphic evidence of relative ages by overlap or interfingering
is generally lacking. At their mutual saddle, which is largely
ice covered (fig. 2), their lava flows appear to abut directly,
and exposure is inadequate to discern a relative age. Along
the narrow strips of exposure adjacent to the saddle (fig. 2),
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the lava flows from Northeast Snowy are notably more altered
hydrothermally. At a single location (Bench 3685; fig. 2),
4 km north of the summit of Southwest Snowy, a lone lava
flow apparently derived from that edifice banked against the
previously eroded staircase of flows from the other (northeast)
edifice (fig. 10). That flow (sample K-2561; tables 2, 3) is
olivine bearing, more mafic (57.7 percent Si0 2 ), and much
thinner than the stack of thick dacite lavas against which it
banks. This relationship, if correctly interpreted, provides the
only direct stratigraphic evidence for temporal overlap of the
active lifetimes of the adjacent ice-mantled edifices.
This stratigraphic inference is supported by a K-Ar age
of 92±10 ka (table 1) for the major southeast-trending lava
lobe erupted from Southwest Snowy (fig. 2). This flow (sample
K-2570; tables 1-3) is compositionally similar to the northerly
flow just discussed (K-2561; 61 in fig. 2), and it may be
the basal Quaternary lava flow on the south side of the
edifice. Where its ice-mantled snout crops out on a bench
at 4,000 ft, exposure during our visits was inadequate to discern whether the flow rests directly on the Tertiary andesites
exposed downslope or whether another lava flow from Southwest Snowy separates them.
On the north side of Southwest Snowy, a basal lava
flow that rests on Jurassic basement 3.3 km northwest of
the summit yielded an age of 199±9 ka (table 1). Somewhat
surprisingly, the uppermost lava flow of the summit-forming
stack atop Peak 6770 gave an (analytically indistinguishable)

age of 196±8 ka (table 1 ). As these lava flows bracket most
others preserved on Southwest Snowy, it seems apparent that
much of the small cone grew very rapidly. More than 100 k. y.
of glacial erosion ensued, however, scouring away much of the
southern flank of the volcano before the big southeast-trending
lava lobe was emplaced at 92±10 ka. No younger units are
recognized at Southwest Snowy.
In summary, it is inferred from present data that eruptive
activity began by 200 ka at Southwest Snowy and by 170 ka
at Northeast Snowy. Lava-producing eruptions have been few
and widely spaced at both cones. The latest activity recognized
at Southwest Snowy took place about 92 ka, whereas Northeast Snowy has been active as recently as the late Holocene.

Composition of Eruptive Products
All samples taken from Snowy Mountain are andesites
and dacites, the great majority being plagioclase-rich twopyroxene andesites (table 2). Most rocks have 20-40 percent
plagioclase phenocrysts as large as 3 mm, about 10 percent
pyroxene phenocrysts (orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene in
varied but subequal proportions), and 1-3 percent opaque
oxide microphenocrysts -largely titanomagnetite. A few lava
flows also contain small amounts of olivine, and some of
the more mafic products of the Southwest Snowy cone have

Table 1. Whole-rock potassium-argon ages and analytical data.
[Analysts: Potassium by D.F. Siems: Argon by F.S. McFarland and J.Y. Saburomaru. Constants: A=
0.581xlo- 10 y- 1: A~= 4.962xlo- 10 y- 1: 4°K!K = 1.167x10-4 mol/mol]
Sample
number

Location
(see fig. 2)
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Weight gercent
Si0 2
K20

Radiogenic 40Ar
(percent)

(1o- 13 mol/g)

Calculated
age

K-2554

NE Snowy volcano.
Second flow of stack
to north: 3000-ft rim
facing Rainbow Race
Glacier: 4.9 km NNW.
of Peak 7090.

63.6

2.083±0.008

5.132

10.5

171±8 ka

K-2557

SW Snowy volcano.
Basal lava flow on
basement at 4000-ft
point, 3.3 km NNW.
of Peak 6770.

58.7

1.405±0.002

4.034

18.8

199±9 ka

K-2596

SW Snowy volcano.
Top lava flow on SW
Summit. Peak 6770.

61.4

1.740±0.006

4.899

16.5

196±8 ka

K-2570

SW Snowy volcano.
4000-ft rim of icemantled lava f1ow,
5.2 km SE. of Peak
6770.

57.9

1.217±0.003

1.618

6.8

92±10 ka
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Table 2. Estimated phenocryst contents of eruptive products of Snowy Mountain volcanic center.
[Data are visual estimates based on thin-section examination. For each phenocryst species, approximate volume percentage(%) and maximum size (max) are given. Si02 is weight percent Si02 of each sample;
data from table 3. Pyroxenes includes subequal amounts of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene-except K-2558i, K-2567, and K-2568, which have only clinopyroxene. Clots refers to oxide-pyroxene-plagioclase
aggregates, typically with grain-size range similar to or smaller than that of coexisting free phenocrysts. Sieved plag refers to sieve-textured cores or concentric zones within plagioclase phenocrysts; P, present
in a few grains; C, common in many grains (but not most). Cone (NE or SW) and sector are given to assist reader in locating sample number on figure 2]
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Sample

K-2553
K-2554
K-2556
K-2557
K-2558
K-2558i
K-2559
K-2561
K-2562
K-2563
K-2564
K-2566
K-2567
K-2568
K-2569
K-2570
K-2570i
K-2596
K-2597

Cone

NE
NE

sw
sw
sw
sw
NE

sw
NE
NE
NE
NE

sw
sw
NE

sw
sw
sw
sw

Sector

N
N
NW
NW
NW
NW
N
N
NE
NE
NE
dome
vent
vent
E
SE
SE
summit
WNW

Si02

63.6
63.6
59.9
58.7
62.2
55.5
63.1
57.7
61.8
61.8
61.7
62.8
55.6
55.7
63.7
57.9
58.3
61.4
60.9

Plagioclase
max
%
(mm)

25-30
25-30
20
15
20-25
30-40
25
10-15
20
20-25
25-30
20
5
5
20-25
20-25
10-15
30-35
25-30

3
2.5
3
2.5
2.5

3
3
2.5
3
3
3
2.5
2
2.5
3
2.5
3
3

Pyroxenes
%
max
(mm)

10
10
10
5-7
10
15 (?)
8-10
5
12-15
10-12
10
8-10
2-3
2-3
10
10
5-7
10
8-10

Oxides
max
%
(mm)

2
3
3
2

2-3
1-2
1-2

1.5

2-3
5(?)

<0.1
2
1
2.5
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
2
1.5
2
2.5

1-2
1
1-2
1
<1
2-3
tr
tr
2
1
tr
1-2
1

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.5
<0.1

Olivine
max
%
(mm)

0
0
0
trace(?
0
0 (?)

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.1
<0.1
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.4

0
trace
0
0
0
0
5-7
5-7
0
2

0.5
0.5
0.4

0
0
0

0
0

Clots

X

no

no

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

no
X

1.5
1

Sieved
plag

no
no
p
p
p

X

2
2

X
X
X
X

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

c
c
c

Notes

QTv
QTv
QTv

NW
SE
NE

65.05
63.14
62.83

10-15
15-20
35-40

3
2.5
4

5
5-7
10

1
1.3

1
1-2

no
X
X

p
p
p

<

=-

CD

c
~

C')

CD

Q

Q
cc

c:;·
!!.

Non-vesicular 10-cm enclave. Small plag laths dominant;
Mafics very fine grained.
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Olivine iddingsitized.

Trace of oxidized hornblende.

Non-vesicular 30-cm enclave.

Pre-Snowy Mountain volcanic rocks

K-2560
K-2598
K-2606

cr

Altered pyroxenes coexist with fresh generation.

CD
CD
CD
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Table 3. Chemical analyses of eruptive products.
[The ten major oxides (reported in weight percent) are normalized to H 20-free totals of 99.6 weight percent (allowing 0.4 weight percent for trace oxides and
halogens). Determinations by wavelength-dispersive XRF in USGS laboratory at Lakewood, Colorado; D.F. Siems, analyst. Precision and accuracy are discussed by
Bacon and Druitt (1988) and Baedecker (1987). FeO* is total iron calculated as FeO. "Original total" is the volatile-free sum of the ten oxides, as analyzed, before
normalization, with total iron calculated as Fe 20 3. LOI. weight loss on ignition at 900'C. Cone and sector are given to assist reader in locating sample number on
figure 2]

Sample

Cone

Sector

Si0 2

Ti0 2

K-2553
K-2554
K-2556
K-2557
K-2558
K-2558i
K-2559
K-2561
K-2562
K-2563
K-2564
K-2566
K-2567
K-2568
K-2569
K-2570
K-2570i
K-2596
K-2597

NE
NE
SW
SW
SW
SW
NE
SW
NE
NE
NE
NE
SW
SW
NE
SW
SW
SW
SW

N
N
NW
NW
NW
NW
N
N
NE
NE
NE
dome
vent
vent
E
SE
SE
summit
WNW

63.6
63.6
59.9
58.7
62.2
55.5
63.1
57.7
61.8
61.8
61.7
62.8
55.6
55.7
63.7
57.9
58.3
61.4
60.9

0.69
0.67
0.70
0.70
0.66
0.75
0.62
0.74
0.61
0.60
0.61
0.57
0.70
0.69
0.61
0.72
0.74
0.67
0.71

FeD*

MnO

LOI

Original
total

Na 20

K20

5.36
5.45
6.77
7.41
6.01
8.71
5.42
7.46
6.11
6.01
6.09
5.88
8.50
8.47
5.47
7.82
7.82
6.37
6.43

3.62
3.62
3.41
3.25
3.50
2.73
3.55
3.27
3.66
3.70
3.65
3.79
3.08
3.04
3.78
3.37
3.16
3.49
3.59

1.92
1.91
1.46
1.34
1.72
1.03
1.76
1.21
1.55
1.51
1.52
1.53
0.85
0.87
1.72
1.13
1.29
1.63
1.54

0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.13
0.18
0.20

0.54
0.03
-0.04
-0.14
0.11
0.24
1.27
0.49
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.41
0.36
0.35
0.19
0.49
0.68
0.04
1.00

98.83
99.33
99.68
99.47
99.16
99.18
98.48
99.01
98.20
99.45
99.31
99.29
99.18
98.90
99.17
99.38
99.05
99.15
98.35

5.54
5.53
5.89

3.79
3.61
3.89

1.38
1.56
1.47

0.22
0.19
0.18

1.71
1.81
2.16

97.69
97.17
97.33

MgO

CaD

2.69
2.71
3.83
4.32
3.17
5.18
2.84
4.89
3.26
3.21
3.32
3.02
7.16
7.14
2.75
4.88
5.10
3.46
3.13

Snowy Mountain

15.74
15.84
16.67
16.69
16.11
17.41
16.51
16.88
16.56
16.75
16.58
16.49
16.21
16.18
16.08
16.81
16.44
16.17
16.91

5.67
5.51
6.54
6.86
5.89
8.08
5.54
7.15
5.72
5.69
5.77
5.21
7.16
7.14
5.22
6.59
6.56
6.14
6.10

0.11
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12

Pre-Snowy Mountain volcanic rocks

K-2560
K-2598
K-2606

QTv
QTv
QTv

NW
SE
NE

65.0
63.1
62.8

0.52
0.68
0.65

16.11
15.89
16.37

4.41
5.16
4.91

several percent olivine phenocrysts as large as 2 mm. Amphibole was found only in the Holocene lava dome, and in our
sample it is rare and opacitized. Quartz, sanidine, and biotite
are absent. Groundmass textures are normal for intermediate
lavas, ranging typically from partly glassy and vesicular in
ejecta and in flow exteriors to crystalline and massive in thick
flow interiors. As in many andesites, the plagioclase phenocrysts typically make up two or several coexisting populations.
Some crystals are weakly zoned and relatively uncomplicated
whereas others variously exhibit oscillatory zoning, dissolution surfaces with overgrowths, sieve-textured zones or cores,
intergrowths with other grains, or polycrystalline clots (usually
including pyroxenes and oxides). Such complexity preserves
evidence for multistage pre-eruptive thermal and ascent histories generally involving magma mixing and remobilization of
stalled crystallizing batches (e.g., Singer and others, 1995;
Coombs and others, 2000).
Major-element determinations by X-ray fluorescence

0.09
0.10
0.09

2.49
3.74
3.30

spectroscopy are given for 19 Snowy Mountain samples in
table 3; the data are illustrated in figure 11 and the sample
locations shown in figure 2B. Four additional analyses (fig. 11)
of samples said to be from Snowy Mountain were tabulated
by Kienle and others (1983), but neither sample locations,
analytical methods, nor laboratory were specified. No other
chemical data for the Snowy Mountain volcanic center are
known to us.
All Snowy Mountain samples plot in the medium-K field
(fig. 11A) and far into the calcalkaline field on a conventional
FeO*/MgO vs. Si0 2 diagram (fig. llB). An alkali-lime intersection (fig. llC) at 63.5 percent Si0 2 defines a calcic suite
(Peacock, 1931), as previously also determined for N ovarupta
(Hildreth, 1983) and for nearby Mageik, Martin, and Alagogshak volcanoes (Hildreth and others, 1999; 2000). The Si02
contents of lava flows range from 55.6 to 63.7 percent, and the
two magmatic enclaves analyzed gave 55.5 and 58.3 percent.
This range is comparable to those of suites from Trident,
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Martin, and Alagogshak but much more restricted than those
of Novarupta and Mount Katmai (Hildreth, 1987~ Hildreth and
others, 1999; Hildreth and Fierstein, 2000). Snowy Mountain
eruptive products form a typical low-Ti arc suite, containing
only 0.57-0.75 percent Ti0 2 . Contents of Al 20 3 are ordinary
for arc suites, ranging from 15.7 to 17.4 percent. Relatively
primitive material has not erupted at Snowy Mountain, most
samples having less than 5.2 percent MgO, but (at 7.1 percent
MgO) the olivine-bearing scoria blocks from the vent complex
of Southwest Snowy do rank among the most magnesian Quaternary volcanic products yet recognized in the Katmai district.
Figure 11 shows that products of Southwest Snowy
(55.5-62.2 percent Si0 2) are generally less silicic than those of
Northeast Snowy (61.7-63.7 percent Si0 2) and that they also
tend to have slightly higher K20 at equivalent values of Si02.
The Holocene lava dome (at 62.8 Si0 2, 1.53 K20; fig. llA) is
less silicic than several older lava flows from Northeast Snowy
and is, relatively, one of the least potassic.
Three samples of the highly eroded basement volcanic
suite directly underlying the Snowy Mountain lavas were studied and analyzed (tables 2, 3). All three are pyroxene dacites,
petrographically and chemically rather similar to silicic members of the Snowy Mountain suite, though relatively less potassic and distinctively more hydrated (see LOI, table 3). Thought
to be of early Quaternary or late Tertiary age, these rocks
are slightly altered remnants of a previous generation of arc
volcanoes that apparently lay along or close to the same alignment as that of the modem volcanic chain (figs. 1, 2) .
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Figure 11. Whole-rock compositional data for Snowy Mountain samples as identified in inset. Filled circles for Southwest Snowy are
magmatic enclaves (tables 2, 3). "Kienle data"(+) are four analyses
reported by Kienle and others (1983) for unlocated samples said to
have been taken from Snowy Mountain. In addition to Snowy data,
fields outlining the compositional ranges determined for our suites of
samples from nearby Mount Griggs (n =75), Mount Martin (n =13),
and Southwest (New) Trident (n = 15) are shown for comparison. A,
K20 vs. Si0 2. B, FeO*/MgO vs. Si0 2. C, GaO (upper array) and total
alkalis (lower array) vs. Si0 2. Data from Hildreth and others (1999,
2000); Hildreth and Fierstein (2000); and table 3 of this report. TH/CA
is conventional field boundary between tholeiitic and calcalkaline
suites. FeO* is total iron calculated as FeD. The nomenclatural division
between andesite and dacite lies at 63 percent Si0 2 and is simply a
conventional tick on a natural continuum in many arc suites.

Owing to the extensive glacial erosion and the presentday ice blanket, estimates of eruptive volume are not very
accurate for these cones. Exposures of Quaternary volcanic
rocks today add up to about 6.5 km 2 for Northeast Snowy and
only 2.4 km 2 for Southwest Snowy. Extrapolation beneath the
ice between outcrops yields minimum areas originally lavacovered of 31 km 2 and 36 km 2 , respectively. Conservative
estimates of lost volumes of distal lavas, not counting probable
intracanyon lava tongues, could raise total areas to 40 km2 and
45 km 2 , respectively.
For converting such areas to volume estimates, a cone
model is inappropriate because the volcanoes straddle a
narrow rangecrest ridge of pre-Quaternary basement rocks
and because their bilaterally emplaced lavas draped irregularly
rugged topography on both flanks. Along the main drainage
divide, Tertiary rocks crop out as high as 5,500 ft only 1 km
east of the vent-plugging 6,875-ft dome of Northeast Snowy
and as high as 6,000 ft only 1.5 km west of the vent of
Southwest Snowy (fig. 2). Although Snowy Mountain lavas are
preserved on the north flank down to elevations as low as 2,000
ft, they are flanked there by ridges of basement rocks higher
in several places than 4,000 ft. The volume approximation is
best treated, therefore, in several parts- two thick near-vent
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piles and several separate stacks of outflow lavas that infilled
paleotopography north and south of the divide.
The thick proximal part of the Northeast Snowy cone had
an original area of about 10 km 2 and that of the Southwest
Snowy cone about 6 km 2. The present-day summits, Peaks
7090 and 6770, respectively, do not appear on structural
grounds to be eroded much below their original elevations. If
this be true, primary relief on the two proximal piles might
have averaged about 650 m and 450 m, respectively. On this
basis, cone-model calculations yield volumes of 2.2 km 3 for
the northeast proximal pile and 0.9 km3 for the southwest.
Volumes of outflow stacks are even harder to approximate
because the deeply incised (pre-volcano) bedrock surface is so
discontinuously exposed beneath the lavas and ice. Where they
issue from the proximal piles some lava-flow stacks appear
to be 400-600 m thick, but (in contrast to individual lava
flows that commonly thicken downslope) the stacks tend to
thin distally, probably owing to spreading and shingling during
outflow and to more rapid erosion along paleovalleys. At their
eroded termini today, radially emplaced stacks of lava flows
are no thicker than 300 m on the north slope and as thin as
100-150 m on the south slope. On the basis of all these weakly
constraining observations, we estimate the original outflow
volume of Northeast Snowy to have been in the range 4-8
km3 and that of Southwest Snowy in the range 3-6 km 3.
Adding these crude estimates to the proximal-pile volumes
given above yields 8±3 km3 for the northeastern edifice, 5±2
km 3 for the southwestern, and an eruptive volume of 13±4 km3
for the Snowy Mountain center as a whole. Only half to twothirds of this material has survived glacial erosion and remains
in place on the skeletally sculpted edifices today.

Discussion
Snowy Mountain is a small andesite-dacite arc volcano
that apparently originated at least 200 k.y. ago. Eruptions
have taken place from two vents 4 km apart. Their eruptive
lifetimes overlapped extensively, though only the northeastern
vent has erupted in the Holocene. Products of the southwestern
vent are generally more mafic than those of the northeastern,
which extend to dacite. No dacitic pumice deposits were seen
proximally, and no regionally widespread ash layer has been
tied to Snowy Mountain. Although we found no evidence for
major explosive events, the modern ice cover and the recurrent
regional glaciations of the past dissuade us from concluding
firmly that no such activity ever took place here during the
Pleistocene.
The modest eruptive volume (13±4 km3) and the longevity of the volcano ( 199±9 k. y.) make the calculation of an
average volumetric eruption rate (0.04-0.09 km 3/k.y.) a potentially misleading exercise. Nominally, the lifetime average
eruption rate for Snowy Mountain is similar to that estimated
for each of the cones of Trident volcano (fig. 1 ), but it is 3-10
times smaller than the long-term rates for Mounts Mageik
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and Katmai (Hildreth and Fierstein, 2000; Hildreth and others,
2000). Many or most andesite-dacite stratovolcanoes, however,
erupt in spurts (Hildreth and Lanphere, 1994), and there is
little evidence for volumetrically steady-state production, storage, or eruption of magma at such centers. At the extreme,
13 km3 of magma (equivalent to the entire volume of Snowy
Mountain) erupted at nearby Novarupta in 60 hours in June of
1912 (Fierstein and Hildreth, 1992).
Accordingly, the evidence (albeit modest and inconclusive) at Snowy Mountain suggests that much of its eruptive
volume could have been produced during a limited number of
events widely separated in time. The pair of Snowy Mountain
cones consist altogether of only about 25-30 lava flows, so
even if these were ideally spaced, gaps between eruptions
would be as long as 6,000 years. Pairs or stacks of conformable lava flows of closely similar composition suggest that
there were in reality far fewer eruptive episodes and therefore
at least some breaks much longer in duration. (This analysis
ignores minor ash outbursts that leave no substantial depositional record in such terrain.) Production of multi-flow stacks
during episodes lasting a few years to decades is a common
mode of stratovolcano behavior, as illustrated locally by the
eruption in 1953-60 of four overlapping andesite-dacite lava
flows at Southwest Trident volcano (Hildreth and others, 2000;
Coombs and others, 2000).
Another example is Mount Martin, 40 km southwest of
Snowy Mountain (fig. 1), which consists of a small fragmental
cone and a staircase of 10 overlapping coulees of blocky
dacite, each 75-100 m thick, that descend northwestward for
10 km. The extremely asymmetrical distribution of lava flows
with respect to the summit vent (fig. 12) resembles the stacked
array of Southwest Trident, the Holocene array of flows from
the East Summit of Mount Mageik (Hildreth and others, 2000),
and the staircase of flows on the north side of Snowy Mountain
(fig. 12). Interflow conformity within parts of such stacks and
the compositional similarities of subsets of successive flows
within such stacks suggest rapid sequential emplacement. At
Mount Martin, the whole pile is Holocene and much or all of it
could have erupted on a timescale of decades to centuries (fig.
12). At Snowy Mountain, the three thick conformable dacites
at the bottom of the stack (fig. 12) could likewise have been
emplaced in rapid succession.
The small adjacent cones of Snowy Mountain are characteristic of late Quaternary andesite-dacite arc volcanism in the
Katmai volcanic district. Along the same rangecrest (fig. 1),
four discrete cones of Mount Mageik, four cones of Trident,
and two of Mount Katmai, as well as Alagogshak volcano,
Mount Martin, and several peripheral lava domes, form a chain
only 30 km long, display eruptive volumes of 1-30 km3 each,
and have mutual spacings of only 1-8 km. The close-set array
of small cones contrasts strikingly with such giant stratocones
as Veniaminof and Shishaldin (each well over 100 km3 ) farther
down the chain, and it conflicts with the conventional myth
of evenly spaced arc volcanoes 40-70 km apart. Additional,
comparably close-set arrays of stratovolcanoes on the Alaska
Peninsula include the Pavlof and Stepovak Bay groups (Wood
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and Kienle, 1990) and, just northeast of Snowy Mountain (fig.
1), the Denison-Steller-Kukak-Devils Desk chain. Although
the last-named chain is very poorly known, eruptive volumes
of the four contiguous cones probably fall in the range 5-15
km3 each, and the mutual spacing of their vents is 3-4 km.
(Mount Steller is not even spelled correctly on many published
maps; it is named for Georg Wilhelm Steller, 1709-1746,
naturalist on the 1741 voyage ofVitus Bering.)
Why are so many, closely spaced, mostly small, andesitedacite volcanoes perched directly atop the peninsular drainage
divide from Alagogshak to Devils Desk (fig. 1)? It has been
suggested (e.g., Keller and Reiser, 1959; Kienle and others,
1983) that the volcanic chain in the Katmai district is built
on the crest of a regional anticline in the Mesozoic basement
rocks. Examination of the geologic map and structural cross
sections of Riehle and others ( 1993), however, shows that the
volcanoes do not necessarily lie right along the ill-defined
structural crest and that the "anticline" is at best a broad

regional warp defined by strata dipping only 5°-20° and complicated by a variety of oblique lesser folds. Additionally complicated by the intrusion of numerous Tertiary plutons into the
warped Mesozoic strata, it seems very unlikely that any such
upper-crustal structure controls the linear alignment of the
Quaternary volcanic chain illustrated in figure 1. Alternatives
to upper-crustal control include (1) a narrowly linear pattern
of fluid release from the subducting slab, (2) a sharp convecting corner or some other mechanism producing a narrowly
linear curtain of magma generation and ascent in the mantle
wedge, or (3) some linear structure in the deep crust that
traps and stores mantle-derived magma batches long enough
for assimilation, fractionation, and admixture of local partial
melts to reestablish buoyant ascent (Hildreth and Moorbath,
1988). The observation that Mount Griggs, a 20- to 25-km3
stratovolcano 12 km behind the main volcanic chain (fig. 1)
has produced an eruptive suite significantly more potassic (fig.
11) than any of the contemporaneous centers along the chain
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itself generally supports the notion of deep influence. Perhaps
an unusually narrow belt of magma storage in the deep
crust or mantle-crust transition zone leads to some degree of
mixing and modulation of any mantle-derived compositional
diversity beneath the main chain. Antecedent to renewed dike
transport toward the upper crust and distribution into discrete
eruptive centers, such deep-crustal storage and modulation
might account for the grossly similar compositional trends of
Snowy Mountain and many of the Katmai cluster volcanoes
nearby (Hildreth and Fierstein, 2000).
Although the along-arc distribution of andesite-dacite
magma into many small, close-set eruptive centers, as
observed in the Katmai district and in a few other stretches
of the Alaska Peninsula-Aleutian arc, is not a general feature
of the whole Quaternary arc, the extremely linear arrangement
is. The single-file chain of volcanoes that stretches 2,500 km
from Cook Inlet to Buldir Island (Miller and others, 1998) contrasts drastically with the Japanese, Cascadian, Mexican, and
Andean arcs, where the Quaternary volcanic zones are typically several tens of kilometers wide and where numerous volcanoes scatter far behind the volcanic front. In the Alaska Peninsula-Aleutian arc, instead of hundreds of volcanoes behind
the volcanic front, there are only a handful of Quaternary
centers (e.g., Griggs, Ukinrek, Amak, and Bogoslof; Simkin
and Siebert, 1994 ). Although offsets of alignment do divide the
chain into several segments, some process or deep structure
imposes on this arc an extraordinarily narrow linearity that is
not typical of arcs worldwide.

Volcano Hazards
The principal volcano hazards in this wilderness region
are to aviation, fish and wildlife resources, and backcountry
travelers. The volcano is so remote that a future eruption as
large as any past event at Snowy Mountain is unlikely to have
any impact on ground-based people or property. Another large
debris avalanche might muddy the waters in a coastal harbor
or downstream on the Savonoski River for a season or two.
The principal danger is from phreatomagmatic and magmatic
eruptions that can reasonably be anticipated to produce ash
clouds that could rise to altitudes of 5-12 km, i.e., as high
as 40,000 ft, endangering any passing aircraft. It is unlikely
that ashfall from such an eruption at Snowy Mountain would
produce more than a light dusting at Kodiak or Cook Inlet
settlements. Many other volcanoes nearby are characteristically more explosive than Snowy Mountain appears to have
been and thus pose greater ash-cloud hazards to aviation.
In all probability, renewed eruptive activity at Snowy
Mountain or any of its companion volcanoes would be preceded by days to months of increased seismicity. A persistent
cluster of shallow earthquakes north and west of Snowy Mountain has been recognized since at least 1965 (Ward and others,
1991), at depths of 5-10 km in basement rocks, 5-20 km
from the volcanic line. A few shallow earthquakes (magnitudes
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1-2) have also taken place beneath or close to the Snowy
Mountain edifice itself. In 1998, Alaska Volcano Observatory
(AVO) expanded its Katmai seismic network to deploy several
seismometers north of Snowy Mountain, thus sharpening the
precision of locating small earthquakes and improving the
ability to detect seismic activity potentially precursory to eruptions. Were signs of unrest to be detected, AVO would implement additional instrumental and observational monitoring and
would notify various authorities, the media, and the aviation
community of the impending hazard.
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The Insular-Intermontane Suture Zone (IISZ)
of the Western Coast Mountains of
Southeastern Alaska and British Columbia
and the Ad ria-Europe Suture Zone (AESZ) of
Southern Europe-General Description and
Comparison of Global-Scale Tectonic Features
By David A. Brew

Abstract
The western Coast Mountains of southeastern Alaska
and British Columbia are marked by a global-scale suture
zone, here called the Insular-Intermontane suture zone (IISZ),
between the Insular superterrane (west) and the Intermontane
superterrane (east). The youngest and most obvious component in the zone is the Coast Range megalineament (CRML).
A similar global-scale suture zone in southern Europe, here
called the Adria- Europe suture zone (AESZ), is between the
European superterrane (north) and the Adriatic superterrane
(south) at depth. The Periadriatic lineament (PAL) is the
youngest and most obvious component of the AESZ. Both of
these suture zones are products of similar processes and have
complicated evolutionary histories. They have distinct differences as well as similarities and neither is a simple lithotectonic terrane boundary.
The IISZ is the main unifying geologic element of the
western Coast Mountains. From north to south, it transects
a variety of local geologic features. The IISZ is as much as
50 km wide and consists of five in-part-superimposed shear
zones. The youngest and most obvious of these zones is the
800-km-long, NNW.-SSE.-trending, < 1-km- to several-tensof-kilometers-wide CRML; it is the final expression of a long
series of tectonic and intrusive events that occurred near and
along the superterrane boundary from the Late Jurassic (or
perhaps earlier) through the Cenozoic. The CRML is generally
parallel to the strike of the adjacent rocks in the IlSZ, bounds
contrasting plutonic and metamorphic belts, and has associated
geophysical gradients. Recently the term "Coast shear zone"
has been used loosely and imprecisely for one or more of the
structural elements that make up the IISZ.
The AESZ extends from southern Switzerland eastward
into Hungary; it is at least 800 kmlong and varies from

a NE.-SW. orientation on its west end to E.-W. on its east.
The zone records tectonic, metamorphic, and intrusive events
that occurred during the Cenozoic near and along the superterrane boundary. The tectonic events included both N.- and
S.-directed contractional and E.-W. strike-slip faulting. The
youngest of these events produced the crustal-scale geomorphic and structural PAL. Like the CRML, the PAL is parallel
to the strike of the adjacent rocks in the AESZ, bounds contrasting plutonic and metamorphic belts, and has associated
geophysical gradients.
The original lithotectonic terrane boundaries that are
responsible for both the IISZ and the AESZ have been
obscured by younger faulting, folding, metamorphic, and magmatic events. Although much more is known about the events
in the AESZ than in the IISZ, comparison of the two zones
indicates that the tectonic processes that formed them are
generally similar. The major differences are that (1) the IISZ
has a much longer history of development and few of the
original features are preserved-features that would perhaps
be comparable to those still preserved in the AESZ; (2) the
IISZ has all the original plate boundary thoroughly obscured,
whereas the AESZ has the original plate boundary preserved
as much of its northern edge; (3) the AESZ contains a much
smaller volume of plutonic rocks ; and (4) the AESZ is marked
by numerous ophiolitic bodies, but the IISZ has none.

Introduction and General Description
of the Suture Zones
There arc many global-scale tectonic suture zones
exposed on the smface of the Earth, but few form conspicuous
lineaments. Of those that do , the Indus-Tsangpo zone north of
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Figure 1. Outline maps showing A, Alaska, and 8, Europe, and the areas co vered by figures 2 and 3. The areas of figures 2 and
3 are approximately the same, with figure 2 being 610 km both north-south and east-west and figure 3 being approximately 760
kilometers east-west and 590 kilometers north -south .

the Himalaya, the Denali zone of central Alaska, the Alpine
fault of New Zealand, the Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ)
of southern Europe, and the Insular-Intermontane suture zone
(IISZ) of nmthwestern North America are perhaps the most
prominent (fig. 1). This article describes and compares the
IlSZ and the AESZ in a general way. For the purposes of this
paper, a tectonic suture zone is defined generally as (1) a zone
along which two (or more) different tectonic elements (plates
or lithotectonic terranes) are juxtaposed; and more specifically
as (2) that patt of a suture zone where the largest number of
events related to the juxtaposition are recorded. This definition
thus excludes most foreland and hinterland rocks that were not
fully involved in all of the suturing processes.
The main purpose of this article is to call attention to the
IISZ of southeastern Alaska and adjacent areas, with the hope
of stimul ating detailed studies of it and of comparable globalscale tectonic suture zones. Another purpose is to provide
a north-south linkage connecting the areas described in 14
separate and disconnected articles contained in a Geological
Society of America Special Paper (Stowell and McClelland,
2000). These articles describe different aspects of the tectonics
and geology between Skagway, Alaska, on the notth and Bella
Coola, British Columbia, on the south. Yet another purpose is
to provide a measure of regional and global perspective for
those articles.
The global-scale lineament zone (i.e., IISZ) of northwestern North America bounds the Insular superterrane on the west
and the Intermontane superten·ane on the east (fig. 2). It is
one of the main unifying geologic elements in the western
Coast Mountains of southeastern Alaska (Brew, l996b, 1998a,
1998b; Brew and Ford, 1978, 1985b, 1997 , 1998). The youngest and most obvious component of the IISZ is the Coast
Range megalineament (CRML), which extends from near

Skagway, Alaska, on the north to south of Prince Rupert,
British Columbia. As described below, some workers consider
the CRML to represent the whole suture zone; this is because
several elements in the IISZ are locally coincident with the
CRML.
The CRML is an essentially straight fault zone whose
youngest movement postdates the dominant 50-Ma granitic
rocks of the Coast Mountains. In detail, it is not a continuous
fault or lineament, but consists of a combination of straight,
en echelon, and bifurcating segments (Brew and Ford, 1978).
The lineament is readily recognizable because of Pleistocene/
Holocene erosion. The CRML is wholly within the IISZ and is
generally parallel to the strike of the adjacent rocks, has associated aeromagnetic and gravity gradients, and bounds contrasting plutonic and metamorphic belts. Although the strongly
linear nature of the CRML suggests a strike-slip origin, no
shear-sense indicators or other reliable evidence for lateral
movement has been reported for it. To the west of the IISZ
are rocks of the Gravina overlap assemblage and the Alexander
and Wrangellia terranes; pieces of those units occur in the
zone itself, together with rocks of the Nisling and Stikine terranes. East of the IISZ are crystalline rocks of the Wrangellia,
Stikine, and Nisling ten·anes.
A similar global-scale lineament zone (i.e., AESZ) in
southern Europe (Ciar, 1973; Bogel , 1975 ; Schmid and others,
1989, 1996; Sprenger, 1996) extends from northwestern Italy
into Hungat·y; it passes through southern Switzerland, northern
Italy, southeastern Austria, and northern Slovenia (fig. 3). The
zone in Switzerland, Italy, and Austria consists of several
connected and en echelon faults that together result in prominent several-kilometer-wide valleys. In Hungary, the zone is
concealed by younger Tertiat·y sedimentary rocks of the Pannonian Basin (Haas and others, 1998; J. Haas, oral commun.,
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mm·k the youngest events. Similarly, although the details and
some major aspects of the two zones differ, the plate-tectonic
processes that formed them were similar.

',COAST RA NGE MEGALI NEAMENT
(CRML)

Description of the InsularIntermontane Suture Zone (IISZ)
General

Figure 2. Map showing the Insu la r-Intermontane superterrane suture
zone (IISZ) in southeastern Alaska and adjacent areas. The Coast
Range mega lineament (CRML) is shown as a single line (modified from
Brew and Ford,1998).

1998). The Periadriatic line (PAL) is the most conspicuous
component in the zone. The westernmost part of the PAL is
called the Insubric line or lineament; the west-central part, the
Guidicarie lineament; the east-central pmt, the Pustertal lineament; and the easternmost part is called the Balaton lineament
or mid-Hungarian line. The PAL, in most places, lies within
rocks that originally belonged to the Adriatic superterrane.
In general , crystalline rocks of the Austro-A lpine nappes are
to the north of the PAL and late Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and
Cenozoic rocks of the southern Alps and of the Dolomites
are to the south. At depth , the AESZ as a whole is between
the European superterrane and the Adriatic superterrane to the
south.
Both the IISZ and AESZ have complicated evolutionary
histories , and neither is a simple lithotectonic terrane boundary. In both cases, the original contacts of the colliding
lithotectonic terranes have been obscured by younger fau lting ,
folding , metamorphic, and magmatic events. In both cases, the
zones that record the overall collisional events are much wider
and much less obvious than m·e the prominent lineaments that

The IISZ is a northwest- to southeast-trending zone along
the west side of the Coast Mountains in southeastern Alaska
and adjacent Yukon and British Columbia (fig. 1). The zone
is at least 1,000 km long, of which about 650 km are in
southeastern Alaska. The zone ranges from a few to several
tens of kilometers wide and is essentially straight. The Coast
Range megalineament (CRML) is the youngest component of
the several that define the zone; it is a series of continuous and
en echelon topographic lineaments that locally follow discrete
faults (Brew and Ford, 1978). The straightness of the CRML
immediately brings a strike-slip-fault origin to mind for it and
for the IISZ as a whole, but no convincing evidence supports
that view for either the CRML or for other features in the
zone. All of the kinematic indicators, mainly stretching lineations, associated with older features in the zone point to a
dominantly contractional origin, with the northeast side having
moved over the southwest on northeast-dipping faults (Hutton
and Ingram, 1992; Ingram and Hutton, 1994). Recent assertions of both dextral (Hollister and Andronicos, 1997) and
sinistral (Chardon and others, 1998) movement in and (or)
adjacent to the zone are based on constructed formlines
derived from foliation orientations; they are yet to be tested
against the overwhelming shear-sense-indicator evidence for
a contractional origin (Hutton and Ingram , 1992; Ingram and
Hutton , 1994). Klepeis and others (1998) describe the details
of an area in southernmost southeastern Alaska where their
interpretation of available kinematic indicators essentially confirms the interpretations of other workers (Hutton and Ingram,
1992; Ingram and Hutton , 1994; Brew and Ford, 1998), albeit
ascribing a transpressional origin to the IISZ. Andronicos and
others ( 1999) propose a somewhat different interpretation for
the local situation near Prince Rupert, British Columbia. Both
of the areas studied by Klepeis and others ( 1998) and Andronicos and others (1999) lack a stratigraphic unit that is elsewhere critical to the direct interpretation of early parts of
the IISZ history, namely the turbidite and associated volcanic
rocks of the Early to early Late Cretaceous Gravina overlap
assemblage (Brew and Ford, 1998). The Gravina assemblage
rocks directly record the collision of the supertenanes and
bracket the younger magmatism and metamorphism in the
TTSZ.
The oldest movement in the zone as a whole was at least
as old as Late Jurassic (Brew and Ford, 1998) and the youngest movement (on the CRML) postdates the dominant 50-Ma
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gran itic rocks of the Coast Mountains. The CRML is more
or less parallel to the strike of non-intrusive rock units on
either side within the IJSZ, and, as noted below, it bounds distinctive intrusive magmatic belts. It also bounds some contrasting metamorphic belts but is within others. The CRML and the
IISZ as a whole are also associated with steep aeromagnetic
and gravity gradients.
The IISZ records the Cretaceous-age collision between
the Insular superterrane/minicontinent to the west and the
Intermontane superterrane to the east, together with subsequent related events. There are, all together, five major sequential events involved, each of which generated a spec ific set of
structural features. These features are described by Brew and
Ford (1998) and are summarized below. The most conspicuous
of these features is the Coast Range megalineament (CRML;
Brew and Ford, 1978), but that component of the ITSZ represents only the final event, namely the mid- to late Tertiary
uplift of the Coast Mountains. The IISZ lies entirely within
the southeastern Alaska "coincident zone" described by Brew
and Ford (1985b). As pointed out to the author by R.W. Tabor

(written commun., 1999), very little of the direct evidence for
the initial suturing of the Insular and Intermontane superterranes remains.

Nomenclature
Before describing the IISZ as the term is used in this
article, the reader is alerted to the fact that there are current
problems with both the concept and nomenclature for the
different structural components of the zone. The situation is
complicated because some of the different components in the
zone are locally superposed and (or) concordant. As discussed
below, most of the confusion stems from various workers
accepting "Coast shear zone" as a general term that encompasses all, some, or one of the different structural features that
make up the llSZ.
Some examples of uses different than that followed here
are: Karl and others (1996) used the term "Coast shear zone"
for what is actually the CRML as defined here. Hollister
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and Andronicos (1997), L.S. Hollister (Princeton University,
written commun., 1997), and Chardon and others ( 1998) all
attempted to describe the "Coast shear zone," but did not provide a workable set of kinematic, stratigraphic, or lithotectonic
criteria that would allow others to replicate their geographic
placement of the feature . Rusmorc and others ( 1998) defined
the "Coast shear zone" as the zone into which the Great
Tonalite Sill composite plutons were emplaced (Hutton and
Ingram, 1992; Ingram and Hutton, 1994); they also required
that their "Coast shear zone" be the western limit of the uplift
of the Coast Mountains. However, the distribution of plutons
and the western limit of uplift are not coincident in either
southeastern Alaska (Brew, 1994; Brew and Ford, 1998) or in
the part of British Columbia (Parrish, 1983) that Rusmore and
others (1998) studied.

Lithotectonic Terranes and
Magmatic and Other Belts
The Insular and Intermontane superterranes contain constratigraphic sequences. The Insular superterrane minicontinent west of the IISZ consists of the Alexander and superjacent Wrangellia terranes of Late Proterozoic to Early Jurassic
age, together with the Gravina overlap assemblage of Late
Jurassic to Late Cretaceous age. The Alexander tcn·ane consists mainly of sedimentary rocks and some volcanic rocks
deposited in a long-lived oceanic-arc system (fig. 4). The
superjacent Wrangellia terrane flow and fragmental volcanic
and associated abundant sedimentary rocks that rest on the
Alexander terrane differ from the "type" Wrangellia terrane
flood basalts and carbonates elsewhere in North America. This
is because they are interpreted to have erupted through a thin
juvenile to transitional continental crust, whereas the "type"
Wrangellia volcanic rocks were erupted through oceanic crust.
Much of the Insular superterrane has been intruded by granitic
and gabbroic rocks of Paleozoic and dominant Mesozoic age.
The Gravina overlap assemblage consists of turbidites and
volcanic rocks derived largely from a Late Jurassic to early
Late Cretaceous arc developed on the Alexander and Wrangellia terrane rocks.
The IISZ itself contains <I -km- to several-ki lometersized terrane fragments from both the Insular and Intermontane superterranes. Alexander terrane, Wrangellia terrane,
Gravina overlap assemblage rocks in the zone are derived
from the Insular superterrane, and Stikine and Nisling terrane
fragments are from the Intermontane superterrane described
below.
As the term is used here, the Intermontane superterrane,
which is to the east of the IISZ, includes the Late Proterozoic
and lower Paleozoic Nisling (also known as Yukon-Tanana)
terrane, Paleozoic and Mesozoic Stikine terrane, and the Jurassic and Cretaceous Bowser overlap assemblage. The Nisling
terrane consists of locally quartz-rich metasedimentary rocks,
metacarbonates, and metavolcanics interpreted to have been
t~·asting
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deposited adjacent to ancestral North America (fig. 4). The
Stikine terrane consists of sedimentary and volcanic rocks of
island-arc origin. The original relations between the Stikine
and Nisling terranes are uncertain (Brew and others, 1994;
Brew and Ford, 1994). The Coast Mountains themselves consist of abundant crystalline rocks metamorphosed from the
Stikine and Nisling terranes, together with a few Paleozoic and
abundant Cenozoic granitic plutons.
The IISZ both separates and contains distinct and different Mesozoic and Cenozoic magmatic and metamorphic belts.
The most striking contrasts are the (1) confinement of the
Muir-Chichagof belt of 120- to 110-Ma tonalites and granodiorites to the Insular superterrane, (2) confinement of both
the approximately I 00- to 90-Ma-old Admiralty-Revillagigcdo
belt of tonalites and granodiorites and the 125- to I 10-Ma
Klukwan-Duke belt of Alaska-type mafic-ultramafic bodies
to the Gravina overlap assemblage and to the IISZ itself,
(3) the confinement of the 55- to 70-Ma Great Tonalite Sil l
belt of tonalites to within the IISZ, and (4) the restriction of
the voluminous 55- to 50-Ma granodiorites and granites of
the Coast Mountains to the Intermontane superterrane. (The
plutonic belt names used here are modi tied from those of Brew
and Morrelll980a, 1980b, 1983 and Brew, 1994).)
Less striking differences are also apparent in the distribution of the several major metamorphic belts present on the
different sides of the IISZ (Brew and others, 1992). More
important is the coincidence of the major Late CretaceousPaleocene Barrovian belt with the IISZ; this belt, together with
the Great Tonalite Sill magmatic belt that runs through the
region parallel to the CRML (fig. 2), obscured much of the
evidence of some of the earlier events in the IISZ.
The 11SZ is more-or-less coincident with both steep magnetic and gravity gradients (Brew and Ford, 1978; Jachens,
1984; Barnes, 1984; Brew and others, 1995; R.L. Morin, U.S,
Geological Survey, oral commun., 1998; Saltus and others,
1999). A series of en echelon aeromagnetic highs lies under
and adjacent to the eastern part of the zone, reaching values
of about 300 nanoteslas. The highs are more continuous and
closely aligned with the IISZ in southern southeastern Alaska
than in the north, where the highs are more discontinuous. Isostatic gravity highs are also discontinuous along the IISZ, and
in northern southeastern Alaska the values decrease abruptly
eastward across the zone from +20 to about - 50 milligals. In
northern southeastern Alaska, the highs are coincident with
the zone, but in southern southeastern Alaska, they trend more
north-south and are located several tens of kilometers west
of the IISZ. The IISZ is essentially aseismic throughout its
length, but some offset of glacial deposits suggests west-sidedown post-glacial faulting.

Evolution of the Suture Zone
Brew and Ford ( 1998) described the history of tectonic,
magmatic, and metamorphic events in the IISZ and related
them to the five closely spaced structural zones that make up
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the IISZ. From oldest to youngest, the structural zones are the
(1) Gravina belt structural zone of mid- to Late Cretaceous
age that shortened and thickened Lower to Upper Cretaceous
sedimentary, volcanic, and conglomeratic rocks of the Gravina
overlap assemblage; (2) Behm Canal structural zone of latest
Cretaceous age in which rocks of the Gravina overlap assemblage are juxtaposed with rocks of the Alexander and Wrangellia terranes of the Insular superterrane and with rocks of
the Nisling terrane (Yukon-Tanana terrane equivalent) of the
Intermontane superterrane; (3) Great Tonalite Sill (GTS) shear
zone of latest Cretaceous and Paleocene age that controlled
the emplacement of the GTS plutons within the Behm Canal

structural zone, mostly between about 85 and 56 Ma; (4)
Great Tonalite Sill mylonite zone of Paleocene and Eocene
age that indicates near-vertical sub-solidus movements in a
narrow zone along the footwall of the GTS during and after
the si ll 's emplacement; and (5) Coast Range megalineament
zone of inferred Eocene to Holocene age, which was the major
western boundary of Coast Mountains uplift. Figure 4 depicts
the present relations of the five structural zones, and figure 5 is
a diagrammatic interpretation of the evolution of the structural
zones and, hence, of the IISZ. Perhaps the most important
feature to be noted in figure 5 is the hypothetical history
of changes in position and continuity of the original Insul ar-
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Intermontane supettenane boundary in space and time, leading
to the near impossibility of identifying it uniquely in today 's
outcrops.

Description of the Ad ria-Europe
Suture Zone (AESZ)
General
The Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ) is a more or
less west- to east-trending zone of topographic lineaments
and faults between the southern Alps and the Dolomites on
the south and the notthern edge of the Austro-Alpine and
Pennine nappes. These lineaments and faults are mainly in
a series of interconnected valleys in western and northern
Italy, southernmost Switzerland, and Slovenia (fig. 3). The
westernmost patt of the zone, in n01thwestern Italy, is oriented
southwest-noltheast; going eastward, it turns to a general
east-west orientation in southernmost Switzerland and nolthcentral Italy. The nottheast-southwest-trending Giudicarie line
is a left-lateral strike-slip segment of the AESZ that connects
the lnsubric and Pustertallineaments (fig. 2). According to
Selverstone (1988) , the Giudicarie line appears to be related
to the tectonic denudation of the western end of the Tauern
window in Austria to the nolth. However, according to
Ftigenschuh and others ( 1997), there is no tectonic or geographic connection between the two. The AESZ is at least
800 km long and may be as much as 300 km longer to the
east underneath the late Tertiary cover of the Pannonian Basin
in Hungary (Hippolyte and others, 1999). It is from five to
a few hundreds of kilometers wide; the individual lineaments
that make up the prominent Periadriatic lineament (PAL) are
defined by a nan-ow set of splayed and joined faults. In the
broadest sense, the width of the zone is actually defined by
the rocks in the nappes that extend several tens to hundreds
of kilometers north of the zone that originally belonged to the
Adriatic supertenane. However, by defining the AESZ as the
place where multiple tectonic events occuned, only palt of
the northern Alps are included, and the AESZ is several tens
of kilometers wide. Although highly variable, the AESZ and
the PAL are more or less parallel to the strike of rock units
on either side; the PAL bounds contrasting metamorphic belts
and has a belt of relatively small and discontinuous intrusions
along it (Davidson and others, 1996). Another characteristic is
the abundance of associated ophioitic bodies. In the west, in
particular, the zone has associated steep geophysical gradients
(Schmid and others, 1989; Wybraniec and others, 1998). The
western end is complicated by its direct association with the
Ivrea zone (the western part of the Insubric lineament, fig.
3), where mantle and lower crustal rocks are exposed at the
surface (Quick and Sinigoi, 1992; Quick and others, 1994;
Quick, 1998; Handy and others, 1999).
The AESZ records the Late Cretaceous- and Tertiary-age
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collision of the Adriatic supetterrane with the European superterrane to the north, as well as subsequent related events.
For convenience, the term "Adriatic supertenane" is used here
for the rocks of southern origin; the term thus includes the
African continent, African and European continental-margin
rocks, and any possible minicontinental fragments that existed
in the Piedmont Ocean separating the two continental plates
of proto-Africa and proto-Europe (Bosellini, 1996; Avigad and
others, 1993). Different pans of the AESZ have different histories, but in general the record includes (1) original nolthward
thrusting of the Piedmont Ocean rocks and African plate rocks
over the preexisting European basement to the north , (2) metamorphism of some of the overthrust rocks, (4a) southwardvergent back thrusting in the western part of the zone, (3)
intrusion of tonalitic and other magmas discontinuously along
the zone (Davidson and others, 1996), (4b) northward-vergent
thrusting in the eastern palt, (5) back-thrusting at various
places, (6) contractional followed by left-lateral strike-slip
movement along the Giudicarie line segment of the AESZ,
and (7) uplift near the center-longitudinal part of the zone and
the development of the lineaments that are obvious today. The
most conspicuous of these features are the lineaments; they are
cal led the lnsubric line or lineament in the west in Italy and
Switzerland, and the Pustertalline or lineament in northern
Italy and southern Austria (fig. 3) . Schmid and others (1989)
mapped the Insubric lineament as several sh01t connected segments, suggesting that that may be a common style for the
Periadriatic lineament. The most comprehensive descriptions
of the AESZ are given by Bogel (1975), Schmid and others
(1989), and Sprenger (1996); the last two sources concentrate
on the western and the eastern exposures of the AESZ, respectively. As pointed out to the author by R.W. Tabor (U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1999), much of the direct
evidence for the initial suturing of the Adriatic and European
superterranes is still present.

Stratigraphic Sections and Geophysical Belts
The Adriatic and the European supeltenanes contain different stratigraphic sequences. The Adriatic supertenane has
a relatively thin crust and its interoceanic-arc rocks range in
age from Ordovician to Cretaceous. The clearest differences
me present on opposite sides of the Pusteltallineament; to the
south is a thin section of Paleozoic sedimentary and volcanic
rocks overlain by the thick spectacular Mesozoic carbonates
and shales of the Dolomite Mountains of the southern Alps.
Those rocks are, in general, less deformed than are those in
the areas immediately north of the lineament; the rocks to the
north are mainly metamorphosed pelitic and volcanic rocks
that are now patt of the Austro-Alpine crystalline nappe package, even though most of them originally were palt of the
Adriatic superterrane. In this same area, the PAL is clearly
the result of only the last movements in the collision zone
(Bosellini, 1996), and the original collision boundary is now
fragmented and modified by later faulting, intrusion, and
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metamorphism. C.M. Davidson (written commun., 2000) has
pointed out the almost ubiquitous presence of ophiolitic bodies
in the AESZ, in part very close to the PAL.
Geophysically, the western part of the AESZ is associated
with discontinuous, strong gravity anomalies that more or less
parallel the zone (Schmid and others, 1989) and are close to
it. The recently compiled gravity map of Europe (Wybraniec
and others, 1998) shows a strong arcuate negative Bouguer
anomaly associated with the western end of the AESZ. To
the east, Sprenger ( 1996) makes the point that a similar belt
of anomalies lies appreciably to the north of the AESZ and
ascribes the divergence to transpression or to irregular subsurface forms of the colliding plates. There apparently is no distinct seismicity associated with the AESZ (Simkin and others,
1994; Bosellini, 1996), but Sprenger ( 1996) relates one recent
event (described below) to the zone.

Evolution of the Suture Zone
Most evidence (Schmid and others, 1989, 1996) indicates
that the earlier Cenozoic movements affecting the two superterranes was contractional, with the Adriatic superten-anc
having oven-iden the European supeiterrane; in the western
part of the AESZ the movements were northwest vergent;
those in the eastern part were north vergent. This difference,
plus the effects of later uplift and extension in the AustroAlpine rocks north of the zone probably explain the existence
of several strike-slip faults in the central part of the AESZ
(fig. 3) and the dominance of strike-slip movement in the late
Tertiary. The south-vergent contractional faulting discussed
below is younger than the main collision event; it is essentially
large-scale back-thrusting, although it was interpreted by Clar
(1973) as representing a fundamental difference in vergence of
the collisional system.
The evolution of the Adria-Europe suture zone varied
from west to east. In the west, near the bend in the zone
(fig. 3), Schmid and others (1989) described a complicated
sequence of events. (I) It starts with pre-Oligocene northwestward-directed thrusting of the tonalite and mafic rocks of the
Ivrea zone; the mylonite zone developed in the ecologitic
and crystalline rocks of the Sesia zone originally north of
the superterrane boundary. (2) Those events were followed
by Oligocene extension, erosion, magmatism, and sedimentation across the boundary. (3) Those events were followed by
post-Oligocene thrusting of the same sense as the original
collision. (4) Uplift and south-inclined rotation of the area to
the north preceded further uplift, back thrusting of opposite
sense, continued rotation, and strike-slip faulting. (5) Intrusion
of granite and tonalite along the back-thrust zone preceded
the development of associated mylonite units close to what
is now called the Insubric lineament. These events are summarized schematically in figure 6. Schmid and others ( 1989)
argue that most of these events occurred in a semicontinuous
transpressive dextral strike-slip environment. The Sesia zone
rocks noted above, and the Schistes Lustres unit still farther
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nolth, are interpreted by Avigad and others (1993) to have
been part of the Adriatic plate to the south. Thus here, as in
other localities, the conspicuous expression of the AESZ (the
Insubric lineament) is tens of kilometers to the south of the
true nolthern margin of the AESZ.
In the central part of the AESZ, in the vicinity of the
Dolomites, Bosellini ( 1996) described a sequence of events
that started with the Cretaceous-age southward subduction of
the European plate beneath the African plate. The European
plate had some oceanic crust and some marginal oceanic sediments attached to it; the African plate had its leading orogenic
wedge attached to it as well as some oceanic sediments. The
subduction was followed by continuing Eocene to Oligocene
movements of the same sense- those movements resulted in
the main Alpine folding events. Caught up in the folding were
ophiolitic bodies that were associated with the oceanic crust,
oceanic sediments, and with the orogenic wedge. This was
accompanied by both some small-scale south-vergent backthrusting. Finally, during Miocene to Holocene time erosion
exhumed the northern Alps, and the Pustettallineament was
eroded between the uplifted northern and southern Alps (the
Dolomites). These events are summarized schematically in
figure 7. Bosellini does not describe large-scale rotations
like those noted above as present in northwestern Italy, and
he argues that the northern Alps are dominated by northvergent structures and the southern Alps by south-vergent
ones. Bosellini argues that all of these events occun-ed in a
contractional environment and that strike-slip movements were
rare.

Comparison of the IISZ and AESZ
The IISZ and the AESZ are similar in many aspects but
also differ in some. Table 1 describes features common to the
two zones; it is apparent that the main differences are ( I)
age of movement, (2) geographic linearity/non-linearity, (3)
width of the suture zones, (4) volume of associated plutonic
rocks, (5) ophiolitic bodies in the AESZ but not in the IISZ,
(6) distribution of geophysical anomalies, (7) sense of movement, and (8) degree of development. These eight topics are
discussed here, with speculations as to why the differences
exist.
The difference in age of movement- with the IISZ having
been active from Early Cretaceous (and perhaps earlier) through
Late Tertiary and perhaps into the Holocene and the AESZ
having been active from Late Cretaceous through middle Tertiary and also perhaps into the Holocene - is due to differences
in age of the large-scale tectonic plate movements that led to
the formation of the zones. This is by itself trivial. However,
the difference is significant because the IISZ developed during
a relatively long period, from perhaps as old as Late Jurassic to
the Quaternary, whereas the AESZ has developed to its present
configuration between the Tettiary and Quaternary. Although
the features in the two zones were initiated at different times,
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1. pre-Oligocene thrusting along mylonite belt 1

2. Oligocene extens ion, erosion, magmatism and sedimention
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4. differential uplift of Sesia unit 30° rotation
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Figure 6. Diagrammatic sections showing the evolution of the Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ) at its western end where it coincides with the
segment of the PAL called the lnsubric lineament (modified from Schmid and others, 1989); in all diagrams, the line with "x's" represents the
original Adriatic-European superterrane boundary; dashed line in diagrams 5 and 6 is present erosion surface.
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Figure 7. Diagrammatic sections showing the evolution of the Ad riaEurope suture zone (AESZ) across its whole width in northern Italy,
where it is called the Pustertallineament and is between the Dolomites to the south and the Austro-Alpine crystalline nappes to the
north (modified from Bosellini, 1994); Events: A, Latest Cretaceous;
8, Eocene-Oligocene; C, Miocene-Holocene; in all diagrams, the line
with "x's" represents the original Ad ria-Europe superterrane boundary. Heavy black line and black units represent oceanic crust of the
Piedmont Ocean, which were tectonically mixed with the orogenic
wedge deposits during Alpine thrusting in the Eocene-Oligocene, thus
parts of the original superterrane boundary are also in the Alps, but
are not marked with x's in this diagram; E, European plate; A, African
plate; CO, orogenic wedge; Ll, Pustertallineament.

the general path of evolution is similar, from continental-scale
overthrusting to vertical movements in a final narrow lineament
subzone within the whole zone. It appears that the IISZ is
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currently completely aseismic, whereas parts of the AESZ are
interpreted by Sprenger (1996) to be currently active.
The IISZ is strikingly linear as shown by its youngest
component, the Coast Range megalineament (CRML, fig . 2),
although it has some minor changes in trend. In contrast, the
AESZ consists of a series of segments of significantly different
orientation as shown by the Periadriatic lineament (PAL, fig .
3) itself. This difference may relate to the different ages of
the two zones, with the IISZ having undergone a longer duration of deformational events that effectively straightened and
narrowed what was an originally more irregular and broader
course. There is a conundrum here inasmuch as the less linear
AESZ records significant transpressional and strike-slip movements and the more linear IISZ apparently records mainly
contractional movement. One hypothesis to explain the conundrum is that (1) the contractional record of the IISZ is contained mainly in mesoscopic features of the Great Tonalite Sill;
(2) the contractional event preceded strike-slip movements
whose evidence is yet to be found ; (3) such evidence might be
found in the microfabrics that developed in mylonites present
in the footwall of the GTS, in tectonites in the metamorphic
units, and in mylonites that are part of the younger CRML
(Kiepeis and others, 1998). Another hypothesis to explain the
conundrum is that strike-slip movements preceded the contractional events that are recorded in the GTS .
There is a marked difference between the IISZ and the
AESZ in the volume of associated plutonic rocks. As pointed
out by Brew and Ford ( 1985), several different plutonic belts
with different ages and compositions are located within and
adjacent to the IISZ. The largest of these is the almostcontinuous Great Tonalite Sill belt. In contrast, the AESZ is
marked by relatively small and widely distributed plutons of
mostly Tertiary age. It has been suggested (C.M. Davidson,
written commun. , 2000) that the reason is that the ocean
separating Europe and Africa was small and subduction-zone
melting of the mantle wedge never became well established.
The IISZ has no associated ophiolite bodies, whereas the
AESZ has many distributed throughout its length. It appears
that the IISZ is an anomaly amongst the Earth's large suture
zones in this respect. There seems to be no obvious explanation for this unusual situation. A belt of dismembered, metamorphosed, and deformed ophiolitic bodies is present within
the Nisling terrane rocks in the Coast Mountains (D.A. Brew,
unpub. data; R.A. Loney, written commun., 2000), but it is not
associated with the IISZ.
The difference in the distribution of geophysical anomalies is perhaps more apparent than real. In the IISZ, the linear
anomalies closely follow the zone along its northern pa1t and
are located to the west of the zone in the southern part. The
displacement is into the substrate of the subducted Insular
superterrane. In the AESZ, the linear anomalies follow the
zone in its western part and are located to the north of the
zone in the eastern part. The displacement here is into the
substrate of the subducted European plate. The divergence
associated with the IISZ may also be caused by transpression
or by irregular forms of the colliding plates. The geophysical

Table 1. Comparison of major features of the Insular-Intermontane suture zone (IISZ) of the western Coast Mountains of southeastern Alaska and British Columbia and the Adria-Europe
suture zone (AESZ) of southern Europe.
Feature

Name of obvious
lineament(s)

Subducted plate

Overlying plate

Insular-Intermontane suture zone (IISZ)

Coast Range megalineament (CRML)

Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ)

Periadriatic line (PAL), composed of Insubric (including Cremosina,
Canavese, Tonale), Giudicarie, and Pustertal (including Gailtal,
Defereggen-Anteselva-Vals, Molltal) lineaments; also Balaton line

Insular superterrane (Alexander terrane with stratigraphically overlying
Wrangellia terrane rocks) of Late Proterozoic to Middle Jurassic age

European superterrane of early Paleozoic to Mesozoic age

Intermontane superterrane (Nisling (Yukon-Tanana) terrane with
associated Stikine terrane rocks) of Late Proterozoic to Jurassic age

Adria/African superterrane of Paleozoic to Mesozoic age
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Between-plate units

On east margin of Insular superterrane: Gravina overlap assemblageTurbidites and volcanics of Late Jurassic to middle Cretaceous age

North-to-south: European-plate marginal-clastic units of Mesozoic age,
Piedmont Ocean clastic and carbonate units (Adria minicontinent) of
late Paleozoic to Cretaceous age, African-plate marginal-clastic units of
Mesozoic age
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Length

1,000 kilometers
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800 kilometers, and perhaps 1,100 with the continuation beneath the
Pannonian Basin in Hungary
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Width

Less than one to tens of kilometers; narrow

A few (5) to many tens of kilometers; narrow to broad

r:::

<
CD

-
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Orientation

Northwest-southeast

From west to east: southwest-northeast, east-west, southwest-northeast,
east-west

Geographic linearity/nonlinearity

Linear with few inflexion points and no contrasting segments; narrow

Distinctly non-linear, with connected segments of different orientation

Consistency of vergence

Main movements were unidirectional from northeast to southwest

Main movements were polydirectional, from south to north in the eastern
part of the zone and southeast to northwest in the western part;
important dextral strike slip; back-thrusting in the eastern part has
caused north to south vergence

Associated magmatic belts

Contains the 125- to 110-Ma Klukwan mafic/ultramafic and 70- to 65-Ma
Great Tonalite Sill belts; separates most of the 100- to 90-Ma
Adrniralty-Revillagigedo tonalite and granodiorite belt from the 55- to
50-Ma Coast Mountains granodiorite and granite belt

Contains discontinuous bodies of Neogene tonalite and granodiorite in the
west and Paleogene-Neogene bodies in the east; the concealed Balaton
line may be paralled by a continuous tonalite unit

Associated metamorphic
belts

Contains the inverted Barrovian Western Metamorphic Belt (Brew and
others, 1989) of the Coast Mountains Complex (Brew and others,
1994), as well as contact-metamorphic belts associated with the abovementioned plutonic belts

Generally separates higher grade metamorphic rocks (greenschist,
amphibolite, and higher pressure facies) on the north from lower grade
rock facies to the south

Age of movement

Northeastward subduction of Gravina overlap assemblage rocks started in
Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous; other events continued at least until
Neogene and probably Holocene

Generally northward obduction of the Piedmont Ocean minicontinent(s)
and the African plate started in Late Cretaceous; other events continued
at least until Neogene and probably Holocene
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information for both suture zones is relatively old and sparse.
The difference in the sense of dominant movement on
the IISZ and the AESZ has been discussed briefly above.
Both zones record major early orthogonal or near-orthogonal
superterrane collisions; the thrusts and the gross distribution
of rocks derived from the two plates in both zones demonstrate kilometers of closure. The AESZ contains both macroscopic and microscopic evidence for strike-slip and transpressive movements superposed on the zone following (and perhaps accompanying) that collision. The IISZ has yet to yield
convincing evidence for strike-slip or significant transpression, even though the history of outboard Pacific plate movements (Debiche and others, 1987; Engebretson and others,
1985) suggests that such movements were extremely likely.
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There are two sets of conclusions from this study of
global-scale tectonic sutures; the first set pertains to the specifics of these two suture zones and the second pertains to
larger concepts. Taken together, the conclusions indicate that
many of these large-scale structural features may have very
similar evolutionary histories and involve essentially the same
processes, regardless of the age of the zones or the ages of the
rocks involved.
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Specific Conclusions
1.

2.

The global-scale Insular-Intermontane suture zone
(IISZ) is between the Insular superterrane to the west
and the Intermontane superterrane to the east in the
western part of the Coast Mountains of southeastern
Alaska and British Columbia; it records the Cretaceous through Tertiary collision of the superterranes.
The youngest and most obvious component of the
zone is the Coast Range megalineament (CRML).
The global-scale Adria-Europe suture zone (AESZ)
of southern Europe records the Tertiary collision of
Adria to the south with the European superterrane
to the north. The Periadriatic lineament (PAL) is the
youngest and most obvious component of the AESZ.
Both of these suture zones are the products of similar
processes and have complicated evolutionary histories.
Neither is a simple lithotectonic terrane boundary; in
both cases, the original lithotectonic terrane contact,
or boundary, has been obscured by younger faulting,
folding, metamorphic, and magmatic events.
The IISZ is the main unifying geologic element of the
western Coast Mountains of southeastern Alaska and
adjacent British Columbia. The IISZ consists of five inpart-superimposed shear zones (Brew and Ford, 1996,
1998); the whole IISZ is as much as 50 km wide. As
noted above, the youngest and most obvious of the
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3.

five shear zones is the crustal-scale geomorphic and
structural component described as the Coast Range
megalineament (CRML). The CRML is a 800-km-long,
<1-km- to a several-tens-of-kilometers-wide, NNW.SSE.-trending, essentially straight fault zone whose
youngest movement postdates the dominant 50-Ma granitic rocks of the Coast Mountains. It is readily recognizable because of Pleistocene/ Holocene erosion. The
CRML and the IISZ as a whole are parallel to the strike
of the adjacent rocks and have associated aeromagnetic
and gravity gradients. To the west of the IISZ are rocks
of the Gravina overlap assemblage and the Alexander
and Wrangellia terranes; pieces of those units occur in
the zone itself together with rocks of the Nisling and
Stikine terranes. East of the zone are crystalline rocks
of the Wrangellia, Stikine, and Nisling terranes. The
strongly linear nature of the IISZ suggests a strike-slip
origin, but no shear-sense indicators or other reliable
evidence for lateral movement has been reported for it.
The AESZ consists of several separate structural elements that occur in different parts of southern Europe;
the youngest and most obvious of these is the crustalscale geomorphic and structural component called the
Periadriatic lineament (PAL). The PAL is the final
expression of the series of tectonic, metamorphic, and
intrusive events that occurred near and along the contact
between the European superterrane to the north and the
Adriatic superterrane to the south during the Cenozoic.
Those events include both N.- and S.-directed contractional and E.-W. strike-slip faulting. The AESZ is at
least 800 km long and varies from a NE.-SW. orientation
to the west to E.-W. on the east. The zone in Switzerland, Italy, and Austria consists of several connected
and overlapping faults that together result in prominent
several-kilometer-wide valleys. The PAL is parallel to
the strike of the adjacent rocks, bounds contrasting plutonic and metamorphic belts, and has associated geophysical gradients. In general, crystalline rocks of the
Austro-Alpine nappes form the northern part of the
AESZ; late Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic rocks of
the southern Alps and of the Dolomites are to the south,
but many of the rocks on both sides of the PAL are part
of the Adriatic superterrane.

Larger Scale Conclusions
1.

The conspicuous lineaments associated with both the
IISZ and the AESZ are the final and most conspicuous
manifestations of the complicated series of superterrane collisional events and are not themselves the
boundaries between the superterranes; because of this
it is considered likely that other major lineaments are
also only a relatively recent component in their collisional histories.

2.

3.

4.

Global-scale tectonic suture zones such as these are
likely to be at least several kilometers wide and characterized by (a) thrust imbrication of rocks from both
sides of the suture, (b) associated elongate geophysical
anomalies that approximately parallel the zones, and
(c) local mylonite zones.
Studies of mesoscopic shear-sense indicators and mapunit relations may not suffice to unravel the strike-slip,
transpressional, and contractional movement history
of a zone; microfabric studies of the tectonites and
mylonites may be required.
Suture zones and their lineaments separate magmatic
and geophysical belts; this indicates that deep-crustal
and perhaps sub-crustal structures exist that are not
directly mirrored in the upper-crustal rocks. Similarly,
the presence of abundant and commonly elongated
tonalitic plutons within the zones may indicate deepcrustal structures.
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Abstract
Recent mapping and interpretation of Quaternary geologic features has improved our understanding of the interaction between volcanic, glacial, and tectonic activity in the
Cold Bay and False Pass 1:250,000-scale quadrangles on the
Alaska Peninsula. The glacial and volcanic record of the
map area strongly suggests that continental-shelf glaciations
and two massive volcanic centers were the dominant controls
over landscape development during Pleistocene time. Ancestral Morzhovoi and Emmons Volcanoes were major impediments to flow of shelf glaciers during much of the Pleistocene.
Our mapping suggests that the area around Emmons Volcano
may have also been an important source area for glaciers
during this period. Our data further indicate that Frosty Volcano developed late in the Pleistocene, having had no apparent
impact on early Brooks Lake glacial advances but serving as a
source area for later glacial advances during late Brooks Lake
time. We also believe that major Holocene eruptions of Frosty
Volcano have yielded multiple debris and ash flows resulting
in the construction of a new south summit cone that filled an
earlier crater. Frosty Volcano was the source area for multiple
Holocene glacial advances, and its flanks preserve the best
record of Neoglacial activity in the map area.

Introduction
Recent mapping and interpretation of Quaternary geologic
features has improved our understanding of the interaction
between volcanic, glacial, and to a lesser extent, tectonic activity in the Cold Bay and False Pass 1:250,000-scale quadrangles
on the Alaska Peninsula. This mapping (Wilson and others,
1997) was compiled with earlier mapping conducted as part
of the USGS Alaska Mineral Resource Assessment Program
(AMRAP) and the Geothermal Energy Program. Previous geologic mapping in the region, which constituted an invaluable
database for our studies, was conducted by Kennedy and
Waldron (1955), Waldron (1961), Burk (1965), Funk (1973),
McLean and others (1978), and DuBois and others (1989). Field
studies by the authors were conducted over an extended span

of years, including 1983, 1988, 1990-91, and 1996 by Wilson
and 1996 by Weber. Our interpretation of Quaternary units and
events is mostly based on air photo interpretation and correlation with similar units in quadrangles to the north and east.
It is important here to note our near total lack of success in
acquiring rigorous age control on the events we can document
through our fieldwork and air photo interpretations. There are,
of course, multiple reasons for this- the most important were
our very limited time in the field and that material suitable
for age determination (essentially radiocarbon dates) is rare
and often found in nondiagnostic localities. Clearly, the lack
of radiocarbon-datable material associated with glacial deposits
or tephra (only the Fisher or Funk ash is well controlled),
the youth of the events, and the low potassium content of the
rocks (preventing reliable K-Ar dates) confounds our attempts
to apply ages. Much of the history described postdates the
development of Emmons Caldera, itself not tightly dated ( 140
ka±25-50 ka?). However, the lack of age control on Quaternary
events is not restricted to the Cold Bay region and is a problem
along the entire Alaska Peninsula.
With respect to the Holocene, the one radiocarbon date
that we believe helps to define an age is on a Neoglacial
moraine derived from Frosty Peak. Yielding a maximum age
for the advance of about 1,060 yr B.P., one could surmise that
this is not a Little Ice Age advance. Given that the particular
glacier advanced 5 km down valley, whereas other Neoglacial
moraines recognized in the area are not more that 1 km beyond
existing glaciers or cirques, this is an unusual circumstance.

Quaternary Glacial Units
A Quaternary glacial sequence (table 1) was originally
defined for the Cold Bay vicinity by Funk (1973). Later, Detterman (1986) slightly refined this sequence and incorporated
it into an Alaska Peninsula stratigraphy, showing correlations
of Quaternary units the length of the Peninsula. The Brooks
Lake drift (see table 1), formerly called the Brooks Lake
Glaciation, is generally accepted as the late Wisconsin or last
glacial maximum (LGM) on the Alaska Peninsula. Although
recent work at the northern end of the Alaska Peninsula
(Riehle and Detterman, 1993; Mann and Peteet, 1994; Stilwell
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and Kaufman, 1996) has questi oned the assignment of some
deposits to particul ar glacial epi sodes or advances in that
region, the general strati graphy, nonetheless , seems to hold up
rather well. Using large ly air photo interpretation and limited
time on the ground we have attempted to appl y thi s reg ional
stratigraph y to the geology of the Cold Bay and False Pass
region. Ground "truth" that would allow detailed description
and assignment of units is limited due to restricti ons on time
in the fi eld imposed by weather and funding. It is clear that
a uni versal application of the general stratigraphic framework
established for the Al aska Penin sul a can be locally un workable
due to local climatic, topographic, and volcanic conditions.
These local conditions, particularly growth and degradation
of volcani c edifices, may have resulted in non-synchronous
glacial advances. In addition , tectonic instability resulted in the
incomplete preservation of deposits of some epi sodes (Winslow and Johnson , 1989a). In spite of these factors, we believe
that we have developed a reasonable scenari o for the geologic
hi story of the region; thi s scenario is a hypothes is for which
we encourage further testing.

late Quaternary History of the
Cold Bay Region
We have reco nstructed the sequence of glacial and volcanic events during part of the Pleistocene and Holocene in the
Cold Bay region (fig. 1). We have divided the di scussion of

th at history into regional sections because, although there are
simil ari ties across the areas, each part of the region has a distinct character. From northeast to south west, the regional sections include ( 1) the Emmons buttress region , the area between
Pavlof Bay and Cold Bay, (which includes Emmons Caldera
and Mt. Dutton), (2) the area between Cold and Morzhovoi
Bays , discussed as the Morzhovoi Volcano buttress region, and
(3) the Ikatan Peninsula and Unimak Island area. Each of these
di sc ussions reports our data and describes a poss ible scenario
for the secti on or area.

Quaternary Glacial-Volcanic Interactions
In the Cold Bay- False Pass region, the interaction s of glaciers and active volcanoes have had a strong influence on the
type and morphology of Quaternary deposits. Elsewhere on the
Alaska Peninsul a (for example, Detterman and others, 198 1;
Detterman , 1986), Quaternary glacial and volcani c deposits
can be mapped and interpreted almost independently. In our
map area, however, the active volcanoes of Unimak Island
(Shishaldin , Isanotski Peaks, and Roundtop), Frosty Peak ,
Morzhovoi Volcano, Mount Dutton, and the Emmons Caldera-Pav lof group of volcanoes have exerted control on the
glaciers of the region. On Unimak Island, deposits of presumed Brooks Lake age indicate that Shishaldin Volcano in the
adj acent Unim ak 1:250,000-scale quadrangle may be a largely
Holocene feature. Fournelle (1988) mapped parts of Shishaldin
Volcano, particul arly its northwest flank and he did not report
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of the Cold Bay and Fa lse Pass region .
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Table 1. Correlation of Alaska Peninsula glacial sequences.
Time division

Holocene

Cold Bay area
(Funk, 1973)

Frosty drift

Northern Alaska Peninsula
(Stilwell and Kaufman,1996)

Alaska Peninsula
(Detterman, 1986)

This report (based on the
Cold Bay region)

N eoglaciation

N eoglaciation
Ukak

Late Wisconsin

Russell Creek drift
Cold Bay unit

(!)

~

§

.....:l

·.;::

~o ·8ro
o-

d:i

0

Iliuk advance
Newhalen advance

Iliuk
Newhalen

Iliamna advance
Kvichak advance

Undivided
Iliamna and
Kvichak

Early Wisconsin

Morzhovoi Bay unit

Mak Hill drift sheet

Pre-Wisconsin

Not present

Johnston Hill drift sheet

Not present

Oldest drift

any glacially derived deposits, except for those associated with
modem glaciers. During our examination of air photos covering Unimak Island, no glacial deposits of Brooks Lake age
derived from Shishaldin Volcano were identified and glacial
deposits derived from elsewhere or deflected around the other
volcanoes of the island do not show any apparent influence
from Shishaldin Volcano. By implication, Shishaldin Volcano
is largely a post-Wisconsin feature.
At many localities in the Cold Bay vicinity, a distinctive
volcanic ash deposit has been mapped (see Funk, 1973). Later
workers referred to this as the "Funk" ash and used it in
correlations throughout the area. According to T.P. Miller (oral
commun., 1997), this ash is derived from the eruption at 9,100
yr B.P. of Fisher Caldera on Unimak Island west of the map
area (Miller, 1990). The presence of the Funk ash overlying
many of the glacial sequences in the region provides one
of the strongest means we have of controlling ages of these
sequences and separating definitely Neoglacial and probable
late Wisconsin deposits.

Emmons Buttress Region
A group of high mountains centered around present-day
Mt. Emmons, Mt. Dutton, and the Aghileen Pinnacles at one
time formed an island and acted as a buttress to deflect massive
northward-flowing glaciers from the continental shelf to the
south. The end moraines of several of these vast ice bodies
were deposited to form the heads of Pavlof Bay, Cold Bay,
and other bays, connecting several former islands to form the
presently continuous landmass of the Alaska Peninsula. In
addition to the Emmons buttress, ancestral Morzhovoi Volcano
and the range of mountains between the west side of presentday Morzhovoi Bay and False Pass also served as buttresses to

Mak Hill

Oldest drift(?)

Iliuk advance
New halen
advance

Iliamna advance
Kvichak
advance
Mak Hill drift sheet
Johnston Hill drift sheet
Oldest drift

deflect ice flow from the shelf glaciers.
The Emmons buttress includes the oldest bedrock in the
map area. Sandstone of the Indecision Creek Sandstone and
Snug Harbor Siltstone Members of the Naknek Formation
of Late Jurassic age crop out in the vicinity of Black Hill
(fig. 2). The Amoco Production Company Cathedral River
#1 exploratory well (Detterman, 1990), drilled to 14,301 ft
(4,360 m) in 1973-74 on the Cathedral River, started in the
Snug Harbor Siltstone Member of the Naknek Formation (see
Detterman and others, 1996). It penetrated a thick Mesozoic
section, including most of the Naknek Formation, the Shelikof,
Kialagvik, and Talkeetna Formations, and bottomed in the
Kamishak Formation of Late Triassic age. The Emmons buttress contains the most distal exposures of Mesozoic rocks
on the Alaska Peninsula; farther west, bedrock is entirely of
Tertiary or Quaternary age.
Although the Emmons buttress deflected the shelf glaciers, it was also, at the same time, high enough to support its
own mountain glaciers, not only during the period of deposition of the extensive Wisconsin-age moraines at the heads of
Cold Bay and Pavlof Bay but during earlier glaciations as
well. Fortunately, the deposits of some these earlier episodes
were protected on the northwest (lee) side of the Emmons
buttress from scouring by shelf glaciers. Classic U-shaped
valleys on ancestral Morzhovoi Volcano indicate it also supported a number of mountain glaciers; however, older glacial
deposits that may have been derived from this volcano have
been covered by the construction of Frosty Volcano on the
north or removed by the shelf glaciers on its other flanks.
The northwest side of Emmons buttress is relatively inaccessible and little of the glacial story has been studied on the
ground, but there are available excellent aerial photos taken
during topographic mapping. In addition, the eruptive history
of the volcanoes in the buttress group is being studied as a
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Figure 2. Index map showing location of the Emmons buttress region.

part of the work of the Al aska Volcano Observatory. Largely
through stud y of the 1:40 ,000-scale bl ack and whi te and colorinfrared aerial photograph s, we are abl e to suggest the fo llowing sequence (from oldest to youngest) of events impacting the
Emmons buttress (see tabl e 2).
The oldest ev idence of glaciation on the Emmons buttress
is bedrock scouring in the vicin ity of Black Hill (fig. 2);
see also Wilson and others (1 997). The bedrock of Black
Hill and the surrounding country is composed of sandstone
of the Naknek Formation. The morphology of the mountains
indicate that they have been glaciall y overridden. In addition,
Detterman 's 1983 fi eld notes report his observation of cobbl es
that he thought were of probable glacial origin at an elevation
of about 750 ft (about 225 m). These cobbles prov ide evidence
for glac iation corresponding to the "oldest drift" of Detterman
(1986).
The oldest generally visible deposits of mountain (and
possibl y she lf) glac iation occupy the lowest parts of the Cathedral River valley in the Cold Bay quadrangle. These moraines
are dark toned on the air photos, and, from ground observatio n
in the adjoining Port Moll er quadrangle, we believe they are
probabl y covered by a substanti al thi ckness (1 m?) of humus,
dark so il , and ash layers. The normal irregul ar topography of
these moraines has been extensively subdued by deposition
of volcanic air-fa ll deposits, pro babl e marine transgress ion,
and weathering; reliable di stinction between ground and end
or lateral moraines and the exact locations of glacial limits
cannot be made with certainty. However, we believe from the

ev idence avail abl e that the outermost ex tent of the depos its
is presently under the Bering Sea. We also believe that these
depos its may corre late with the Johnston Hill drift of Detterman ( 1986) based on their position and morphological character. Recent work by Kaufm an and others (1995, p. 57) on
the northern Alaska Penin sul a near King Salmon strongly suggests that the Johnston Hill and Mak Hill moraines of Detterman (1986) may" .. . represent local ice thrusting related to
glacier-bed dynamics during a single glaci al phase, rather than
regionall y and climaticall y signi ficant ice-marginal positi ons."
Kaufman and others ( 1995) also suggest correlation of the
John sto n Hill and Mak Hill moraines with the Halfmoon Bay
drift of (Muller, 1953), which they suggest has an earl y marine
oxygen-isotope stage-S age (ca. 110 ka) . Given this interpretation, deposits we have interpreted as associated with the
Johnsto n Hill and Mak Hill moraines may represent mul tiple
ep isodes in a single glacial phase. Altern atively, the so-called
Johnston Hill dri ft we recognize may be equi valent to the
oldest drift of Detterman ( 1986) and the scouring and cobbles
preserved at Black Hill may prov ide evidence for an even
earlier event not apparent in the King Salmon area.
The arms of a better preserved older morainal arc, which
we correlate with the Mak Hill glaci ation of Detterm an (1986),
can be seen farther up the slope encl os ing the valley of North
Creek to the west of Cathedral Ri ver. The Mak Hill moraine,
like the Johnston Hill moraine, is also dark toned and probably
has soil/ash cover simil ar to the Johnston Hill depos its. Subdued knob-and-kettle topography is preserved at many places
on this arcuate ridge, but very significantl y, the outward edge
of thi s moraine shows evidence of modifica tion by the wash of
water on a strandline. In stead of a norm al end-morainal humpy
pu sh-profil e, the lead ing edge of the moraine has a smooth ,
gently outward-fac ing slope. The strandline apparently stood
slightly below the crest of the moraine at a present-day altitude
of between 75 and 90 m (see table 2). On North Creek, a
moraine that may be a lesser second advance of the Mak Hill
glac iation was depos ited at an elevation above the strand line
and does not show effects of a higher sea level.
In the northeast part of the Cold Bay qu adrangle, on the
north side of Bl ack Hill, there is a moraine hav ing si mil ar
modified knob-and-kettle characteri stics as the oldest of the
Mak Hill moraines described above. This feature appears to
e merge fro m a ridge overl ain by one of the Pavlof Bay head
moraines of Wisconsin age and descends off the hill toward
the ocean after crossi ng a narrow coastal plain . At the foo t
of the hill , the typical humpy morainal topography has been
smoothed by marine erosion be low the elevation of 75 to 90
m, reconfirming the sea level determined on the North Creek
Mak Hill moraine.
The next younger event seen on aeri al photos is displ ayed
in an unusual, relatively light-to ned series of low ridges on the
slopes north of the Joshua Green Ri ver (fi g. 3) . These ridges
seem to drape across the slopes, extending downhill toward
the Bering Sea. Informally termed "the snake" during mapping
because of their fo rm , they fo rm a continuous band as they wind
across the upper part of North Creek and smaller drainages.
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Table 2. Provisional Quaternary history of the Emmons buttress region.
[See text for explanation; see Wil son and others ( 1997) for radiocarbon data]

Event

Suggested
age

Calibrated radiocarbon age
(yr. B P.)

Holocene
Tephra beds ("Funk [Fisher] ash ") in Cold Bay area lyi ng
stratigraphically above Cold Bay moraine correlated with
the Newhalen advance (Wilson and others, I 997)

post-Pleistocene 9 ka

Evidence for eruptive intervals in buttress area

late Pleistocene

Highstand of the sea, roughly 16m above MSL (Jordan,

late Wisconsin or early
Holocene
late Wisconsin
late Wisconsin

Brooks Lake drift Iliuk advance
on Emmons buttress
Brooks Lake drift Newhalen advance mi ssing on Emmons
buttress
Brooks Lake drift Iliamna advance, well developed alpine
and shelf
moraines on west side of buttress
Brooks Lake drift Kvichak advance, well developed alpine
moraines on west side of buttress
and shelf
Deposit of vo lcanoglacial or debris flow northwest of Mt.
Emmons and regionally extensive debris apron
Highstand of the sea, shoreline developed on Mak Hill drift
at elevation of 75- 90 m
Mak Hill glac ial episode
Johnston Hill glacial ep isode, extremely subdued moraines
and outwash
Oldest g laciation of Detterman ( 1986), inferred from bedrock
scouring and probable glacial erratic co bbles

They seem to conform to valley confi guration and form " Y"
shapes pointing downstream at their lowest extents in the drainage valleys. In one small drainage, the ridges trend down into
a preexisting gully. These ridges probably represent a mixed
volcano-glacial event related to the caldera-forming eruption
of ancestral Mt. Emmons. This deposit is composed primarily
of large angu lar volcan ic rocks and minimal fine sediment and
appears to be no more than a few (< I 0) meters thick. Because
of the lack of fine material, we are reluctant to call this deposit
a lahar or volcanic mudOow. We have considered the possibility
that this deposit may be the result of a jokulhlaup (Bjornsson,
1975), however, descriptions of jokulhlaups emphasize the
large proportion of water (80 percent or more) . The character of
the "snake" and deposits downslope do not indicate the passage
of large volumes of fluid. Jonsson ( 1982) describes a series of
" volcanoglacial debris flows" from Katla Volcano in Iceland. In
gross aspect these could be similar to the "snake," although they
are dominantly (60-70 percent) fine-grained material, largely
pumice, having a grain size between 0.5 and 4 mm. However, a

Min. 8,650±160
TDS-96-02E
(Beta-96825)
Max. 10 ,040±140
TDS-96-02D

Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Timing relative to
hi ghstand of sea
unknown
pre- Wisconsin
interstadial

pre-Wisconsin
pre-Wi sconsin

later paper on the same deposits (Tomasson, 1996) suggests that
these were truly the deposits of a water-dominant (greater than
80 percent) jokulhlaup and not a volcanoglacial debris flow.
Because the Katla eruption that produced these deposits in 1918
was actually observed and still such a fundamental controversy
over their mechanism of formation exists, it is clear that it will
be difficult to resolve the nature of the "snake." We believe that
it represents some type of volcanoglacial debris flow.
An extensive debris deposit covers many of the hi gher
northwestern slopes of the Emmons buttress region (fig. 2) and
overlaps the "snake" and the Mak Hill moraine. This deposit
consists of dark-colored , poorly sotted volcanic material ranging from large meter-sized angular blocks to mud that blankets
older deposits to varying depths. The debris deposits are present as much as 20 km northwest of Mt. Emmons. We believe
that, because this debris has such a wide distribution , it was
associated with a major volcanic eruption. However, we have
no data to indicate if it was hot or contained juvenile material
at the time of emplacement. T.P. Miller (oral commun., 1999)
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Figure 3A. Aerial photograph showing the southern portion of "the snake," volcanoglacial debris-flow deposits. Photograph is oriented
with north diagonal across the picture to the upper left corner. On the left edge of the photograph, moraine of the Mak Hill drift is visible,
showing the strandline at 75- to 90-m elevation discussed in the text. The "snake" meanders across the center of the photograph, overlying
the moraine in the lower left corner (note- the appearance of the snake has been enhanced by outlining on the reproduced image).
Visible in the lower right corner of the photog ra ph are the volcanic debris-flow deposits, which overlie the snake. Photograph is number
1112 of Mission 150, flown June 18,1962, by the U.S. Air Force. Scale as shown here is about 1:80,000.

does not believe that this deposit was assoc iated with an eruption, particularly the caldera-forming eruptions of the Emmons
system. In some areas where he has mapped a simil ar deposit
north of Mt. Dutton, he reports (oral com mun ., 1998) that it is

interbedded with glacial deposits. In our view, the occurrence
of these debris deposits at high elevation in a radial pattern
on the north and west quadrants surrounding Emmons caldera
on slopes truncated by later glacial erosion strongly suggest
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Figure 38. Section of geologic map southwest of North Creek (Wilson
and others, 1997) showing geologic interpretation ofthe area of the
photograph. Approximate area of photograph is dotted outline on map.
Scale of map is about 1:125,000.

a genetic association with ancestral Emmons Volcano. Wadge
and others (1995) describe debris avalanche deposits in Chile
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on the flank of Socompa Volcano that may be a partial analog
for these deposits on the Emmons buttress.
Ancestral Mt. Emmons may have been the source of the
Old Crow tephra (Miller and Smith, 1987), well known as
a stratigraphic marker in much of southwestern and Interior
Alaska and the Yukon (Hamilton and Brigham-Grette, 1992).
Tentative dating of the earliest of the Emmons eruptions, by
correlation with the Old Crow tephra, indicates an age of
about 140 ka (TP. Miller, oral commun. , 1996). Map patterns
indicate that these debris deposits postdate the Mak Hill glacial
deposits mentioned earlier which are possibly correlated with
the Halfmoon Bay drift by Kaufman and others (1995) having
a suggested age of less than 110 ka . Hence, it appears that
these debris deposits could be younger than 110 ka. Therefore
the extensive debri s deposit would not be related to the postulated Emmons eruption that produced the Old Crow tephra ;
alternatively, Emmons may not be the source of the Old Crow
tephra and our Mak Hill really might not correlate with Half
Moon Bay in any case.
A major glacial episode included in Funk's (1973) Cold
Bay unit, which Detterman (1986) correlated with the Kvichak
advance of the Brooks Lake glaciation, followed the deposit
of the debris mentioned above. Mountain glaciers enlarged the
upper valleys of the Joshua Green River, North Creek , and
Cathedral River into deep canyons that cut through the volcanic debris-flow and lahar deposits and well into the underlying
bedrock. Well-defined, classic end moraines having relatively
fresh looking knob-and-kettle topography were deposited in
each of these valleys. They are light toned on air photos,
probably because soil and vegetation are sparingly deve loped
on the gravelly ridges. Part of the end moraine of this glacial
advance on Joshua Green River is currently under Moffet
Lagoon. However, there is no evidence to indicate that other
moraines of this glacial advance, located below 75 to 90 m
on land , were ever affected by the early highstand of the
sea. Hence, we believe thi s stage clearly postdates the 75- to
90-m sea-level stand. On the southern part of the Emmons
buttress, we believe that high-level morainal deposits of the
shelf glaciers indicate the ice masses of the shelf and mountain
areas were continuous.
Another glacial advance followed , correlated on the
basis of position and surface characteristics with the Iliamn a
advance of the Brooks Lake glaciation by Detterman (1986),
leaving similar morainal deposits in each of these valleys but
upstream of the K vichak shelf and alpine moraines . In Joshua
Green valley, a moraine of this advance forms a complete arc
cut only by the river close to modern sea level. This moraine
provides the key to date the mountain glacial sequence. The
left arm of the Joshua Green River morainal ridge merges with
one of the shelf glacier moraines that delineate the head of
Cold Bay (fig . 4). Based on the character of the deposits, both
from aerial photos and ground observation , we believe these
moraines are essentially coeval.
In the immediate area of Cold Bay, two even younger
advances from the shelf icecap are provisionally correlated
with the Newhalen and Iliuk advances of the Brooks Lake
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Figure 4A. Aerial photograph showing merging of moraines from the Joshua Green River valley and Cold Bay. Smaller morainal ridge
in center of photograph is morai ne of alpine(?) glacier flowing down Joshua Green River valley. It merges with moraine of the Iliamna
advance derived from the shelf and flowing into and through Cold Bay. The form of the moraine of the alpine glacier indicates that
the glacier was deflected northward at time of deposition. This image is not as clear as the original photograph; the original shows
no indication that the moraines were any different in age. A thin ridge of moraine is just visible between the lakes in front of the shelf
glacier moraine; this ridge appears overrun by the alpine glacier. Uppe r left corner of photograph is the Bering Sea. Photograph is
oriented with north diagonal across the picture, pointing toward the upper left corner (note-the appearance of the snake has been
enhanced by outlining on the reproduced image). Photograph 1193 of Mission 150, flown June 19, 1962, by the U.S. Air Force. Scale
as shown here is about 1:80,000.

drift. However, with few exceptions, the remnants of no
yo unger moraines can be identified in the canyon vall eys of
the E mmon s buttress. The exceptions occur in the Cathedral
Valley, where a deposit we suggest might be a small moraine
is located at the junction between its east and west forks. This

deposit occurs as a set of three ridges that form a remnant arc
partially ac ross the east fork va lley. Across the valley, a deposit
shown on the map of Wil son and others (1997) as a moraine
of the Iliamna advance, has a morphology that suggests the
arcuate ridge from ac ross the valley may have originally joined
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Figure 48. Se ction of geolo gic map at mouth of Jo shua Green River
(Wil son and others, 1997) showing geologic interpretation of the area
ofth e photograph. Appro ximate area of photograph is dotted outline
on ma p. Sca le of map is about 1:125,000.

th is moraine. This could indicate that the ridge is either a
recess ional moraine of the Ili amna advance or less like ly a
moraine of the Newhalen advance. At Cold Bay, the morpho!-
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ogy of the Iliamna moraine suggests a mu lti -stage event and
the Newhalen moraines show a distinctive ly less weathered
fo rm than the Iliamn a moraines. In the Cathedral Valley, we do
not have the information to resolve whi ch glac ial event, if any,
these arcuate ridges might be associated with ; on the bas is of
thei r apparent character on air photos, we suggest that they
are most li kely associated with the Iliamna advance. Whatever
its age, the deposit at the valley j unction has been eroded by
large quantities of water flow ing dow n the main valley. This
should be no surpri se because the head of the main valley has
post-glac ial lava fl ows of at least two ages. These mi ght have
catastrop hically melted any ice or snow accumul ated , producing jokulhlaups. To the west of th is moraine arc in the valley
of the west fo rk of Cathedral Valley, which originates unde r
the Aghil een Pinnacles (see fig. 2) , is a deposit that is strongly
suggesti ve of a moraine or debri s flow. It served at one point
as a dam, backing up an ephemera l large lake in the west
fo rk valley. In the east fo rk of Cathedral Valley, upstTeam
of thi s deposit, are young, Ho locene lava fl ows fro m Little
Pav lof Volcano in the adjacent Port Mo ller I :250,000-scale
quad rangle. If thi s deposit in the west fork valley is a moraine,
it is most li kely derived fro m a tri butary glacier during the
Il iamna advance.
Many parts of the Co ld Bay region record evidence of
a hi ghstand of the sea about 15 m above present sea leve l.
Particul arl y well preserved are shorelines in Joshua Green
Ri ver valley. Evidence of thi s highstand can be fo und as terraces in much of the coastal area, where deposits older than
Newhalen advance glac ial deposits are affected. Similar terraces are well known northward along the Alaska Peninsula. In
the vicinity of Cold Bay, these terraces are present at roughl y
the same elevation on both the Pacific and Bering Sea coasts;
to the north on the Alaska Peninsul a, fo r example in the Chigni k and Wide Bay areas and the Port Moller 1:250,000-sca le
quadrangle, terrace elevations gradu ally increase fro m west to
east, indicating differential uplift (Detterm an, 1986, p. 156).
We believe that there are isostatic, eustatic, and tectonic components to this upli ft record.
The lack of evide nce for latest Pleistocene (post-Ili amna
ad vance) and Holocene glaciation on the northeast side of the
buttress indicates that additional vo lcani c event(s) may have
taken place. In additi on to the lava flows on Cathedral Creek, the
head of the M iddle Fork of Joshua Green Ri ver canyon contains
a lava fl ow and a small de bri s fl ow. Morphological ev idence suggests that the Joshua Green Ri ver valley has had large di scharges
of water which we attribute in part to volcanic activity melting
the glaciers that had ex isted (and ex ist today) o n the volcanoes
at the head of the valley in post-Iliamna time. PavlofVo lcano,
Pav lof Sister, Little Pavlof, and Mt. Hague on the northeast side
of the buttress all developed since the fo rmation of Emmons
caldera and are known to have had many Holocene and historic
eru ptions; their ash and ash-flow deposits are distributed on the
northeast side of the buttress. These volcani c deposits could
be covering the late Pleistocene and Holocene glacial depos its,
or, more likely in our opinion, the active vo lcani sm may have
prevented the development of glac iers in thi s part of the buttress.
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Figure 5. Index map showing location of the Morzhovoi Volcano and
Frosty Peak buttress region.

Morzhovoi Volcano and Frosty Peak Buttress Region
The Morzhovoi Volcano and Frosty Peak buttress region
(fig. 5) consists in large part of ancestral Morzhovoi Volcano.
Located between present-day Cold and Morzhovoi Bays south
of Frosty Peak (fig. 1), it has probably been an island vo lcanic
center during much of the Quaternary. Extensive glaciation
has removed much of the original volcanic edifice, and only
remnant flows from the volcano remain. Waldron (1961) recognized that these remnant flow s represented a large volcanic
center, which he termed Morzhovoi Volcano.
Underlying the volcanic flows of Morzhovoi Volcano is
the type locality and a key reference section of the late Miocene Tachilni Formation (Detterman and others, 1996). Both of
these sections are exposed on the south flank of the volcanic
pile. The Tachilni Formation consists of marine and nonmarine
sandstone, mudstone, and conglomerate having a chiefly volcanic provenance. It is richly fossiliferous and the fossi ls indicate shallow water deposition (Detterman and others, 1996).
Unconformably overlying the Tachilni are volcan ic rocks that
grade upward into the Morzhovoi volcanic pile.
orthwest of the volcanic center, the Morzhovoi Bay
Formation of Funk ( 1973) is exposed in a sea-cliff exposure
along the Bering Sea coast at the head of Morzhovoi Bay.
Funk (1973, 1976) also mapped areas of outcrop of the
Morzhovoi Bay Formation in the northeast part of the Cold
Bay 1:250,000-scale quadrangle. Divided into two units,
the lower unit consists of 10 to 12 m of well-compacted ,

dark grayish-brown till , containing numerous angu lar boulders
having minor oxidation rinds. The upper unit consists of moderately well sorted, stratified, and consolidated sand and gravel
or si lt and clay. Funk interpreted these deposits in the Cold
Bay region to be glaciomarine deposits that had not been
subaerially exposed on the basis of the minor oxidation, lack
of weathering profiles , and the presence of an upper stratified
member. We agree with his interpretation of the deposits at
the head of Morzhovoi Bay; however, because of the lack of
weathering we suggest that rather than the Mak Hill it should
be assigned to the Kvichak advance of the Brooks Lake drift.
Only in the area north of the Aghileen Pinnacles did Funk
(1973) map any deposits showing surface expression of his
Morzhovoi Bay unit, and it is not apparent that he actually
visited this area. Nonetheless, we concur with his assignment
of some of these rocks north of the Aghileen Pinnacles to an
older glacial event, which we correlate with the Mak Hill event
as described in the section on the Emmons Buttress above.
Waldron (1961) suggested an early to middle Quaternary
history for Morzhovoi Volcano, leading to caldera formation
(see table 3). A poorly reproducible and therefore unpublished
preliminary K-Ar age determination on a flow high in the
section (Nora Shew and F.H. Wilson , unpub. data) suggests
an age of less than 1 Ma, which is consistent with the timing
Waldron suggested. In spite of the extensive glaciation of the
volcanic center, glacial deposits of any age are uncommon in
the immediate vicinity of this volcano. Lacustrine or marine
deposits are present in three of the south-facing, glacially
carved valleys of the remnant Morzhovoi Volcano behind or
landward of beach dune deposits. We believe that water bodies
were impounded in these lower valleys by shelf ice during
one or more advances of the Brooks Lake glaciation. By inference then , Morzhovoi Volcano must have been glaciated early
during the Brooks Lake glaciation or before. Small moraines
are located in two of the south-facing valleys of Morzhovoi
Volcano, one of which also has evidence of flooding . These
moraines are probably correlative with one of the younger
Brooks Lake advances and the Russell Creek alpine advances
and are not Neoglacial moraines because they extend to much
lower elevation (less than 30 m and 75 m) than Neog lacial
moraines. The latter typically do not extend much below 300
m in elevation.
The north crater of Frosty Peak Volcano (fig. 6) is ice
fi lied and has a glacier draining it to the west. Previous
mapping (Waldron, 1961 ; Funk , 1973, 1976; Brophy, 1984)
had shown extensive glacial deposits extending radially from
Frosty Volcano. In the valley draining the north crater of Frosty
Volcano, these glacial deposits were mapped as extending
virtuall y to the coast of Morzhovoi Bay. However, we found
that thi s valley below the glacier and its Neoglacial moraine
had been largely filled by a clast-rich, hydrothermally altered,
volcanic debris flow derived from the north crater of Frosty
Volcano that may extend to within I km of the coast of
Morzhovoi Bay. Late Wisconsin glacial deposits are lacking or
at least buried by volcanic debris-flow deposits in much of
thi s valley. We were unable to determine if the debris-flow
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deposits from the North Crater overlie drift of Funk's (1973)
mapped Russell Creek (Iliuk) age in the valley or are overlain
by drift. Air photo interpretation suggests that Russell Creek
morainal deposits are located at the distal end of the debrisflow deposits, constraining the age of the eruption to younger
than the drift. A radiocarbon date on peat of 6,700 yr B.P.
(GX2788, Wilson and others, 1997; table 1), reported as
coming from either lacustrine deposits (Funk, 1973) or outwash (Funk, 1976), is interpreted as a minimum age associated
with these glacial deposits. Funk ( 1973) did not describe the
section in which this radiocarbon sample was collected nor
locate it precisely because only crude topographic maps were
available in the area in the early 1970's. Therefore, it is not
possible to determine if the dated peat deposits overlie the
debris-flow deposits or if the debris-flow deposits extend as far
as the site of the sample. Funk (written commun., 1997) was
not able to clarify the nature of the deposits from which the
sample was collected and therefore this radiocarbon date is not

useful in constraining the age of the debris flow. Funk's (1973)
Frosty drift is derived from the present glacier in the North
Crater, and he suggests it is of Neoglacial age. The Neoglacial
moraine extends less than 1 km down valley from the present
glacier as shown on the published 1:63,360-scale topographic
map that was compiled from 1987 aerial photography. By
1996, the glacier had receded farther up-valley. The age of the
Russell Creek drift has been considered latest Pleistocene or
earliest Holocene (Detterman, 1986), and, if this unit really is
present at the distal end of the valley, it constrains the age of
the crater-forming eruption to the early Holocene or later.
We believe that Frosty Volcano is largely a latest Wisconsin and Holocene constructive feature (see figures 7 and 8 and
Wilson and others, 1997) based on the pattern of Brooks Lake
glacial moraines near Frosty Volcano. This is in contrast to
Waldron's (1961) interpretation that the caldera-forming eruption of the north caldera of Frosty Volcano was of Pleistocene
age. Our mapping indicates that the timing of the caldera-

Table 3. Provisional Quaternary history of the Morzhovoi Volcano and Frosty Peak buttress region.
[See text for explanation]
Suggested age

Event

Morainal deposits at Frosty Peak, both north and south
craters

Neoglacial

Emplacement of summit cone-building volcanic rocks of
south
Eruption of ash flow from Frosty Peak (south crater). Flow
behind earlier lava flow
Development of North Crater and emplacement of volcanic

Holocene(?)

Calibrated radiocarbon age

1,060 yr. B.P.
TDS-96-09A

. .................<~-~-~-~~?.~?..?D . . .

early Holocene(?)

..............~~?~.~. .P.?.."Y. -~~P?..~~-~-~-."Y.~.~~.?.f..~.~?.~~Y....Y.?~~~P?. ....
Tephra beds ("Funk [Fisher] ash") in Cold Bay area lying
stratigraphically above moraines identified as Newhalen
and Russell Creek

post-Pleistocene 9 ka

Highstand of the sea, roughly 16 m above MSL (Jordan,

late Wisconsin or early

Min. 8,650±160
TDS-96-02E
(Beta-96825)
Max. 10,040±140
TDS-96-02D

. . . . . . . . . (~.~~~. ?..?.~~~-)....
.................!.?.?..72.. .

........... ~?..l..?..~~!l.~. ~g~. .

Eruption of massive lava flow from Frosty Peak; flow may
in an icefield
Russell Creek alpine drift and Brooks Lake drift, Iliuk
advance. Iliuk advance deposits may form a submerged

late(?) Wisconsin
late Wisconsin

........~4g~--~~.!??.~~~..?(~9..~.~---~-~Y.. (.~~~---~.i.~.~.?.~ . .~~4. .?.~~~-~~-··(1..?..?..?.) . . . . .
Brooks Lake drift, Newhalen advance glacial deposits found
on west shore of Cold
Brooks Lake drift, Iliamna advance; forms bulk of glacial
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late Wisconsin age
Wisconsin age

..............~~P.?..~i.~~---~.?.~~...?.!...M:.?!..~.~.?.Y..?i. . ~.~Y. . ~~~--~?.~.~---~-~Y. . . .
Brooks Lake drift, Kvichak advance; outer rim of glacial

Wisconsin age

.... ·--~~P.?..~.i.!.~. .~.?.~~ . .?..f..M:.?.!.~.~?.Y.?..i.. .~~Y..~~~-~.?.~.~--~-~Y. . . .
Glaciomarine(?) deposits north of Morzhovoi Bay

Wisconsin

Eruption of ancestral Morzhovoi Volcano

...... .?.~ . ~.~~l..i.~t -~g~....
about 1 Ma
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Figure 6A. Aerial photograph showing the southern flank of Frosty Volcano. North is diagonal across the picture, pointing to the upper left.
In the upper center of the photograph, the south peak of Frosty Volcano is visible, composed of the "vo lcanic rocks of the summit cone"
as mapped by Waldron (1961 ). The rocks fil l an older crater, whose rim is vis ible surround ing the summit con e. In the upper left corner, the
thick ponded flow discussed in the text is visible. Just be low (southeast) of this flow are ash-flow deposits ponded behind it. The same
ash flow came down the linear valley running down the right center of the photograph. In this val ley, the ash flow continued to the right
off the photograph, reaching the coast. Unfortunately, thin cloud cover obscures some of the image as does the poor reso lution of the
rep roduction ; however, just visible at the head of the linear valley is Neoglacial moraine extending about 1 km from the crater. Photograph
11 -5, taken July 26, 1987, for the U.S. Geo logica l Survey.
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forming eruption is latest Pleistocene or Holocene, most likely
between the last Wisconsin glaciation and Neoglaciation for
the following reasons. The Cold Bay moraine of Funk (1973)
includes deposits largely of the K vichak and Iliamna advances
and to much less extent the Newhalen advance of the Brooks
Lake drift; these glacial deposits show no influence of Frosty
Volcano. Yet moraines derived from Frosty Volcano (the Russell Creek drift of Funk, 1973) extend over these older
morainal ridges, whereas, elsewhere, glacial advances younger
than the Iliamna and K vichak advances are much less extensive than the older moraines. As the Iliuk advance of the
Brooks Lake drift was one of the least extensive (Ukak
advance? of Pinney and Beget, 1991, is possibly the youngest
and least extensive), we found it disconcerting that Russell
Creek drift from Frosty Peak overlaps the drift of early Brooks
Lake age (Cold Bay moraine of Funk, 1973). From this
relationship, we infer that Frosty Volcano was constructed
largely after the Iliamna advance but early enough to become
an accumulation zone for later (younger) glacial episodes.
Therefore, we have concluded that Frosty Peak (volcano) did
not exist during most of the Brooks Lake glaciation.
The uppermost, southern part of Frosty Volcano (the
actual Frosty Peak) is a late Wisconsin(?) and Holocene constructive feature, largely filling a preexisting crater. The unit
Waldron ( 1961) mapped as "volcanic rocks of the summit
cone" nearly fills this crater. Largely covered today by perennial snow and ice, these volcanic rocks show no evidence of
extensive glaciation, implying post-glacial emplacement. Off
the southwestern flank of the south peak (see fig. 6B), a lava
flow (labeled "Hv") was erupted that did not flow more than
3 km from its source, yet it is nearly 300m thick at its distal
end. Its form, which is a lobate ridge extending into an exist-

ing glaciated valley, indicates that it may have been erupted
into an icefield and ponded, similar to the flows derived from
the 1983 eruption of Veniaminof Volcano (Yount and others,
1985). On the opposite valley wall from this flow, a similar,
more weathered-and presumably older-flow, shown as part
of unit QTm, forms a prominent projection from the valley
wall, and together these flows nearly dam the initially south
draining, glacially carved valley. At some later time (after
melting of the ice and, therefore, we believe in Holocene
time) an eruption yielding an ash flow came from Frosty Peak
(shown as unit Qafd near Frosty Peak, Wilson and others,
1997). To the southwest, this ash flow was largely trapped
and dammed behind the above-mentioned lava flows, forming
a thick deposit that has since been moderately dissected by
fluvial erosion. In the narrow valley draining Frosty Peak to
the southeast, pyroclastic flows from the same eruption also
traveled down-valley and spread widely, possibly reaching the
west shore of Thinpoint Lake (shown as Thinpoint Lagoon on
older maps). In the uppermost part of this narrow valley
is a Neoglacial(?) moraine, probably indicating that the eruption did not occur in late Holocene time. Because no distinctive source area for the pyroclastic flows is apparent, the
implication is that the summit-cone-building flows of Frosty
Peak were erupted after this explosive event. However, the
relatively fresh character of the ash flows is evidence that they
are definitely younger than the previously described debris
flow deposits emanating from the north crater. These relatively
extensive Holocene(?) volcanic deposits on the south and west
flanks of Frosty Volcano (areas previous workers had apparently not reached) indicate that previous inferences by Waldron (1961), Brophy (1984), and others about the history of
Frosty Volcano may well be incorrect.

Table 4. Provisional Quaternary history of the lkatan Peninsula and Unimak Island region.
[See text for explanation]
Suggested age

Event

Development of tombolo connecting former Ikatan Island and Unimak Island,
Otter Cove
Deposition of ash over a wide area in the vicinity of Otter Cove from volcanic
................ ~.!.~ptig~ . <?f.g~~~~~<?P . ~I1~ . ~.~~~~.~.~.~~. R~~~~·····
Highstand of the sea, roughly 16 m above MSL (Jordan, 1997)

. . . ~E~~~~. .~.~~.~A!.~rt,.~I.~.~~.~~Y~I1.~~'. .I1<?~.E.~<:;(?gl1}~.~.~.~i!~ . ~~~~~.Ilt.Y.....

post-1850 A.D.
March 10, 1825
late Wisconsin or
Holocene

................. ..1.~~-~---~~sconsin

Brooks Lake drift, Newhalen advance, forms fragmentary morainal arc north of

late Wisconsin

Brooks Lake drift, Iliamna advance, forms large arcuate moraines north of
and Isanotski Peaks
Brooks Lake drift, K vichak advance, glacial deposits north of Roundtop and
Isanotski Peaks
Mak Hill(?) glacial episode, moraines along northeast coast of Unimak Island

Wisconsin
Wisconsin
pre-Wisconsin
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lkatan Peninsula and Unimak Island Region

Discussion

Unimak Island (fig. 7) appears to contain many of the
basic Quaternary geologic units seen elsewhere in the Cold
Bay region. The easternmost of the Aleutian Islands, it is
dominated by late Pleistocene(?) and Holocene volcanic centers. No glacial deposits other than a few Neoglacial moraines
were observed on the Pacific coast side of the island or on
the Ikatan Peninsula. At low elevation in a few areas, marine
terraces are apparent near the Pacific coast, indicating some
relative uplift. On the north or Bering Sea side of Unimak
Island, extensive glacial deposits are present in the lowlands.
Deposits from shelf glaciers that overrode the Ikatan Peninsula
and adjacent Alaska Peninsula are found on the extreme northeast of the island. Farther west, the glacial deposits were likely
derived from the Roundtop and Isanotski Peaks volcanic centers. At the extreme western edge of the map area, no glacial
deposits were recognized that were derived from Shishaldin
Volcano, supporting the contention of Fournelle ( 1988, 1990)
that it is largely a late Pleistocene and Holocene edifice. Alternatively, extensive volcanic pyroclastic and debris deposits
on the north side of Shishaldin Volcano may overlie glacial
deposits that might correlate with the Brooks Lake drift.
Deposits of Holocene volcanic eruptions are apparent on
U nimak Island near each of the three volcanoes that are wholly
or partly in the map area of Wilson and others ( 1997). A large
expanse of non vegetated volcanic ash covers valley floors west
of Otter Cove on the southeast part of the island. These deposits
are extensive enough that we were unable to distinguish their
source other than it must have been in the vicinity of Roundtop
and Isanotski Peaks. Veniaminov ( 1840, p. 18) reports a volcanic
eruption on March 10, 1825, that is probably the source ofthis
ash. He says," ... the northeast range ofUnimak exploded in
five or more places and over a large area ... " and goes on to say
the ash covered the end of the Alaska Peninsula to a depth of
several inches. In part because of the extensive distribution of
the deposits, and in part because ofVeniaminov's (1840) report,
we believe that these deposits may represent eruptions from both
the Round top and Isanotski Peaks volcanic centers. In contrast
to the deposits on their south flanks, recent volcanic debris is not
as apparent on the north flanks of these volcanoes, where older
glacial deposits of Brooks Lake age are preserved.
Russian maps dating from the mid-1800's show a passage
between Ikatan Bay and Otter Cove (fig. 7, or see Veniaminov,
1840, p. 107). Chuck Martinson (oral commun., 1990), a local
resident, has reported speaking in the 1950's with False Pass
village elders who remembered paddling through this passage
during their youth. The two parts of the island were connected by
the present tombolo sometime in the late 1800's or early in the
1900's. Fournelle (1988, p. 29-30) also reports similar evidence
from Finch ( 1934) about the historically recent joining of the
Ikatan Peninsula to U nimak Island and attributes the joining to
uplift on the order of 3 min 200 yr (or about 150 m in Holocene
time). Another suggestion is that this change could have been
the result of a reworking of deposits from the 1825 volcanic
eruption. However, there is little confirming information.

The glaciomarine deposits of the Morzhovoi Bay Formation of Funk ( 1973) were correlated by Detterman ( 1986)
with Mak Hill drift of early Wisconsin(?) age on the basis
of their position, land forms, and weathering characteristics
in the northeastern part of the Cold Bay region. We have
revised Funk's (1973) mapping in the northeast part of the
Cold Bay region, extending the mapping of Quaternary glacial
units northeastward toward the adjoining Port Moller region.
We examined the sea-cliff exposures reported by Funk on
the Bering Sea at the head of Morzhovoi Bay and remain
divided over their nature and correlation. These exposures are
moderately indurated, locally bedded, marine deposits and do
not match the lithologic descriptions of potentially correlative
units elsewhere on the Alaska Peninsula. As a unique and
geographically isolated exposure, we are not able to establish
the position of this particular outcrop sequence in our suggested stratigraphy.
The 75- to 90-m highstand of the sea and the marine erosion that affected the Johnston Hill and lower elevation parts of
the Mak Hill moraines as described for the Emmons buttress
region makes it difficult to answer the question of whether the
Johnston Hill drift represents a separate glacial event or is just
an earlier advance of the Mak Hill event. It is not possible with
our data to resolve the issue of the distinction of these deposits
that was raised by Kaufman and others (1995) on the northern
Alaska Peninsula. However, despite the isostatic vagaries of
the Alaska Peninsula, we infer from the highstand of the sea
that there was a significant warming postdating the Johnston
Hill and Mak Hill drifts, more like an interglacial period
than an interstadial period. In our experience in the adjacent
Port Moller 1:250,000-scale quadrangle and elsewhere on the
Alaska Peninsula, there is evidence, particularly in marine
terrace levels and uplifted sea caves, that shows the Alaska
Peninsula has long been undergoing relative uplift. The uplift
has proceeded at a greater rate on the Pacific Ocean side than
on the Bering Sea side. Undoubtedly, the sea-level highstands
documented here flooded the lower levels of the Johnston
Hill and Mak Hill glacial deposits on lower Cathedral River.
The significance of the inundation in terms of Quaternary
worldwide levels is problematical as the Alaska Peninsula has
a complex history of isostatic and tectonic instability (see for
example, Winslow and Johnson, 1988, 1989a, 1989b) in part
in response to rebound after the melting of the continental
shelf glaciers and in part as a response to tectonic adjustments
related to the Aleutian Trench and magmatic arc.
We suggest that the earliest two Brooks Lake advances
are of early Wisconsin age, rather than the generally accepted
late Wisconsin age. Nowhere on the Alaska Peninsula are
these glacial advances unequivocally dated. The only reported
ages on these older advances are both approximately 26,000
yr B.P. (Stilwell and Kaufman, 1996; Mann and Peteet, 1994)
on deposits that have a tenuous relationship to the moraines
they purport to date (Kvichak and "Naknek," respectively). In
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both cases, the dated material came fro m out wash depos its
collected down stream o f the moraines. However, that outwash coul d just as eas il y be assoc iated with later events
and in the case o f the K vichak date, the collected sample
was 20 krn distant fro m the mo rai ne it is used to date.
T here are d istinctive weathering and mo rpho log ical differences between moraines assigned to the Kvichak and Ili am na
advances and those of the later Brooks Lake adva nces. T here
is also ev idence for significant vo lcanic acti vity including
construction of the Pavlof group, Frosty Peak , and Shishaldin
Volcanoes. Together, these lines of ev idence suggest a signi fi cant time gap between the deposition of the two groups of
glacial deposits.
On the Alaska Peninsul a, a number of schemes have
been proposed to descri be the stratigraphy of the Quatern ary
units. Funk (1973) and Detterman ( 1986) (table 1) proposed
schemes that are applicable to the Co ld Bay region, where
the yo ungest Pl eistocene (Wisconsin) glac ial deposits were
assigned to the Brooks Lake drift. Di vided by Detterman
( 1986) into the deposits of fo ur advances , the Ru ssell Creek
dri ft of Funk ( 1973) was considered equi valent to the Iliuk
advance, the youngest of the sequence. Wo rk in the Katmai

reg ion (Pinney and Beget, 199 1; Pinney, 1993) suggests the
ex istence of a fifth advance , named the Ukak advance. Thi s
adva nce, mapped as part of the Iliuk advance by Riehle
and Detterman ( 1993) may be of earl y Ho locene age. Addi tiona l mapping and dating in the Katmai region by Mann
and Peteet ( I 994) and Stil well and Kaufma n (1996) suggest
an alternative interpretati on fo r the northern Alaska Peninsula
(see table 1). Based on our mapping and interpretati ons, we
suggest yet another modifica tion of the proposed stratigraphy
as shown in tabl e I.
In the Cold Bay region, we do not have suffi cient evidence to determine whether deposits of the Ukak advance
of Pinney and Beget ( 199 1) and Pinney ( 1993) ex ist or to
d istingui sh between the Iliu k (Russell Creek drift) and Ukak
advances. In the vicinity of Co ld Bay, we were able onl y with
uncertainty to reso lve the Cold Bay Formation of F unk ( 1973)
into the deposits of the K vichak , Ili amna, and Newhalen(?)
adva nces of the Brooks Lake drift. However, with distance
from Cold Bay, fo r exampl e in the Cathedral Ri ver valley,
di stincti ve units are more apparent. Even so, in the Joshua
Green Ri ver valley, the three authors (Wil son , Weber, and
Dochat) who focused on the Quaternary units of the rev ised
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geologic map (Wilson and others, 1997) were not able to agree
on the correlation of the glacial deposits. Weber and Wilson
interpret the mapped deposits in the Joshua Green Valley as
alpine glacial advances that con-elate with the Iliamna and
K vichak advances of the Brooks Lake shelf drift in this area.
In our vision, ice from the shelf ice-accumulation zone locally
overtopped low passes on the Emmons buttress and joined
with existing alpine ice masses to produce the large "alpine"
glaciers. In the area northwest of Cold Bay where Iliamna
moraine deposited by the shelf glacier is adjacent to that of
the second alpine moraine, Wilson and Weber interpret the
evidence as indicating coeval icc masses where the larger shelf
glacier caused a northward deflection of the alpine glacier
flow. Dochat, in contrast, interprets the evidence to show that
the Joshua Green moraines are purely alpine advances of early
to middle Wisconsin age, predating the Brooks Lake advances.
In her interpretation, these alpine glaciers had retreated due to
loss of source as sea level fell, the Bering Sea floor emerged,
and shelf glaciers built and advanced (Dochat, 1997). As
the shelf glaciers advanced, they oven-ode and deformed the
much earlier alpine morainal deposits upon contact, yielding
an appearance that the alpine glaciers had flowed nmthward.
However, we consider this scenario unlikely because the uniform weathering and surface characteristics of the alpine and
shelf-glacier morainal deposits and because the regular and
even arcuate form of the Joshua Green moraines do not indicate post-depositional deformation .
Previous workers (Waldron, 1961; Funk, 1973 , 1976;
Brophy, 1984) considered Frosty Volcano to have been dormant during Holocene time. For Frosty Volcano, Waldron
( 1961) inferred two episodes of volcanism widely separated in
time. The first may have been coeval with some stage of the
eruption of Morzhovoi Volcano, from either a parasitic cone
or a new vent. Waldron ( 1961, p. 694) suggested that Frosty
Volcano was largely constructed prior to late Wisconsin time
because extensive glacial deposits were derived from it and
no volcanic products were mapped on top of these glacial
deposits. These glacial deposits were later mapped as the
Russell Creek drift by Funk (1973, 1976). Based on limited
age control, Funk suggested that the Russell Creek moraines
were of latest Wisconsin age. Brophy (1984) largely accepted
Waldron's and Funk 's mapping of Frosty Volcano, essentially
reproducing Waldron's map in his report. Detterman (J 986)
accepted the latest Wisconsin age of Funk (1976) and correlated the Russell Creek drift with the Iliuk advance of the
Brooks Lake drift, best known from the northern part of the
Alaska Peninsula but mapped as far southwest as the adjacent
Port Moller quadrangle (F.R. Weber, R.L. Detterman, and F.H.
Wilson, unpub. data, 1988). Our mapping and radiocarbon
dating (Wilson and others, 1997), in conjunction with a reinterpretation of the mapping of Funk ( J 973) indicate a history of
multiple Holocene (Neoglacial) glacial advances in the vicinity of Frosty Peak Volcano. In addition, in many other areas
of the map we have mapped undated deposits of presumed
Neoglacial age, in some cases mapping more than one moraine
to a valley. These deposits typically do not extend far (I km
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or less) from local cirques, except near Frosty Peak. At Frosty
Peak in the Russell Creek valley, a paleosol overlain by till
yielded a radiocarbon age of 1,060 yr B.P. (calibrated age,
sample TDS-96-09A , Wilson and others, 1997), indicating a
Neoglacial glacier had extended as much as 5 km down-valley
from the cirque head . We cannot explain the unusually great
distance that this particular Neoglacial glacier extended. However, we presume that it must bear some relation to the newly
recognized history of multiple Holocene eruptive events at
Frosty Peak Volcano.

Conclusions
The glacial and volcanic record of the map area provides
evidence strongly suggestive of a region dominated by continental shelf glaciations and three massive volcanic centers
during Pleistocene time. Morzhovoi and Emmons Volcanoes
were major impediments to Oow of shelf glaciers during much
of the Pleistocene. Our model suggests that the area around
Emmons Volcano may have also been an impottant source area
for glaciers during this period. The map data further indicate
that Frosty Volcano developed late in the Pleistocene and had
no apparent impact on early Brooks Lake glacial advances. It
did , however, serve as a source area for later glacial advances
of Brooks Lake age. Early in the Brooks Lake glacial episode,
glaciers derived from the continental-shelf ice sheet and from
the Emmons Caldera region (fig. 8) flowed northward over the
volcanic islands that would today form the core of the Alaska
Peninsula. During this period, we believe Morzhovoi Volcano
was already extinct, Emmons had already erupted , and the
Pav lof group of volcanoes had yet to form. Mount Dutton
may have existed as a volcano at this time, although we have
little data to confirm this. Roundtop and lsanotski Peaks on
Unimak Island probably were active, whereas the glacial record
indicates that Shishaldin Volcano had not yet formed . Amak
Island may not have formed by this time and is therefore not
shown. During the subsequent advances of the Brooks Lake
drift (fig. 9), the shelf-ice sheet is again(?) present although
glaciers derived from it are less vigorous in crossing the Alaska
Peninsula. Earlier in the time frame of fig. 8, alpine moraines
derived from the Emmons buttress and a small alpine and
shelf(?) glacier tongue passing by Mt. Dutton join in the Joshua
Green Valley. Tongues from the shelf-ice sheet enter Cold
Bay and pattially cross through False Pass; no evidence is
available to indicate whether a tongue extended into Morzhovoi
Bay. However, the shelf ice must have abutted the remains of
Morzhovoi Volcano as evidenced by the lakes dammed in a
few of the south-facing valleys. Toward the end of the late
Wisconsin , Frosty Volcano formed and became the source of
alpine glaciers equivalent in age with the latest Brooks Lake
advance (Iliuk). These alpine glaciers actually extended over
deposits of a more extensive Brooks Lake advance (Newhalen).
At some time after, or in the waning stage of the Brooks Lake
drift, an ash flow was erupted from one of the northern Pavlof
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group of volcanoes and was dammed behind one of the youngest Brooks Lake moraines in Cathedral Valley. Our map data
also show that Frosty Volcano had a number of major Holocene
eruptions, yielding multiple debris and ash flows and resulting
in the construction of the south summit, filling an earlier crater.
Age control on the events we describe is severely limited
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due to lack of appropriate material for age dates; realistically,
most events are only broadly constrained in time. Nevertheless,
the events we describe (table 5) fit reasonably well within
the generally accepted stratigraphic succession for the Alaska
Peninsula, given variations based on the local volcanic and
tectonic history.

Table 5. Summary table of the Cold Bay area Quaternary events.
Age

Emmons buttress

Morzhovoi Volcano-Frosty Peak
buttress

lkatan Peninsula and Unimak Island

Continued eruption,
Frosty Volcano

Construction of Shishaldin
Volcano

Holocene

Multiple Neoglacial advances

late Wisconsin

Iliuk advance
Newhalen advance
Iliamna advance
K vichak advance

Minor evidence for
advances
Iliuk advance
Newhalen advance
Iliamna advance?
Kvichak advance?
Mak Hill drift
sheet
·····················································································

Holocene

early Wisconsin

pre-Wisconsin

Construction of the Pavlof
group of volcanoes;
minor eruptions within
Emmons caldera

Iliamna advance
K vichak advance
Mak Hill drift sheet
Johnston Hill drift sheet
oldest drift
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Reconnaissance Geology North of the
Hoholitna River, Taylor Mountains D-1
1:63,360-Scale Quadrangle,
Southwestern Alaska
By Robert B. Blodgett and Frederic H. Wilson

Abstract
The lower Paleozoic (Silurian and Ordovician) carbonate
stratal succession is divided into six unnamed stratigraphic
units in the northern part of the Taylor Mountains D-1
1:63,360-scale quadrangle of southwestern Alaska. Several of
these units have previously been recognized in the McGrath
and Medfra quadrangles to the northeast in strata of the Nixon
Fork subterrane of the Farewell terrane (Decker and others,
1994). These rocks occur along the south side of a prominent
east-west-trending anticlinoria! axis exposed slightly to the
north in the Sleetmute A-2 1:63,360-scale quadrangle. Rocks
of the Nixon Fork subterrane are now thought to represent
a continental margin sequence rifted from Siberia. The low
thermal alteration indices exhibited by the rocks of this area
have elicited interest for petroleum exploration. However, low
total organic carbon (TOC) values from potential source rocks
within this lower Paleozoic succession indicate low petroleum
potential.

Introduction
Paleozoic rocks comprise nearly the entire exposed bedrock in the northern part (north of the Hoholitna River) of the
Taylor Mountains D-1 quadrangle, southwestern Alaska (fig.
1). Bedrock exposures south of the Hoholitna River largely
consist of Upper Cretaceous sedimentary strata of the Kuskokwim Group and possible Mesozoic rocks of the Mesozoic
and Paleozoic Gemuk Group of Platt (1957?); no Paleozoic
rocks are known. No direct contact between the Kuskokwim
Group and Paleozoic rocks has been observed in the Taylor
Mountains D-1 quadrangle. The study area (fig. 2) is in the
south-central portion of the Holitna Lowland physiographic
division ofWahrhaftig (1965), an area covered predominantly
by marshy tundra. Sporadic outcroppings of Paleozoic-age
rocks (mainly carbonates) form prominent ridges that rise

above the lowlands. The oldest rocks in the region are carbonates and siliciclastics of probable Late Proterozoic age. These
rocks crop out to the northwest of the study area in a broadly
crescent-shaped east-west-trending outcrop belt occupying the
axis of a large anticlinorium in the Sleetmute A-2 quadrangles
(Babcock and others, 1994; Jacobson and others, 1996).
The preliminary geologic data for the Taylor Mountains
D-1 quadrangle north of the Hoholitna River are based on field
studies conducted in the mid-1980's by the petroleum industry
and the Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys
(ADGGS), in 1998 by ADGGS, and in 1999 by the U.S. Geological Survey. Exposed sedimentary bedrock is of early and
middle Paleozoic (Silurian and Ordovician) age and primarily
consists of carbonate (limestone and dolostone) lithology; one
minor siliciclastic unit is recognized. These rocks were previously considered to belong to the now-abandoned Holitna
Group of Cady and others (1955). This term was applied to
all Paleozoic carbonates exposed along the middle course of
the Holitna River and surrounding area; no subdivisions were
designated for this group. Fossils of Silurian and Devonian age
were reported by Cady and others ( 1955), but they inferred that
Ordovician strata were perhaps also present because of their
occurrence in correlative rocks in the Medfra quadrangle to the
northeast, as well as the fact that the Silurian and Devonian
fauna recovered were only from the upper part of the Holitna
Group. They estimated the thickness of the group "to be at
least 5,000 and probably closer to 10,000 feet thick" (Cady
and others, 1955, p. 24). On the basis of field work conducted
in the region since 1983, it is now obvious that rocks originally assigned to the Holitna Group have a much greater total
thickness and include strata as old as Neoproterozoic and as
young as Triassic. Adrain and others (1995, p. 724) have suggested that the term Holitna Group was too broadly defined
and should be abandoned in favor of more finely divided
stratigraphic units. The Paleozoic strata described here were
shown as assigned to the Nixon Fork terrane of Patton (1978)
by Coney and others (1980). This terrane subsequently was
recognized by Decker and others ( 1994) to be genetically
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related to the Dillinger and Mystic terranes. Decker and others
suggested designating these as "subterranes" and proposed
the term Farewell terrane to unite them. Recent work on the
biogeographic affinities of Farewell terrane fossil biotas indicates that it is a continental margin sequence that probably
rifted from the Siberian paleo-continent, or, less likely, from
the northeastern part of Baltica (Palmer and others, 1985;
Blodgett, 1998; Blodgett and Boucot, 1999; Blodgett and
others, 1999).
This report presents detailed geologic information for
Paleozoic rocks within the Taylor Mountains D-1 quadrangle
portion of the Holitna Lowland. This region, in comparison
with much of Alaska, remains a true terra incognita. The lower
Paleozoic strata of the map area provide a nearly complete
record of Silurian and Ordovician sedimentation in southwestern Alaska. In view of their relatively low degree of thermal alteration, these rocks have been considered an attractive
target for petroleum exploration. The relatively excellent state
of preservation of megafossils (graptolites, brachiopods, trilobites) and carbonate rock fabrics also makes the area highly
desirable for detailed stratigraphic investigations.

Discussion
The oldest stratigraphic entity recognized in the study
area is a burrow-mottled limestone (Ols) unit consisting of
thin- to medium-bedded, yellow-gray-weathering, dark-gray
fresh, lime mudstone and lesser peloidal mudstone. The unit
is exposed only in the northwestern part of the study area
and is separated from the overlying algal limestone (Oab) unit
by tundra cover in the eastern area of its exposure and by a
vertical fault in the western part of its exposure. A relatively
diverse assemblage of conodonts was identified by A. G. Harris
from fossil locality 13 (table 1, fig. 2) as indicative of an early
Arenigian age (Early Ordovician, low Fauna D). Harris (writ-

ten commun., 1986) noted that the collection contains a form
identified as Fryxellidontus? n. sp., which she found interesting because, although age equivalent rocks are widespread on
the western Seward Peninsula and across the central Brooks
Range, Fryxellidontus? n. sp. is found only in the western
Seward Peninsula. Poorly preserved low-spired gastropods
identified by D.M. Rohr and R.B. Blodgett from fossil locality
12 (table 1, fig. 2) contain forms suggestive of the genus
Lecanospira, indicative of an Early Ordovician age. On
the basis of lithology and faunal content, the unit records
shallow-water, inner carbonate platform conditions. Unit Ols
is age correlative with the Novi Mountain Formation of Dutro
and Patton (1982) from the Medfra quadrangle; however, Ols
appears to represent a much shallower depositional environment.
As noted above, the overlying unit (Oab ), which is largely
composed of dark-gray algal limestone, is separated from the
underlying Ols unit by tundra cover or by a vertical fault.
Unit Oab consists of medium- to thick-bedded, dark-gray to
brown, algal thrombolites (boundstone) interbedded with lightgray-weathering thin- to medium-bedded lime mudstone. The
boundstone is comprised of spongiostromate algal buildups
that are typically darker in color, thinner bedded, and have a
different suite of accessory algal and biotic components than
the algal boundstone of the overlying Silurian algal boundstone (Sab) unit. Trilobites identified by J.M. Adrain from
fossil localities 1 and 5 are not very diagnostic; a specimen
from locality 1, although clearly a piece of trilobite, is too
poorly preserved for identification. At locality number 5,
Adrain reports the trilobite fragments collected are generally
referred to as an "effaced styginid." He says that, in
general, taxonomy of "bumastines," styginids, and "scutelluines" is in flux. This particular taxon has fan-shaped pygidial
pleural ribbing in the smaller tail fragments and on the
ventral surface of larger specimens and is likely a styginid
as opposed to an illaenid.
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the northern part of the Taylor Mountain s D-1 quadrangle showing distribution of newly described lower Paleozoic (Ordovician-Silurian) rock units. Numbers
refer to fos si l localities mentioned in text and correspond to "Map no." on table 1.
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Table 1. Fossil data from the northern part of the Taylor Mountain D-1 quadrangle, Alaska.
[Collector's initials from various geological investigations are: RB (Robert B. Blodgett; while consulting for ADGGS, USGS, Sohio, Union Oil Company, and ARCO), AKE (Sohio Field Party, 1984
consisting of Bob Egbert, Ray Sullivan, Jeff Knoth, Robert B. Blodgett), TNS (Thomas N. Smith, ADGGS), JC (James G. Clough, ADGGS). Abbreviations used: CAl, conodont color alteration index;
indet., indeterminate. See Acknowledgements for affiliations of fossil identifiers.]

Map no.,
map unit

Location
NE~,

Oab

sec. 2,
T.10N.,
R. 39 w.

Fossils

Field no.

99RB42

Smooth indeterminate trilobite carapace
and undetermined algal remains

Fossil age

Probably Ordovician

Reference

Comments

Jonathan Adrain,
written commun.,
Jan. 14, 2000, for
trilobite; R.B.
Blodgett for fossil

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~lg~~----------------------------------------------------------2

NE~,

sec. 2,
T. 10 N.,

84AKE79

Conodont:
1 element of Semiacontiodus sp.

Early Ordovician

N.M. Savage (written
commun., May 23,

CAl: 2.5;
probably same locality as 99RB41

---- Q~~----- --- ~·-~?-~:------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- _1_~~?)------------ ---------------------------------------------3

Sab

SW~,

sec. 1,
T.10N.,
R. 39 w.

99RB43

Numerous gastropods in cross-section;
undetermined, medium-sized, smooth
brachiopod; favositid corals

Late Silurian

R.B. Blodgett

Although gastropods could not be
cracked out from matrix, the
morphotypes present are consistent
with Late Silurian forms seen
elsewhere in the unit and its

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~q~~~~l~~t~--------------------------4

NW~,

sec. 12,
T.10N.,

84-TNS-66

Large solitary rugose corals

Probably Silurian

A.E.H. Pedder

----~-~~--------~·-~?-~:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5

sec. 3,
T. 10 N.,

85RB9

Effaced styginid trilobites

Ordovician (Arenig)
-Late Silurian

Jonathan Adrain,
written commun.,

---- Q~~-------- ~·}?-~:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- !~?.·-! ~! ~QQQ--------------------------------------------------6

Olss

sec. 3,
T.10N.,
R. 39W.

84RB134

Brachiopods:

Numerous ventral valves of
Tcherskidium sp., Proconchidium (or
Eoconchidium) sp., and new genus of
smooth virgianid brachiopod aff.
Tcherskidium; crinoid ossicles

Ashgillian (late Late
Ordovician)

R.B. Blodgett

Occurs in coquinoid accumulation
(hydraulically sorted), possibly in
mass flow unit

______________________________________________G~!l~~~l!!~:_p~~~~~_ly_ !-_a_t~ _9!~~~i~J~- _____________________________ ~·- M: §_~~~g~ _____________ ~~!:-~·_Q _______________________________ _

Table 1. Fossil data from the northern part of the Taylor Mountain D-1 quadrangle, Alaska-Continued.
Map no.,
map unit

Location

Field no.

7

sec. 3,
T. ION.,
R. 39 w.

85RB10

Sls, in
transition
zone
between
Olss and
Sls

Fossil age

Reference

Early Silurian; late
Llandoverian
(=lower half of the
Amorphognathoides Zone)

Anita G. Harris, written
commun., July 15,
1986

Fossils

Conodonts (USGS coil. 11409-SD):
2 Dapsilodus sp. elements,
Distomodus staurognatlzoides (Walliser)
1 Pa, 1 Pb, 1 m, 1 Sa, and 1 Sb
elements,
Ozarkodina cf. gulletensis (Aldridge) 1
Pa element,
Panderodus sp., 6 elements,
Pterospathodus pennatus procerus
(Walliser) 7 Pa and 2 Pb elements,
1 Pb, 1 M, 4 Sb (3 morphotypes) and 5
Sc (4 morphotypes) elements, 12

Comments

CAl: 3.5-4.0

________________________________________________ J!l~_e_t: !:>-~- ~!1~_1?!~~~ _f!~g~~!lJ~ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
8
Sis

sec. 3,
T. 10 N.,
R. 39 W.

84RB37

Conodonts (USGS colln. 11411-SD):
Kockelella? sp. indet. 1 Pa (fragment)
and 1 Sb elements;
Ozarkodina sp. indet., 1 P and 1 Sc
element fragment
Panderodus sp. 13 elements,
Pseudooneotodus sp. 1 element,
24 indet. bar, blade, platform and simple
cone fragments

Late LlandoverianLudlovian (late
Early Silurianmiddle Late
Silurian)

Anita G. Harris, written
commun., July 15,
1986

CAl: 2.5-3.0

s:
=

-=
C)

I»

:;·
en

I?

84AKE023

84-TNS-1F

Conodonts: 1 indeterminate conodont
element

Monograptid graptolites of Wenlockian
age

None

Wenlockian (early
Late Silurian)

Norman M. Savage,
written commun.,
May 23, 1985
Hermann Jaeger,
written commun.,
1985

CAl: 3.0
All three collections listed here are from
sites close to one another in a
sequence of rubbly weathering, thin,
platy Silurian limestone equivalent
to the Paradise Fork Formation of
Dutro and Patton, (1982) in the
Medfra quadrangle, and the uOll
unit of Gilbert ( 1981) in the

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - __________________________________________________ M~9_r_~tp._ g~~~-r~~gl~________________ _
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Table 1. Fossil data from the northern part of the Taylor Mountain D-1 quadrangle, Alaska-Continued.
Map no.,
map unit

Location

Field no.

9

sec. 3,
T.10N.,
R. 39 w.

85RB5

Fossils

Sphinctozoan sponge:
Aphrosalpinx textilis Miagkova, 1955

Fossil age

Late Silurian
(LudlovianPridolian)

Sab

10

SE~.

sec. 2,
T.10N.,
R. 40 w.

83RB74

Conodonts (USGS colln. 11405-SD):
2 Sb elements of Ozarkodina excavata
(Branson and Mehl),
4 Sc elements of 3 morphotypes,

Sls

Wenlockian (early
Late Silurian) early Emsian (late
Early Devonian)

Reference

R.B. Blodgett
See Rigby and others
(1994) for
additional
information on this
distinctive index
fossil typical of Late
Silurian algal reef
buildups in the
Farewell terrane of
southwest and westcentral Alaska
Anita G. Harris, written
commun., July 15,
1986

Comments

Only one partial fragment collected by
Alex Sisson of Union Oil Company,
1985; this distinctive calcareous
sponge is commonly associated with
algal reef buildups and is known in
the Farewell and Alexander terranes
of Alaska, as well as along the
length of Ural Mountains, in Novaya
Zemlya, and in the Kuznetsk Basin
of Russia

CAl: 3.5-4.0

--------------------------------------------- -~ !~?~~!:_ !'~!_'!1?~-~!~~t? _f~<_tg!l].~!l!~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11

Oab

SEtA, sec. 2,
T. 10 N.,
R. 40 W.

83RB75

NE~,

83RB45

Trilobites: 3 trilobite species, including
Hystricurus

Early Ordovician

Allen R. Ormiston, oral
commun., Jan. 26,
1984

Hystricurus is similar to a species
described by R.J. Ross, Jr. from
Nevada

occurs upsection from 83RB44
Poorly preserved, low-spired gastropods
Early Ordovician
D.M. Rohr and
of Ordovian aspect (suggestive of
R.B. Blodgett
____ 5?!~ ________ ~·_'!Q_W :_ _______________________ !--_e_c_(!_l!f!~pj~Y!J ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
13
NE~, sec. 4,
83RB44
Conodonts (USGS colln. 10389-CO):
Early Arenigian
Anita G. Harris, written
CAl: 4.0-4.5
T. 10 N.,
(Early Ordovician;
commun., July 15,
"This is a very interesting collection,
2 Drepanoistodus? sp.
low Fauna D)
1986
R. 40 W.
Ols
chiefly because of the presence of
elements.
Fryxellidontus? n. sp. Rocks of low
5 Fryxellodontus? n. sp. elements
Fauna D age are widespread and
1 geniculate element of Paroistoidus
relatively thick in the western
proteus (Lindstrom),
Seward Peninsula and across the
1 Scolopodusfloweri Repetski element,
central Brooks Range. However, I
1 Scolopus gracilis Ethington & Clark
have found the Fryxellidontus?element,
bearing beds only in the western
1 Scolopus rex Lindstrom element,
Seward Peninsula .... "
4 indet. coniform fragments
12

sec. 4,
T. 10 N.,

"Biofacies: Warm, normal marine

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ P!'!tf9!~<_t! ~<_t!<:_r_(__________________ _

Reconnaissance Geology North of the Hoholitna River, Taylor Mountains D-1 Quadrangle, Southwestern Alaska
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However, the composition and monophyly of
both the styginid and illaenid groups is a matter
of current debate in the literature. Unfortunately,
effaced styginids range from Arenig to Upper
Silurian, with little basic change in their morphology, and the available material is too sparse
and fragmentary for confident generic assignment. A.R. Ormiston (oral commun., 1984)
reported that a trilobite collection from fossil
locality 11 contains three species, including the
genus Hystricurus, indicative of an Early Ordovician age. According to Ormiston, the Hystricurus
is represented by a species similar to a species
described from Nevada. A single conodont element was recovered from fossil locality 2 and
identified by N.M. Savage as Semiacontiodus sp.,
indicative of an Early Ordovician age. The abundance of algal thrombolite mound buildups and
the presence of open-marine trilobite fauna suggest an outer-platform-margin depositional environment for this unit.
Overlying the Ordovician algal boundstone
is a very poorly exposed Ordovician shale (unit
Os). No contacts have been observed and this
unit is recognized in only one area (sec. 3, T.
10 N., R. 39 W.), where it occurs as fine rubble
exposed in frost boils. The unit is composed of
brown and gray "chippy" shale, silty shale, and
minor silicified limestone. No age-definitive fossils are known from this unit and therefore its age
is only constrained by its stratigraphic position.
A poorly preserved, indeterminate brachiopod
was recognized in one small sample of silicified
limestone. The fine-grained, siliciclastic character of this unit suggests that it probably represents an incursion of deep-water conditions
subsequent to the deposition of two previously
described Lower Ordovician units. It seems plausible that the silicified limestone pebbles exposed
in the frost boils may represent limestone debris
flows within a basinal environment.
The next succeeding unit, a Tcherskidiumbearing limestone (Olss) unit of Ashgillian (Late
Ordovician) age, is also recognized in only one
part of the map area (sec. 3, T. 10 N., R. 39 W.).
This unit consists of brown, medium- to thickbedded skeletal lime packstone to wackestone.
Abundant pentameroid brachiopods were found
at fossil locality 6. These included three pentameroid genera: Tcherskidium n. sp.; smooth new
genus aff. Tcherskidium; and either Proconchidium or Eoconchidium sp. Many of these same
pentameroid species are recognized in unnamed
Ashgillian carbonate strata of the McGrath C-4
1:63 ,360-scale quadrangle of west-central Alaska
(Rohr and Blodgett, 1985). In addition, they are
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also found in the uppermost part of unit 8 of the
Nanook Limestone (Blodgett and others, 1988)
in the Shublik Mountains of the Mt. Michelson
C-3 1:63,360-scale quadrangle of northeastern
Alaska. The latter occurrence in the northeastern
Brooks Range is from rocks considered to be
of Siberian origin (Blodgett and Boucot, 1999).
Sedimentologic and paleontologic evidence suggest a shallow-water, carbonate platform environment for the Tcherskidiurn-bearing limestone,
although limited field observations also suggest
the possibility of locally developed mass-flow
deposits. Unit Olss is correlative with the uppermost pm1 of the Telsitna Formation of Dutro
and Patton (1982) in the Medfra quadrangle and
the uO 1 unit of Gilbert ( 1981) in the McGrath
quadrangle.
A platy limestone (Sls) unit overlies the
Olss unit, but the nature of the contact remains
uncertain due to tundra cover. The unit consists
of thin- to medium-bedded, laminated, dark-gray
to dark-brown, platy lime mudstone having a
strong petroliferous odor. The lowermost beds of
the unit appear lithologically transitional from
the underlying Olss unit. Three-dimensional
monograptid graptolites are moderately common
in the middle portion of this unit. Coarse-grained
limestone debris flows containing clasts of algal
boundstone reef material are common in the
uppermost part of the unit and increase in abundance upsection toward the overlying Silurian
algal boundstone unit (Sab ). The Sls unit is
interpreted to have been deposited in an upper
slope environment situated basinward of a prograding algal boundstone reef complex. The lowermost transitional beds of the platy limestone
unit yielded conodonts at fossil locality 7. These
conodonts have been identified by A.G. Harris
(written commun., 1986) as indicative of an
Early Silurian age (late Llandoverian, equivalent
to the lower half of the Amorphognathoides
Zone). Fossil locality 8 in the middle portion of
this unit yielded monograptid graptolites identified by Hermann Jaeger (written commun., 1985)
as indicative of a Wenlockian (early Late Silurian) age. Conodonts from the same general
locality were identified by A.G. Harris (written
commun., 1986) to indicate a late LlandoverianLudlovian (late Early Silurian-middle Late Silurian) age. These fossil data allow us to assign
an Early Silurian to middle Late Silurian age to
the unit. The unit is both age and lithologically
equivalent to the uOll unit of Gilbert (1981) in
the McGrath quadrangle and the Paradise Fork
Formation of Dutro and Patton ( 1982) in the
Medfra quadrangle.
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The highest stratigraphic unit recognized in the study area
is a Silurian algal boundstone (Sab) unit, which gradationally
overlies the platy limestone (Sis) unit. The Sab unit consists of
thick- to massive-bedded, light-gray algal boundstone, which
is locally dolomitized. This unit is by far the thickest (probably
at least 500 m thick) and most widely distributed Paleozoic
unit in the study area. The boundstone is composed primarily
of spongiostromate algal heads, including abundant oncoid
forms. Aphrosalpingid sponges, notably Aphrosalpinx textilis
Miagkova, are locally common. This distinctive calcareous
sponge and its related taxa are typically associated with Late
Silurian algal reef buildups known to occur along the entire
length of the Ural Mountains, in Novaya Zemlya, in the
Kuznetsk Basin of Siberia, as well as in the Alexander terrane
and elsewhere in the Farewell terrane of Alaska (Rigby and
others, 1994). Sponges (at fossil locality 9) and uncommon
brachiopods (at fossil locality 14) indicate a Late Silurian
(Ludlovian-Pridolian) age for the unit in the study area. The
Silurian algal boundstone unit is lithologically and age equivalent to the Sl unit of Gilbert (1981) in the McGrathA-4 and
A-5 quadrangles. The unit is also correlative in part with the
DSwc unit of Wilson and others (1998). This unit is time
transgressive elsewhere within the Holitna Lowland and the
Nixon Fork subterrane and includes rocks as young as early
Early Devonian (Lochkovian) age in the Lime Hills area to
the northeast (Clough and Blodgett, 1985, 1988, and 1992;
Blodgett and Gilbert, 1992).

Petroleum Potential
The six unnamed stratigraphic units recognized in this
report form a relatively complete succession of OrdovicianSilurian strata in the northern part of the Taylor Mountains D-1
quadrangle. These rocks are situated on the southeastern flank
of a prominent east-trending anticlinoria! structure and have
previously been assigned to the Nixon Fork subterrane of the
Farewell terrane (Decker and others, 1994). Conodont color
alteration index (CAl) values for rocks of the study area are
quite variable, ranging in value from 2.5 to 4.5. The general
range of CAl values associated with Paleozoic strata of the
Holitna Lowland are much lower than equivalent-age rocks
throughout Interior Alaska, making them a potentially attractive target for petroleum explorationists. However, low TOC
values from fine-grained shelf and basinal strata in the
lower Paleozoic section of the southern Holitna Lowland are
not indicative of significant petroleum potential (LePain and
others, 2000).
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Geologic Units
A tabular list of geologic units exposed in the study
area follows, proceeding from youngest to oldest. The areal
distribution of these units is shown in figure 2. Table 1 gives
a list of identified taxa from all known fossil localities within
the study area.
Qs Surficial deposits, undifferentiated (Quaternary)Unconsolidated silt, sand, and gravel of fluvial, glacial,
colluvial, and other origins
Kk Kuskokwim Group, undivided (Late Cretaceous
and late Early Cretaceous)-Sandstone, siltstone,
shale, and conglomerate. Includes fine- to coarsegrained, greenish-gray to gray, thinly cross bedded
sandstone and quartz-chert pebble conglomerate
having poorly exposed interbeds of dark shale and
siltstone. Unit is widely distributed in southwestern
Alaska (see Decker and others, 1994)
Sab Algal boundstone (Late Silurian)- Thick- to
massive-bedded, light-gray algal boundstone, locally
dolomitized; composed primarily of spongiostromate
algal heads (including abundant oncoid forms).
Sponges and minor accessory brachiopods indicate
Late Silurian (Ludlovian-Pridolian) age in the study
area. Equivalent to the Sl unit of Gilbert (1981) in the
McGrath quadrangles. This unit is time transgressive
elsewhere and includes rocks as young as early Early
Devonian (Lochkovian) age in the Lime Hills area to
the northeast (Clough and Blodgett, 1985, 1988, and
1992; Blodgett and Gilbert, 1992)
Sis Platy limestone (Early to early Late Silurian)Thin- to medium-bedded, laminated, dark-gray to darkbrown, platy lime mudstone having a strong petroliferous odor. Three-dimensional monograptid graptolites
are moderately common in rocks of this unit. Coarsegrained limestone debris flows containing clasts of

Olss

Os

Oab

Ols

algal boundstone reef material common in uppermost
part of unit, immediately below contact with overlying,
prograding Sab unit. Contains graptolites and conodonts indicative of early Late Silurian (Wenlockian)
age. Lowermost transitional beds with underlying Olss
unit contain conodonts of late Early Silurian (late
Llandoverian) age. Equivalent to the uOll unit of Gilbert (1981) in the McGrath quadrangle and the Paradise Fork Formation of Dutro and Patton (1982) in the
Medfra quadrangle
Tcherskidium-bearing limestone (Ashgillian, Late
Ordovician)- Brown, medium- to thick-bedded skeletallime packstone to wackestone containing locally
abundant pentameroid brachiopods [Tcherskidium,
smooth new genus aff. Tcherskidium, and Proconchidium (or Eoconchidium)] indicative of Late Ordovician
(Ashgillian) age
Shale (Ordovician, undifferentiated)- Poorly
exposed unit (mostly in frost boils) composed of brown
and gray "chippy" shale, silty shale, and silicified limestone. No age definitive fossils known from this unit
Dark-gray algal limestone (Early Ordovician)Medium- to thick-bedded, dark-gray to brown, algal
thrombolites (boundstone) interbedded with light-grayweathering thin- to medium-bedded lime mudstone.
Boundstone of this unit is comprised of spongiostromate algal buildups that are typically darker in color,
thinner bedded, and have a different suite of accessory
algal and biotic components than the algal boundstone
of the overlying Sab unit. Contains trilobites indicative
of an Early Ordovician age
Burrow-mottled limestone (Early Ordovician)Thin- to medium-bedded, yellow-gray-weathering,
dark-gray fresh, burrow-mottled lime mudstone. Peloidal mudstone locally common. Contains gastropods
and conodonts indicative of an Early Ordovician age
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Use of Landsat MSS and TM Imagery
to Improve Reconnaissance Geologic Mapping
in the Ruby Quadrangle, West-Central Alaska
By Keith A. Labay, Frederic H. Wilson, and Kuuipo A. Burleigh

Abstract
By using Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and Thematic
Mapper (TM) satellite images, the spatial relation of units
JMtu (mafic, ultramafic, and sedimentary rocks, undivided)
and PzZrqs (pelitic and quartzitic schist) of Wilson and
others ( 1998) from the northeastern portion of the Ruby
1:250,000-scale quadrangle geologic map was further defined.
The MSS image was first analyzed using spectral signatures to
separate and highlight pixels associated only with the units of
interest. This approach was ineffective at separating the units
from areas of the image with similar spectral signatures, but
it did show that unit JMtu and associated areas consistently
had a high brightness value, while unit PzZrqs and associated
areas consistently had a low brightness value. Consequently,
a new approach was developed using spectral enhancement
to emphasize the differences between these high- and lowbrightness areas. Once the TM image was obtained, the spectral signature separation and spectral enhancement approaches
were again tested, but the results were similar to those found
using the MSS image. By using the results from the spectral
enhancement of the MSS image in combination with current
ground-truth data, the locations of units JMtu and PzZrqs in
the Ruby quadrangle were reinterpreted.

Introduction
The use of remote sensing data to identify geologic units
in areas that have been poorly investigated can be an effective
way of refining the boundaries of known units and showing the
locations of previously unknown outcrops. Through processing
of a Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) image and a Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) image, we hope to resolve questions about the geology of the Ruby 1:250,000-scale quadrangle. These questions involve the location of two rock units
in the northeastern part of the Ruby quadrangle (fig. 1) and
their relation to each other. Unit JMtu of Wilson and others
( 1998) consists of undivided Jurassic to Mississippian mafic,

ultramafic, and sedimentary rocks from the Tozitna assemblage
south of the Kaltag fault. We believed this unit might not be as
extensive in the northeast part of the quadrangle as had been
previously mapped (Dusel-Bacon and others, 1996) and that it
would be found mainly capping ridges (R.M. Chapman, oral
commun., 1998, cited in Wilson and others, 1998). Rock unit
PzZrqs of Wilson and others (1998) consists of middle to
early Paleozoic and (or) possibly Late Proterozoic(?) pelitic
and quartzitic schist from the Ruby metamorphic complex.
Our goals were to enhance the images through processing to
sufficiently distinguish these units of interest and to determine
their spatial relation more accurately.

MSS and TM Image Properties
The Landsat MSS image that was analyzed was recorded
September 8, 1974. It showed the majority of the Ruby quadrangle along with associated portions of the Medfra, Kantishna
River, and Mt. McKinley quadrangles. The image consisted
of four separate bands covering different wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Each band is considered useful for
detecting different types of surface features. Bands 1 and 2
covered the green and red portions of the visible spectrum
from 0.50 to 0.70 micrometers (Jlm). Band 1 will detect the
green reflectance of vegetation, while band 2 is useful for
detecting soil and geologic boundaries. Bands 3 and 4 covered
part of the reflective infrared portion of the spectrum from 0. 70
to 1.10 Jlm. Band 3 can emphasize land/water contrasts, while
band 4 can penetrate haze and is often used for vegetation
surveys (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997).
The Landsat TM image, obtained after analysis of the
MSS image was completed, showed the entire Ruby quadrangle and neighboring portions of the Melozitna, Kantishna
River, Medfra, and Mt. McKinley quadrangles. Unlike the
MSS image, the TM image consisted of seven separate bands
covering a much wider portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Bands 1, 2, and 3 covered the blue, green, and red
portions of the visible spectrum from 0.45 to 0.69 Jlm. Band 1
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Map
area

Figure 1. Index map of the Ruby quadrangle.

can show the difference between soil and vegetation, whereas
the green and red bands have the same detection characteristics
as they did in the MSS image. Band 4 covered part of the
reflective infrared wavelengths from 0.76 to 0.90 Jlffi and had
the same use as band 3 in the MSS image. Portions of the
mid-infrared wavelengths are covered by band 5 from 1.55
to 1.74 Jlm and band 7 from 2.08 to 2.35 Jlffi. Band 5 can
distinguish between clouds, ice, and snow, whereas band 7 is
important for discriminating between geologic rock types and
soil boundaries. Band 6 covered part of the thermal infrared
wavelengths from 10.40 to 12.50 )liD and can detect areas of
geothermal activity (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997).

Spectral Signature Separation
The initial processing approach involved using the
ERDAS IMAGINE software package to manipulate the MSS
image and highlight the areas where units JMtu and PzZrqs
occur by separating their spectral signatures from the other
signatures in the image. To accomplish this, areas of the image
were selected where we were confident of the map-unit assignments on the published geologic map. These areas of groundtruth data were used to evaluate the effectiveness of various
image-processing techniques for distinguishing the geologic
map units of interest. Several different techniques were tested
to determine their suitability for accomplishing this task,
including principal components analysis, unsupervised classification, signature alarm, generating thresholds, and the use
of indices (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997).
Principal components analysis is designed to make an
image more visually interpretable by creating new image
layers. The first layer or image accounts for as much of the
variability in the image as possible, and each successive layer
accounts for an additional component of the variability. With
this method it can be possible to find subtle patterns hidden
in the original image (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997). However,
no patterns were found to correspond with the two units of

interest.
Initiating an unsupervised classification allows the software to take pixels from an image and assign them to different
classes. These software algorithms group together pixels from
the image based on the clustering of their spectral signatures.
The final output of this process consists of a new one-layer
image and accompanying signature file. The latter contains
relevant information about the new classes such as their names
and the colors assigned to them. If classes had been created
based on the pattern recognition skills of the user, then the
classification process would have been considered "supervised" because the signature file used to create the one-layer
image would not have been defined by the software (Schrader
and Pouncey, 1997). The unsupervised classification was performed anticipating that separate classes for units JMtu and
PzZrqs might be created. These classes could then be separated
from the other classes created through "editing" of the signature file and raster attributes for the one-layer image.
The first type of editing involved selecting classes that
appeared to have colors in the one-layer image that corresponded with the location of unit JMtu. A signature alarm
could then be created to highlight the chosen classes by assigning a new, more prominent, color to all the pixels in those
classes. It is also possible to create signature alarms without
performing an unsupervised classification. In this case the
pixels highlighted are chosen from a user-defined area of interest instead of a class.
The second type of editing focused on changing the opacity of all the classes in the raster attribute file so that initially
all of the classes were transparent and the image was blank.
Each class was then individually made opaque again so the
locations of all the pixels in that class could be easily seen.
Any class containing pixels corresponding with the locations
of units JMtu or PzZrqs could be kept opaque while the other
classes were changed back to transparent.
Either technique proved to be an effective way of making
a specific class stand out from the rest of an image. These
techniques also showed, however, that the classes identified in
the signature file as corresponding to units JMtu and PzZrqs
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also corresponded to areas of the image that the geologic map
(Wilson and others, 1998) showed could not be either of these
units. This meant that separate classes for units JMtu or PzZrqs
could not be distinguished because of the apparent similarities
of their spectral signatures to these other areas. It was observed
that the pixels in the class that included unit JMtu tended to
conform to some of the boundaries shown for that unit on the
geologic map, whereas none of the boundaries for unit PzZrqs
were visible.
Generating thresholds provides a way to narrow the range
of pixels assigned to a class by computing histograms displaying the distributions of the pixels for each class. The threshold
for each histogram can then be lowered so that pixels from the
tails of the histograms are eliminated. This is useful because
these are the pixels that are most likely to have been incorrectly classified (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997). We thought
that this process might allow us to reduce the size of the
classes (defined by the previous unsupervised classification)
enough to create a separate class for unit JMtu. Unfortunately,
pixels were eliminated not only from unrelated areas but also
from areas where the unit was known to be located.
Indices, or band ratios, are used to create new one-layer
images by calculating a ratio of the values of pixels in different
bands. Using these ratios, it is possible to bring out small
differences between rock types that would otherwise be hidden
among the spectral signatures from surrounding rocks and
vegetation. The ERDAS IMAGINE software has 11 different
preset indices available for use on satellite images (Schrader
and Pouncey, 1997). Each index is considered useful for identifying different features of an image (table 1).
The six indices available for MSS images were tested on
our original image but none could better define the relationship
between units JMtu and PzZrqs. It is possible, however, to
create band ratios other than those preset in the software. This
is accomplished by using the spatial modeler to create small
programs that perform mathematical operations, such as ratios,
between the bands. These new ratio combinations were also
tested on the original image, but none of the new images
produced could show the spatial relation between the units of
interest.
It was found, however, that the areas of the MSS image
where unit JMtu was believed to occur consistently appeared
as one of the regions of high brightness, whereas unit PzZrqs
consistently appeared as one of the darker areas. This indicates
that the rocks of unit JMtu tend to reflect most of the wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum covered by the bands
of the .MSS image while the rocks of unit PzZrqs tend to
absorb most of those wavelengths.

be used to provide information about the spatial relation of
the units once the differences between the regions had been
enhanced. This had the advantage of avoiding the problems
associated with separating the units from areas with similar
spectral signatures. However, it had the disadvantage of not
providing definitive information about the locations of the
units throughout the entire image. The techniques that proved
most effective in creating an image showing these highand low-brightness regions included selecting the appropriate
band combinations, histogram equalization, and adjusting the
brightness and contrast.
Setting the band combination is a simple way of altering
an image so that it is displayed using only those bands that
have been found to contain useful information. Determining
which bands will be the most useful can be accomplished by
looking at the spectral profiles of areas of interest in the image.
These spectral profiles help identify which bands contain the
highest and lowest pixel values in the selected areas. An image
displayed using those bands will have the greatest contrast
due to the wide gap between the highest and lowest value
pixels. For this particular image it was found that MSS bands
2, 3, and 4 assigned as red, green, and blue in the displayed
image provided the best contrast between the high- and lowbrightness areas.
Histogram equalization is an automatic function that performs a nonlinear contrast stretch on the pixels comprising the
three bands of the image being displayed. First, the average
number of pixels per bin in the original histogram (fig. 2
dotted line) is calculated. Then, any bin that is smaller than
the average is grouped with other small bins to create a larger
bin closer to the average (fig. 2). Bins with more pixels than
the average are stretched over the wider display range created
by the grouping of the smaller bins (fig. 2). Contrast is thus
decreased for values below the average, and it is increased for
values above the average (Schrader and Pouncey, 1997). Histogram equalization proved useful in increasing the contrast
between high- and low-brightness areas when the contrast
provided by the band combination was not sufficient to define
clear boundaries.
Adjusting the brightness and contrast is the final technique that allowed greater MSS image interpretation. A slight
reduction of brightness level accompanied by a slight increase
in contrast, each about five percent, is all that was necessary
to enhance the image so that the boundaries between the highbrightness and low-brightness regions were better defined.

Spectral Enhancement

Based on the different colors present in the image, and the
corresponding variations in spectral signatures associated with
them, there were two high-brightness and three low-brightness
spectral types that could be defined. They were designated
high-brightness type one (HB 1) and type two (HB2), and lowbrightness type one (LBI), type two (LB2), and type three

Based on these consistent reflection and absorption characteristics, the locations of the high-brightness and lowbrightness regions, containing units JMtu and PzZrqs, could
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Table 1. Programmed indices in ERDAS IMAGINE.
Preset indicia

Availability

Formula

IRIR

MSS or TM images

Infrared band I Red band

SQRT (IR I R)

MSS or TM images

Sqrt (Infrared band I Red band)

Infrared band -Red band ......................................~~~ . RC?_lJJ~~~Y~ . !.?.?D:.. .
(Infrared band -Red band) I
Identify vegetation (Schrader

·······················. ·--~~§. ..'?!.T.~ . ~~-~g~-~ ..

Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index . ~NDVI) ...... -~~--~ . .'?.~ TM. i.~.~g~~- .
Transformed NDVI
(TNDVI)
MSS or TM images

Potential use

Highlights pixels that reflect
strongly in infrared and
in red.
Reduces highlighting of
pixels that reflect strongly
in infrared and weakly in
red.
Identify vegetation (Schrader

. . . . . . . U~f~l:l!.~~. Q.'.l?~..±.g~~--Q~!l:~).....
Sqrt (((Infrared band- Red
band) I (Infrared band+ Red

........... <.t.J?.~. ~<?.l:l!l:~~Y, . .!. ?.?.?.t . . ..
Identify vegetation (Schrader
and Pouncey, 1997).

R31

MSS images

MSS band 3 I MSS band 1

Iron oxide

TM images

TM band 3 I TM band 1

Highlights pixels that reflect
strongly in band 3 and
in band 1.
Detect presence of iron oxide
(Schrader and Pouncey,

Clay minerals

TM images

TM band 5 I TM band 7

Detect presence of clay
minerals (Schrader and

. . . .......... . ......... .. .... . . . . .... . . ..... . . ........ ~.'?.l:l!l:~~y, .!.??D.: . ..
Ferrous minerals

Mineral composite

TM images

TM band 5 I TM band 4

TM images

(TM band 5 I TM band 7), (TM
band 5 I TM band 4), (TM
band 3 I TM band 1)

Detect presence of ferrous
minerals (Schrader and
Three ratios combined to
create color image
routinely used to identify
mineral types (Schrader
and
Dn.rlflt'<>U

Hydrothermal composite

TM images

(LB3). Once the boundaries of these five spectral types had
been determined, the geologic map (Wilson and others, 1998)
was used to determine the units that fell within these boundaries (table 2).

Processing the TM Image
After concluding our analysis of the MSS image, there
was still the possibility that the more specific results we had
originally sought, concerning the spatial relation of units JMtu
and PzZrqs, could be derived from the recently obtained TM
image using spectral signature separation. Even if these results

(TM band 5 I TM band 7), (TM
band 3 I TM band 1), (TM
band 4 I TM band 3)

Three ratios combined to
create color image
highlighting areas of
hydothermal alteration
(Schrader and Pouncey,
1997).

were still inconclusive, a comparison of the images using
the spectral enhancement approach could still reveal new information about the high- and low-brightness regions. The spectral signature separation techniques used on the TM image
were principal components analysis, unsupervised classification, signature alarm, generating thresholds, and indices. These
were the techniques that had seemed the most promising when
dealing with the MSS image.
While testing the first techniques, it became apparent that
processing the entire TM image would require more time than
the MSS image and storing the images created would use
larger amounts of computer memory. These problems were
due to the larger amounts of spectral data contained in the
TM image. This problem was overcome by creating a subset
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Figure 2. The original histogram shows the relationship of the bins to the dotted line representing the averag e
number of pixel s per bin. The equa lized histogram shows how the striped bins have now been grouped with other
bins that were small er than the average to create one new larger bin closer to the average. The spaces between
those bins that were larger than the average show how they have been stretched over the wider display range made
availab le by grouping the sma ll er bins . This results in increased contrast for pixels above the average .

Table 2. Visually interpreted spectral type cha racteristics.

Spectral type

Color

HB l

Blue

HB2

Orange

LBl

Blue-green

LB 2

Red

LB 3

Vari ety of
dark colors

Brief description
Corres ponds with units JMtu , TKvi, DCd , CZw, Kg, Jmab, Pig, Ynqd, and ZYnm all of
Wil son and others
Shows a strong correlation with mapped plutons of units TKg, TKgd, and TKi v fro m
l
Wil son and
Corresponds with units PzZrqs, Pzrm, TK vi, TKi , Kk, JTrta, JPztm, TrMi ca, TrMtqp,
Oc, Ont, Spf, DSwc, DSl, PDsc, Ksm, Trsl, Trn , Tkvr, TKvr, ZYns, Zy nm, and Zync
of Wi !son and others
Appeared as a di stincti ve red color in six mountainous areas, but could not be correlated
with
units.
Corres ponds with unit Qs containing un consolidated surface sediments of Wil son and
others ( 1998).

of the im age th at sti ll covered our areas of interest but was
small enough to be processed more qui ckl y. The processing of
our subset im age showed that, despite hav ing a greater spectral
range, it was still not poss ible to isolate units JMtu or PzZrqs
from those units previously identified in the MSS image as
hav ing similar refl ectance and absorption values.
By using the spectral enhancement techniques to show the
boundari es of the high- and low-bri ghtness regions in the TM
image, an image that was comparable to the fin al MSS im age
could be created. The combination of bands 4, 5, and 7 ass igned
as red, green, and blue, hi stogram equali zation , a two percent
reducti on in brightness, and seven percent increase in contrast
created an image w ith the best contras t between the areas.
Colors in the TM image appeared differentl y th an they did in
the MSS image, but it was possible to correlate them with the
pre viously establi shed spectral types and colors (table 3) .

Geologic Changes
After processing ofthe TM image yielded res ults equi valent to those from the MSS image, our initi al resul ts from
spectral enhancement of the MSS image continued to be used
as a basis for geologic reinterpretati on. The results of that
anal ysis have led to two major changes being made in the
Ruby qu adrangle. On the original geologic map (Wilson and
others, 1998) extensive outcrops of unit JMtu are shown in
the northeas t portion of the Ruby quadrangle (fi g. 3). Based
on the di stribution of the high- and low-brightness region s
in thi s area, however, many of these o utcrops are now being
interpreted as unit PzZrqs (fig . 4). The second change made
invo lved unit Pznn of Wi lson and others ( 1998) (fi g. 3). A
portion of that unit that appeared as hi gh-brightness type one is
now being interpreted as indicating unit JMtu (fi g. 4).
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Northaast Ruby quadrangle geologic mapping
Geologic units
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Andesite and related rocks
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of the Tozitna sequence , undivided

PzZrqs Pelitic and quartzitic schist , Ruby
metamorphic complex
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Marble, Ruby metamorphic complex
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See Wilson and others (1998) for complete unit descriptions
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1:63 ,360-scale quadrangle outlines

Figure 3. Pub li shed inte rpretatio n (Wilson and others, 1998).
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Table 3. MSS to TM spectral type correlation.
Spectral type

MSS color

TM color

HBl

Blue

Red-orange

HB2

Orange

Blue

LB 1

Blue-green

Gray

LB2

Red

No

Variety of
dark colors

correlation
Variety of
dark to
light colors

Brief description

Corresponds with units JMtu, TKvi, DCd, CZw, Kg, Jmab, Pig, Ynqd,
and ZY nm all of Wilson and others
Shows a strong correlation with mapped plutons of units TKg, TKgd,
and TKiv from Wilson
others
Corresponds with units PzZrqs, Pzrm, TK vi, TKi, Kk, JTrta, JPztm,
TrMica, TrMtqp, Oc, Ont, Spf, DSwc, DSl, PDsc, Ksm, Trsl, Trn,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T~Y~. . I~YE, . .'?.X.~~·'·~Y~.~. . <.t.~~. ~Y~~.~fYY:.i.~.~~~. .~~~ . ~~.~~!:~.J~??..~):....
LB3

Appeared as a distinctive red color in six mountainous areas, but could
not be correlated with
units.
Corresponds with unit Qs containing unconsolidated surface sediments
of Wilson and others (1998).

Conclusion
The initial spectral signature separation approach of creating new images based on the Landsat MSS image that would
exclusively show the locations of those rocks with a spectral
signature matching that of units JMtu or PzZrqs proved to be
unsuccessful. The consistent distributions shown by the highand low-brightness areas in those images, however, made it
apparent that a more generalized approach to the problem
could provide potentially useful information about the geology
shown in the MSS image. Using this spectral enhancement
approach may not allow different rock units to be distinguished
exclusively by their spectral signatures, but a correlation with
the existing ground-truth geologic data can allow the assignment of generalized spectral signatures to some rock units.
After completing work on the MSS image, the spectral signature separation and spectral enhancement approaches were
used on the recently obtained TM image. Our results were
consistent with those derived from using the same approaches
on the MSS image. Despite the difference in colors between
the MSS and TM images produced by the slightly different
spectral enhancement approaches, it was possible to correlate
the high- and low-brightness areas of the TM image with the
spectral types from the MSS image without any significant
differences being found. This meant that the results from the
spectral enhancement processing of the MSS image could
continue to be used as a basis for geologic reinterpretation.
By correlating unit JMtu with the occurrences of HB1
spectral type from the MSS image, it appears that it is somewhat less extensive than shown (fig. 3) on the geologic map
(Wilson and others, 1998) and does, in fact, often occur along
the tops of ridges (fig. 4) as reported by R.M. Chapman (oral
commun., 1998, cited in Wilson and others, 1998). Nearby
areas of high-brightness type one (HB 1) may also indicate
additional outcrops of unit JMtu not on the map (Wilson and

others, 1998). These areas of HB 1 pixels were in locations that
had been mapped as units PzZrqs and Pzrm, which typically
were of low-brightness type one (LB 1). Only within one section of unit Pzrm, however, were we confident enough in
the existing ground-truth data to interpret the corresponding
area of HB 1 as indicating unit JMtu (fig. 4). In effect, the
spectral enhancement approach has yielded an outcome that
the original spectral signature separation approach failed to do
and therefore allowed us to meet our original goal of determining the spatial relation of units JMtu and PzZrqs. As geologic
work in the Ruby quadrangle and nearby areas continues, we
hope that the image processing and geologic reinterpretations
performed for this project will continue to prove useful.
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Holocene Vegetation History of the
Northern Kenai Mountains,
South-Central Alaska
By Thomas A. Ager

Abstract
Analysis of pollen assemblages from a I 03-cm-thick peat
deposit exposed near Tern Lake, Kenai Peninsula, Alaska, provides the first radiocarbon-dated postglacial vegetation history
for the Kenai Mountains. The peat overlies glacial till deposited
during the late Wisconsin glaciation. A peat sample from near
the base of the deposit provides a radiocarbon age of9,310±200
yr B.P., the first minimum age for deglaciation of the interior
valleys of the Kenai Mountains. Earliest postglacial vegetation
recorded at this site was composed of shrub birch (Betula nana),
alder (Alnus), willow (Salix), grasses (Poaceae), wormwood
(Artemisia), various herbs, and ferns (Polypodiaceae type).
Another common shrub in this early postglacial vegetation was
soapberry (Shepherdia canadensis), a shrub now uncommon
on the Kenai Peninsula. Between about 8,600 and 7,800 yr
B.P., soapberry shrubs were abundant in the area, along with
ferns and alders. Soon after that, the alder population increased
rapidly, soapberry shrubs diminished in importance, and boreal
spruce (probably white spruce, Picea glauca) began to invade
the western portals of the major valleys. The boreal spruce
spread eastward into the mountain valleys from the northern
Kenai Lowlands, probably along with paper birch trees (Betula
papyrifera). By about 5,600 yr B.P., if not earlier, boreal spruce
trees were colonizing the Tern Lake area. By about 2,900 yr
B.P. , small but significant amounts of pollen of mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) began appearing in the pollen assemblages at this site, and soon thereafter, spruce pollen percentages increased substantially. This rise in spruce and mountain
hemlock pollen percentages probably reflects the colonization
of the eastern and northern valleys of the Kenai Mountains by
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and mountain hemlocks from
sources in Prince William Sound to the east. The local vegetation seen in the Tern Lake area today developed within the past
ca. 2,500 years. This vegetation is a rich mixture of boreal ,
(interior continental climate) and coastal-adapted (maritime climate) tree, shrub, and herb species. This blending of interior
and coastal floras reflects a rather abrupt transitional boundary
near Tern Lake between the maritime climate of the eastern

and southern coasts of the Kenai Peninsula, and the more continental climate of the Kenai Lowland and northwestern Kenai
Mountains. Many boreal plant species reach their easternmost
range on the Kenai Peninsula near Tern Lake, and their further
expansion appears to be limited by maritime climate near the
coast.

Introduction
This paper presents the results of analyses of fossil pollen
and spores obtained from a peat deposit exposed in a roadcut
near Tern Lake (fig. 1, site 5; fig. 2), within a glaciated
valley in the central Kenai Mountains. The record is significant
because it is the first radiocarbon-dated postglacial vegetation
record from the Kenai Mountains to be published. The pollen
record, when viewed in the context of the regional postglacial
vegetation history, explains when, and from what seed sources
the present rich mixture of boreal and coastal vegetation came
into being within the Kenai Mountains. The record is also
significant because the basal age of the peat deposit provides
the first minimum date for deglaciation of the main valleys of
the central Kenai Mountains. Unlike the Kenai Lowlands to
the west, the Wisconsin glacial and deglaciation history of the
Kenai Mountains is poorly known. Finally, the Tern Lake
peat record is unique in south-central Alaska because of the
unusual character of its early postglacial vegetation, characterized by an abundance of soapberry shrubs. Interestingly, these
locally abundant shrubs apparently failed to spread much farther eastward and southward from the Tern Lake area during
the Holocene.

Previous Work
Postglacial histories of vegetation development of the
Cook Inlet region have been described for the Anchorage area
(Ager and Brubaker, 1985; fig. 1, site 6), the Hidden Lake
area of the northern Kenai Lowland (Ager, 1983; fig. I, site
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Figure 1. Map of south -central Alaska showing Cook Inlet, Kenai Penin sula, and Prince William Sound. Sites and features discussed in the
text are shown : Kenai Lowland, Kenai Mountains, Turnagain Arm, and seven numbered sites: Kachemak Bay sites: (1) Homer peat section, (2)
Circle Lake; Kenai Lowland sites: (3) Long mere Lake, (4) Hidden Lake; Kenai Mountains site: (5) Tern Lake peat section; Anchorage site: (6)
Point Woronzof; western Prince William Sound site, (7) Golden . Climate data in table 1 are from meteorological stations at Sterling, Cooper
Landing, Seward, and Portage.
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Figure 2. Map of northern Kenai Peninsula showing approximate maximum extent of late Wisconsin glacial ice (Moosehorn stade, Naptowne
glaciation of Karlstrom, 1964; Reger and Pinney, 1996, 1997; Reger and others, 1996) in upper Cook Inlet. Maximum positions of late Wisconsin
ice is shown with a hatchured dashed line. Major ice flow directions are shown with arrows. The Tern Lake peat section, Hidden Lake, Summit
Lake, Girdwood, Portage, and Cooper Land ing are shown; all are places mentioned in the text.

4); and the Kachemak Bay area of the southern Kenai Peninsula (Ager, 2000; fig. l , sites I and 2). In addition, several
postglacial pollen records from peat cores were obtained from
the Kenai Peninsula and Turnagain Arm during the 1950's
by C.J. Heusser (1960). Heusser 's sites in those areas lack
radiocarbon dates upon which to base a chronology of vegetation development, however, and therefore the usefulness of
those records for the purposes of this paper are limited. However, some of Heusser's pollen records from peat cores from
Prince William Sound, east of Kenai Peninsula, include some
radiocarbon ages and therefore provide a basis for understanding the Holocene vegetation history of that adjacent area
(Heusser, 1955, 1960, 1983, 1985 ; fig. I, site 7). Heusser 's
pollen evidence from the Prince William Sound area indicates
that coastal forest vegetation developed there during the late
Holocene, after a long-delayed colonization. The seed sources
for coastal forests established in Prince William Sound were
forests established in southeastern Alaska during early postglacial time (Heusser, 1985 ; Peteet, 1986, 1991 ).

Past and Present Glaciers
on Kenai Peninsula
Today, glaciers cover 4,800 km 2 of the Kenai Mountains.
Most of the glacial ice is concentrated in four major glacier
complexes: the Harding icefield, the Grewingk-Yalik ice complex in the southern Kenai mountains, the Sargent icefield,
and the Spencer-Blackstone ice complex in the northeastern
mountains (fig. J ). Relatively few glaciers, all of them small,
now exist in the northwestern Kenai Mountains, because most
moisture from the Gulf of Alaska air masses is intercepted by
the seaward pmtions of the mountains. Mean annual snowfall
exceeds I 0 m over the present-day icefields near the coast,
but drops to about 2.5 m in the northwestern Kenai Mountains
(Hartman and Johnson , 1978). The altitude of snowline rises
abruptly from the southern and eastern coasts, where snowline
is near 450 m, to the northwest Kenai Mountains, where snowline is above 1,000 m (Pewe, 1975, p. 11). Most of the peaks in
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the Kenai Mountains are 800 to I ,500 m in altitude.
During the late Wisconsin glaciation, icefields expanded
to cover most of the southern and northeastern Kenai Mountains. However, according to Karlstrom (1964), glaciers were
not extensive in the northwestern Kenai Mountains, even
during the maximum late Wisconsin glaciation. At that time,
ice flowed from the northeastern Kenai Mountains into upper
Turnagain Arm and from the southern Kenai Mountains into
the eastern Kenai Lowland (fig. 1, fig. 2).
The most detailed mapping of Pleistocene-age moraines
and glacial deposits on the Kenai Peninsula has been done
in the Kenai Lowland (e.g., Karlstrom , 1964; Reger and
others, 1996; Reger and Pinney, 1996, 1997). Relatively little
detailed mapping and interpretation of glacial deposits has
been done in the Kenai Mountains, except in the northeast
and outer coastal areas, where most studies have focused on
Holocene glacial history (Karlstrom, 1964; Crossen, 1992;
Wiles and Calkin, 1990, 1993, 1994; Wiles and others, 1999).
A generalized glaciation map by Karl strom ( 1964, plate I)
remains the best available information on Pleistocene glacial
history of the northwestern Kenai Mountains. Karlstrom 's
map shows that glacial ice filled the valleys to the west and
south of the Tern Lake area during the maximum late Wisconsin glaciation. His map indicates that ice did not extend
far into the Quartz Creek-Canyon Creek valley north of Tern
Lake (fig. 2) at that time. With glacial ice blocking both
the south and no11h ends of the Quartz Creek- Canyon Creek
valley and the northern Granite Creek valley, it is likely that,
at least occasionally, lake water was impounded in these valleys during the major late Wisconsin glacial advances.
The northwestern Kenai Mountains were extensively glaciated several times earlier in Pleistocene time (Karlstrom,
1964). However, the minimal extent of ice during the late
Wisconsin glaciation (ca. 26,000- 10,000 yr B.P. in this
region) suggests that the area may have been an important
refugium for at least alpine tundra plants and animals during
that event. The Caribou Hills north of Kachemak Bay and
other areas along the western edge of the Kenai Lowland
may also have served as significant refugia (fig. I, fig . 2;
Karlstrom, 1964; Reger and Pinney, 1996; Ager, 2000). However, none of these potential refugia have yet been adequately
explored for fossil assemblages dating to full glacial time.

Deglaciation Chronology
Radiocarbon dates from a Hidden Lake sediment core
(fig. 1, site 4) , 36 km west of Tern Lake, indicate that deglaciation in that area began more than 13,700 yr B.P. (Rymer
and Sims, 1982; Ager, 1983). The late Wisconsin glaciation
of the Cook Inlet region was a complex event consisting of
at least four significant glacial advances. Between advances,
ice fronts that had reached the region 's lowlands during previous advances stagnated or partially receded (Karlstrom, 1964;

Reger and Pinney, 1996, 1997). The final glacial advance
(Elmendmi or Tanya stade) is believed to have begun after
14,000 yr B.P. and ended before 9,500 yr B.P. (Reger and
Pinney, 1996). This advance was a relatively minor event
near Hidden Lake, and ice appears to have reached only the
eastern end of the lake (Reger and others, 1996). Icefields
may have persisted longer within the Kenai Mountains than
in the Kenai Lowland , where precipitation is lower. Therefore
the deglaciation phase of the Elmendorf stade may vary from
area to area.
The deglaciation chronology within the Kenai Mountain s
is poorly documented, but a few basal peat dates from western
Prince William Sound and the outer coastal valleys of the
Kenai Peninsula suggest that deglaciation was not extensive
until earliest Holocene time (Heusser, 1960, 1983, 1985; Wiles
and Calkin, 1994; Reger and others, 1996; Schmoll and others,
1999; Ager, 1983, 2000). Given the paucity of radiocarbondated deposits , the apparent late deglaciation of the Kenai
Mountains should be viewed with some skepticism. Radiocarbon dates as old as 11 ,820±560 yr B.P. (organic pond sediments) from northeastern Prince William Sound (Reger, 1991)
indicate that the fiord at the Port of Valdez was deglaciated
much earlier than previous credible dates from the coastal
region suggested (Ager, 1983). A basal peat date from the
north central Chugach Mountains indicates that some mountain valleys in southern Alaska were free of glacial ice by
13 ,900±400 yr B.P. (Sirkin and Tuthill, 1987).
1t is possible that the early Holocene radiocarbon dates
currently available from the Kenai Mountains may simply be
a record of the onset of peat deposition, rather than representing a closely limiting date for deglaciation. Compilations of
radiocarbon dates on basal peats from the Kenai Peninsula
suggests that at most sites, peat deposition began less than
I0,000 yr B.P. in the region (Karlstrom , 1964; Reger and
others, 1996). In the future, the deglaciation chronology of the
Kenai Mountain valleys can best be resolved by the radiocarbon dating of basal organic-bearing sediments from lakes in
the region. Accumulation of organic material in lake basins is
likely to have begun earlier than peat accumulation on barren
soi ls at most sites.
Glacial advances during the Holocene that have been
documented from several areas of the Kenai Peninsula and the
Chugach Mountains north of Turnagain Arm (e.g., Wiles and
Calkin, 1990, 1994; Schmoll and others, 1999; Crossen , 1992;
Reger and Pinney, 1996, 1997) may have influenced regional
vegetation. The most likely influence of colder and (or) wetter
climates (with greater snowfall) would be to lower altitudinal
limits of tree growth. However, minor changes in tree-line altitude are probably not detectable in pollen records from lowland sites such as the Tern Lake peat section. Higher altitude
sites may provide more sensitive vegetation records responding to Holocene climate changes. However, an increase in
outwash deposition in the valley floors during glacial advances
and retreats may result in detectable lowland vegetation
changes.
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Table 1. Climate data from four meteorological stations from the Kenai Peninsula and upper Turnagain Arm.
[Portage and Seward are within the maritime climate zone. Cooper Landing is in the Kenai River valley in the western Kenai Mountains, 24 km west of the Tern
Lake area. Cooper Landing's climate is transitional but is influenced by maritime air masses to a greater degree than sites in the Kenai Lowland. Sterling is located
in the northern Kenai Lowland, about 65 km west of Tern Lake. Sterling's climate is transitional , but its position in the precipitation shadow of the Kenai Mountains
results in a more continental climate influence than at the other sites li sted here. Climate data are from Leslie ( 1989)]

Locality

Latitude

Longitude

Altitude

Years of
record

Sterling
Cooper Landing
Seward

60°32'N.
60°29'N.
60°07'N.

150°45'W.
149°58'W.
l49o27'W.

76m
116m
11m

Portage

60°49'N.

148°58'W.

12m

1954- 1961
1975- 1987
1922-1925
1930- 1987
1983- 1987

Present-Day Climate
The southern and eastern coasts of the Kenai Peninsula
have a maritime climate characterized by heavy precipitation,
much of it falling as snow at higher altitudes. The Kenai
Mountains act as an effective moisture barrier, creating a partial precipitation shadow in the Kenai Lowlands, particularly
in the northern lowlands. C limate data from stations to the
northeast (Portage), southeast (Seward), and two areas west of
Tern Lake (Cooper Landing and Sterling, fig. 1; table 1) show
the differences in temperature and precipitation from the coast
into the precipitation shadow of the Kenai Mountains.

Vegetation in the
Northern Kenai Mountains
Present-day distribution of major vegetation types of the
Kenai Mountains is shown in Viereck and Little 's vegetation
map of Alaska (I 972), and the Joint Federal-State Land Use
Planning Commission for Alaska's "Major Ecosystems of
Alaska" map (1973). Both maps indicate that coastal forest
vegetation covers the major valleys in the Kenai Mountains.
In reality, however, only the outer coastal areas of the Kenai
Mountains, and the valley segments immediately adjacent to
the Gulf of Alaska, are vegetated entirely by true Pacific
coastal forest floras. Within the Kenai Mountains, the vegetation in the major valleys is a diverse mixture of Pacific coastal
forest and boreal forest floras, varying in composition from
area to area. In the western valleys of the mountains, a major
influence of boreal species (e.g., Picea glauca : white spruce;
P. mariana : black spruce; Betula papyrifera : paper birch;
Populus balsamifera : balsam poplar; P. tremuloides : quaking
aspen) is evident, while in the valleys near the northern and
southern coasts (e.g., near Tumagain Arm and Seward), species adapted to the maritime climates of the coast are much
more dominant (e.g., Tsuga mertensiana :mountain hemlock;
Picea sitchensis : Sitka spruce; Populus trichocarpa : black

Mean
January
temperature

Mean
July
temperature

Mean
annual
temperature

Mean
annual
precipitation

-l2.4°C
-6.3°C
-3.9°C

12.4°C
l3.5°C
13.2°C

--0.1 oc
2.2°C
4.2°C

458 mrn
669 mrn
1,720 mrn

0.2°C

12.8°C

2.9°C

1,963 mm

cottonwood). According to Viereck and Little ( 1975) and field
observations (Ager, unpub. field notes) coastal forest predominates from Seward northward to the Kenai Lake area (fig.
2) where boreal forest taxa become conspicuous. Boreal taxa
become increasingly abundant west of the Tern Lake area.
Northeast of Tern Lake, coastal forest vegetation predominates
in the Quartz Creek- Canyon Creek valley from just south of
Summit Lake (fig. 2) to the coast of upper Turnagain Arm. The
present-day distribution of major vegetation types on the Kenai
Peninsula (fig. 3) shows extensive areas with mixed coastal
and boreal forest vegetation over much of the central , lowland
areas of the peninsula. To illustrate the extent of mixing of
these floras , table 2 lists the tree and shrub species that occur
today in the Tern Lake area. The table indicates whether a
given species is primarily an interior (boreal forest) plant, or
an element of the Pacific coastal flora based on its modern
distribution. A list of herbaceous plant species would also
show a significant mixture of interior and coastal plants in this
area (Hulten, I 968).
Forests occupy most valley floors but are interspersed
with some areas of meadows and bogs. Forests also occupy
the lower slopes of the valleys. The upper boundary of forest
vegetation in these montane valleys varies substantially in
altitude over short horizontal distances (< I km). This itTegular
boundary between forests and alder thickets is controlled in
part by slope angle and snow avalanche frequency. Figure 4
shows vegetation near Tern Lake, with a largely forested valley
floor and the mixture of forest and alder (Alnus) shrub thickets
covering the adjacent lower slopes of the valley walls. The
photograph was taken from the northern shore of Tern Lake
looking toward the south. In the foreground emergent aquatic
and semi-aquatic vegetation (Menyanthes : buckbean; Carex :
sedge) can be seen growing in shallows near the lakeshore.
Altitudinal limits of trees vary substantially in the Kenai
Mountains, from about 400 m on the outer coast to about
700 m or higher inland. Immediately above the upper edge of
forests , dense alder thickets cover the valley walls up to about
900 m. Alpine-shrub and herb-tundra communities occur at
higher elevations, interspersed with talus slopes, steep bedrock
slopes, snow patches, and icefields.
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Figure 3. Map of present-day vegetation of Kenai Peninsula, showing areas of boreal forest, transitional
boreal/coastal forest, coastal forest, and alpine tundra and glaciers. The figure is modified from Joint
Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska (1973) and Viereck and Little's Vegetation Map
of Alaska (1972). Modifications are based on tree and shrub range maps in Viereck and Little (1975) and
field observations of the author.

Methods
The l 03-cm-thick peat section was sampled in S-cmthick blocks, except the basal sample, which was 3 em
thick. The peat blocks were later sub-sampled for pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating. The peat samples were washed
through sieves to remove coarse plant detritus (moss and sedge

remains, roots , twigs) . The fine fraction was then processed
using standard palynological procedures for Quaternary peat
samples to concentrate pollen and spores for microscopic
examination. Whenever possible, at least 300 pollen grains
were counted for each sample, and percentages of each pollen
type were calculated from a sum of all pollen grains counted
per sample. In all samples from this site, spores of ferns
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Table 2. Major trees and shrubs found in the Tern Lake area, Kenai Mountains, southcentral Alaska .
[From Viereck and Little (1972, 1975). Common names are given in column 2. (T), tree; (S), shrub ;
(LW) , low-growing woody plant. For each species, its common habitat is shown as eith er coastal
(co lu mn 3) or interior (column 4). Some plant species are cosmopolitan, able to grow in both interior
or coastal environments. For a few species, the predominant occurrences are in the interior, but these
plants may occasionally found in some coastal env ironments (X). Species marked with asterisks(*)
in column 1 represent interior (boreal) plants that are growing at or near their easternmost range
limits near Tern Lake]

Ta xon

Common name

Picea mariana*

Black spruce (T)

Picea glauca *
Picea sitchensis
Tsuga mertensiana
Juniperus communis*
Populus balsamifera*

White spruce (T)

Populus trichocarpa
Populus trem.uloides*
Salix alaxensis
Salix arbusculoides*
Salix barclayi
Salix bebbiana*
Salix planifolia
subsp pulchra*
Salix scouleriana
Salix sitchensis
Myrica gale
Betula nan.a*

Sitka spruce (T)
Mountain hemlock (T)
Common juniper (S)

South
coast
habitat

X
X

X
X
(X)
X
X

Quaking aspen (T)
Feltleaf willow (S)

X
X

Balsam poplar (T)
Black cottonwood (T)

Interior

X

X
X

Littletree willow (S)
X

X

Bebb willow (S)

(X)

X

Diamondleaf willow (S)

Barclay willow (S)

(X)

X

Scouler willow (S)

X

X

Sitka willow (S)

X

Sweetgale (S)

X

X

Dwarf arctic birch (S)

X

Betula glan.dulosa*
Betula papyrifera*
Alnus crispa

Resin birch (S)

X

Paper birch (T)

X

Alnus sinuata
Alnus tenuifolia*

Sitka alder (S)

Ribes hudsonianum*
Ribes lacustre
Ribes laxiflorum
Ribes triste*
Amelanchier alnifolia
Potentilla fruticosa*
Rosa acicularis*
Rubus idaeus*
Rubus spectabilis
Sorbus scopulina*
Sorbus sitchensis
Spiraea beauverdiana
Shepherdia canadensis*
Oplopanax horridus
Empetrum nigrum
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Ledum decumbens*

X

American green alder (S)
X

X

Thin leaf alder (S)

X

Northern black currant (S)
Swamp gooseberry (S)

X

Trailing black currant (S)

X

X
X

American red currant (S)
Western serviceberry (S)

(X)

(X)

X

Bush cinquefoil (S)

X

Prickly rose (S)

X

American red raspberry (S)
Salmonberry (S)

(X)

Green mountain ash (S)

(X)

Sitka mountain ash (S)

X

Beauverd spiraea (S)

(X)

X
X
X

Soapberry (S)
Devil's club

X

X

X

Crowberry (LW)

X

X

Bearberry (L W)

(X)

X

Narrowleaf Labrador tea (LW)

X
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Table 2. Major trees and shrubs found in the Tern Lake area, Kenai Mountains, southcentral Alaska- Continued.

Ta xon

Common name

South
coast
habitat

Ledum groenlan.dicum

Labrador tea (L W)

X

Menziesia ferruf(inea

Ru sty menziesia (S)

X

Vaccin.ium caespitosum

Dwarf blueberry (L W)

X

Vaccinium ovalifolium

Early blueberry (S)

X

Vaccin.ium vitis-idaea

Bog blueberry (LW)

X

Sambucus callicarpa

Pacific red elder (S)

X

Viburnum edule

High bush cranberry (S)

X

Figure 4. Vegetation and terrain in the Tern Lake area, central Kenai
Mountains, Kenai Peninsula. Valley bottom vegetation is a mixture
of coastal and interior (boreal) forest trees, shrubs, and herbs. Fre quent snow avalanches limit growth of conifer forests on steep valley
slopes. Avalanche scars and steep slopes are vegetated mostly by
alder thickets up to about 900 m. This photograph was taken from the
north shore of Tern Lake looking toward the south-southwest.

were abundant, and other spore-producing plants were also
commonly represented. By convention, spore percentages were
calculated from a sum composed of both total pollen and
spores counted in each sample.
Identification of pollen types was accomplished by reference to a collection of modern pollen and spore reference
slides hou sed at the U.S. Geological Survey. Quality of preservation of conifer pollen was poor in some samples from the
upper half of the section. The preservation conditions resu lted
in fragmentation of many conifer pollen grains. This made
accurate counts difficult and introduced some error into the
counts of spruce and mountain hemlock grains. It is unlikely
that this significantly altered the results or interpretation s of
the Tern Lake peat section.
Two bulk peat samples from the Tern Lake peat section

Interior

X

X

were radiocarbon-dated by conventional methods at the U.S.
Geological Survey radiocarbon laboratory in Reston, Va.,
during the mid-1980's. Three additional small samples of
peat were dated in 1999 by means of atomic mass spectrometer (AMS) radiocarbon-dating methods, which requires much
smaller sample weights to produce an age determination than
was required for conventional radiocarbon dating. Radiocarbon ages of all the samples from the Tern Lake peat section
are shown in table 3. The three recently dated samples were
prepared for analysis by Jack McGeehin of the U.S. Geological Survey, and the samples were analyzed at the Lawrence Livermore AMS radiocarbon dating laboratory in California. Using the five radiocarbon dates, approximate ages for
the boundaries between pollen zones were interpolated (or
extrapolated in the case of the base of the section).
The samples used for this investigation were collected
from a fresh roadcut along the southwest side of the Seward
Highway, 0.8 km northwest of Tern Lake in the central Kenai
Mountains (fig. 1, fig. 2). The site is at an altitude of about
260 m, within the Seward (C-7) quadrangle, at !at 60°32'N.,
long 149°33.5'W. The valley in which the peat accumulated
during the Holocene was filled with glacial ice during the
late Wisconsin glaciation (Karlstrom, 1964, plate I; this paper,
fig. 2). The section consists of about 103 em of fibrous peat,
Table 3. Radiocarbon dates on fibrous peat samples from the Tern
Lake peat section.
]Conventional (bulk) radiocarbon dates are signified by a laboratory number
preceded by a "W." AMS radiocarbon dates are signified with a "WW"
laboratory prefix]

Sample depth

Radiocarbon age

Lab number

32.5 em

2515±60 yr B.P.

WW-2237

57.5 em

4525±65 yr B.P.

WW-2238

60-65 em

5350±200 yr B.P.

W-5576

87 .5 em

8340±120 yr B.P.

WW-2339

95- 100 em

9310±200 yrB.P.

W-5539
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overlying about 4 m of glacial till containing cobble-sized
clasts in a finer matrix.

Results of Analyses
Results of the analyses of the 21 pollen samples are
presented in a pollen and spore percentage diagram (figs. SA,
SB). The pollen diagram is divided into four pollen assemblage zones T-1 through T-4, from top to the base of the
section. The basal zone, T-4, from 89- to 103-cm depth in the
section (ca. 8,600-9,800 yr B.P.), is characterized by pollen of
several shrub types: Betula, Alnus, Salix, Shepherdia canadensis (soapberry), Viburnum (highbush cranberry), and Ericales
(Ericaceae: heath family, and Empetrwn: crowberry). Also
represented by small amounts of pollen are two genera of
the Rosaceae (rose family): Potentilla (cinquefoil) and Sanguisorba (burnet) (see table 2 for an explanation of woody
plant taxonomic terms used in this paper). Herbaceous plants
represented include Poaceae (grass family), Cyperaceae (sedge
family), Artemisia (wormwood), Asteraceae Subf. Asteroideae
(Aster family, Aster subfamily), Epilobium (fireweed), Caryophyllaceae (pink family), Polemonium (Jacob's Ladder), Heraclewn (cow parsnip), and other Apiaceae (carrot family) (see
table 4 for taxonomic terms used for all non-woody plants
discussed in this paper).
Fern spores of Polypodiaceae (licorice fern family) type
are abundant, but there are also small amounts of the fern
spore type Cryptogramma (parsley fern). A few other sporeproducing plants are represented: Lycopodium annotinum (stiff
club moss), Equisetum (horsetail or scouring rush), and Huper:da selago (fir club moss). A radiocarbon date from within this
zone is shown in table 3.
Pollen assemblage zone T-3 is divided into two subzones,
T-3a and T-3b. Subzone T-3b (83- to 89-cm depth, ca.
7,800-8,600 yr B.P.) consists of a single sample, but its unique
characteristics justify separating the assemblage into its own
subzone. The sample is composed primarily of Shepherdia
canadensis pollen, but pollen of Alnus, Betula, and Cyperaceae
are also present, and spores of Polypodiaceae ferns are abundant(> 55 percent), but slightly less so than in zone T-4. Other
spore-producing plants present include Lycopodium amzotinum
and Equisetum.
Subzone T-3a (65- to 83-cm depth; ca. 5,650-7,800 yr
B.P.) is characterized by abundant pollen of Alnus(> 67 percent), and declining percentages of Shepherdia canadensis
pollen. The latter is present in smaller percentages (< 15 percent) than in Subzone T-3b and is reduced to a few percent
at the top of Subzone T-3b. Also present are small amounts
of Picea, Betula, Salix, Cyperaceae, and Apiaceae pollen. A
few other herbaceous taxa are also present, but in very small
percentages, and they do not occur in all samples. Polypodiaceae fern spores are abundant within the subzone, along
with smaller percentages of Lycopodiwn annotinum and L.
clavatum (common club moss).
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Assemblage zone T-2 (37- to 65-cm depth; ca.
2,880-5,650 yr B.P.) is also characterized by high percentages
of Alnus pollen, comprising about 60-70 percent of the pollen
sum. In contrast to the underlying zone, Shepherdia canadensis is absent. Betula and Picea pollen are well represented,
along with trace amounts of Tsuga nzertensiana pollen. Pollen
of Oplopanax (devil's club) appears in this zone for the first
time within this zone. Also present are small amounts of Poaceae, Cyperaceae, Polemoniurn, Apiaceae, Campanula (Harebell), and Valeriana (valerian) pollen. Polypodiaceae-type fern
spores are abundant within this zone (35-65 percent), although
less so than in zone T-3. Lycopodium amzotinum is a common
element found in every sample in this zone. Small amounts of
Sphagnum moss spores also occur.
The upper pollen assemblage zone T-1 (0-37 em; 0 to ca.
2,880 yr B.P.) is characterized by the highest percentages of
Picea pollen (ranging from ca. 25 to 55 percent) in the section.
Alnus percentages are lower in this zone than in zone T-2
but are still present in significant amounts (generally > 30
percent of the pollen sum). Betula pollen is present in amounts
of about 10-20 percent. Tsuga mertensiana pollen is more
abundant than in any other zone within the section. Also present in some samples within this zone are small percentages of
Salix, Ericales, Oplopanm:, Poaceae, Cyperaceae, Artemisia,
Polemoniwn, Heracleum, and Valeriana pollen. Polypodiaceae
fern spores are abundant within this zone, but in a sample
from 12-cm depth in the section, the percentages of fern spores
reach their lowest level (< 30 percent of the pollen + spore
sum) within the entire peat section. Lycopodium annotinum is
present in all samples within this zone, and small amounts of
Sphagnum moss spores occur in several samples within zone
T-1.

Interpretation of Vegetation History
The pollen record from the Tern Lake peat section provides data to construct the first radiocarbon-dated vegetation
history for the Kenai Mountains. The record spans the past ca.
9,800 radiocarbon years, when peat began accumulating over
glacial till after the local glacial ice melted away. The site may
have been free of glacier ice several centuries or more before
9,800 yr B.P.
Pollen zone T-4, at the base of the section (figs. SA, SB),
represents the earliest recorded colonizing vegetation in the
area beginning about 9,800 yr B.P. The pollen assemblage
suggests that the local vegetation was a treeless shrub-herb
"tundra" that included shrub Betula, small amounts of Alnus,
Salix, Ericales, Slzepherdia canadensis, Viburnum, and Sorbus.

Figures 5A and 58 (following pages). Pollen percentage diagram
from the Tern Lake Peat Section, central Kenai Mountains, Alaska. For
a list of common names for plant taxa, refer to table 2 (woody plants)
and table 4 (non-woody plants).
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Table 4. Taxonomy of non-woody vascular plants mentioned in this paper.
[Sphagnum has been included in this list, but it is a moss-a non-vascular plant.
Where taxonomic terms have been updated from Hulten (1968), the superseded term
is shown in parentheses]

Taxon
Poaceae

Alternate name

Common name
Grass family

(Gramineae)

Cyperaceae

Sedge family

Artemisia

Wormwood, sage
(Compositae)

Aster or Composite family

subf. Asteroideae

(Tubuliflorae)

Aster subfamily

subf. Cichorioideae

(Liguliflorae)

Asteraceae

Chicory subfamily

Epilobium
Caryophy llaceae

Fireweed

Chenopodiaceae

Goosefoot family

Pink family

Saxifragaceae

Saxifrage family

Ranunculaceae

Crowfoot family

Thalictrum
Polemonium
Apiaceae

Meadow-rue
Jacob's ladder
(Umbelliferae)

Heracleum

Carrot family
Cow parsnip
Bluebells, harebell

Campanula
Rumex

Dock, sorrel

Oxyria
Menyanthes

Mountain sorrel

Galium
Valeriana
Lycopodium annotinum
Lycopodium clavatum

Bedstraw

Huperzia selago
Polypodiaceae
Cryptogramma

Buckbean
Valerian
Stiff club moss
Common club moss

(Lycopodium selago) Fir club moss
Licorice fern family
Parsley fern

Sphagnum

Other low woody plants present include Sanguisorba and
Potentilla. Herbs include Poaceae, Cyperaceae, Artemisia,
Asteraceae subf. Asteroideae, Epilobium, Heracleum, and
Caryophyllaceae. Ferns of the Cryptogramma and Polypodiaceae types are present. The abundance of Polypodiaceae-type
spores suggests that these ferns were common elements of
the vegetation. Today ferns often form a dense understory
growth beneath a protective canopy of Alnus shrubs in southem coastal Alaska.
The plant assemblage represented in this pollen zone
suggests that the local vegetation included herb meadows,
interspersed with patches of shrubs in the area. The plant
assemblage also indicates that there were moist local habitats
available in order to support the growth of abundant ferns as
well as herbs such as Heracleum and other Apiaceae, Ericales
and Salix shrubs, and tall Sorbus shrubs.
The presence of Shepherdia canadensis, Artemisia, Poaceae, Potentilla. Epilobium, and Caryophyllaceae suggests that

Sphagnum moss

expanses of barren gravel outwash plain may have been growing nearby during deposition of Zone T-4 peat. These plants,
along with Alnus and Salix, were likely colonizers of such
barren flood-plain environments. Spore-producing plants such
as Equisetum and Lycopodium are also hardy plants often
found as early colonizers of disturbed ground and freshly
exposed glacial till and gravel deposits.
Subzone T-3b consists of only a single sample, which has
a very unusual pollen and spore assemblage. It is composed
primarily of Shepherdia canadensis pollen, whereas nearly all
other taxa are either absent or reduced to minute percentages,
except Alnus (ca. 20 percent) and fern spores (55 percent of
the combined pollen+ spore sum). The plant assemblage suggests that a nearby disturbance, such as a flood or a possible
resurgence of outwash gravel deposition, may have destroyed
much of the flood-plain vegetation along Quartz Creek (fig. 2).
The resulting outwash plains of barren sand and gravel were
then recolonized primarily by Shepherdia and Alnus shrubs.
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The radiocarbon date of 8,340± 120 yr B.P. associated with
this single sample subzone is not clearly linked to any welldocumented early Holocene alpine glaciation in the region.
However, there is some evidence of a possible early Holocene
glacial event in the upper Cook Inlet region at about that time
(Schmoll and others, 1999). Additional research in the Kenai
Mountains will be required to determine if this represents just
a local disturbance of vegetation, or part of a more regionalscale response of vegetation to climate change associated with
a glacial event associated with outwash deposition down valley
from the ice.
Subzone T-3a represents a major colonization of the interior Kenai Mountain valleys by alder thickets soon after 7,800
radiocarbon yr B.P. Decreases in Shepherdia, Betula, Salix,
and most herb genera implied by the pollen data suggest
that thickets of Alnus may have covered much of the valley
landscape, leaving limited areas for other taxa to grow. Picea
pollen (ca. 5 percent of the pollen sum) began to arrive at
the site during this phase of the vegetation history. The small
amounts of Picea pollen present in the subzone suggest that
spruce trees had probably not arrived locally. Pollen records
from upper Turnagain Arm and Prince William Sound show
that no other Picea populations existed in those areas until
the late Holocene, when Picea sitchensis began to colonize
from the east (Ager, unpub. data; Heusser, 1960, 1983, 1985).
Therefore, the Picea pollen arriving near Tern Lake soon after
about 7,800 yr B.P. did not come from spruce populations
colonizing the Kenai Mountains from the north (upper Turnagain Arm) or east (Prince William Sound).
The appearance of Picea pollen in the Tern Lake area is
consistent with previously collected evidence from the northern Kenai Lowland. Pollen data from Hidden Lake (fig. 1, site
4; fig. 2; Ager, 1983) and from Longmere Lake in the northern
Kenai Lowlands (fig. 1, site 3; Ager, unpub. data) indicate that
boreal spruce had arrived in those areas by about 7,800 yr B.P.
This colonization of the northern Kenai Lowlands occurred
only about 2 centuries after boreal spruce trees began to colonize the lowlands where the city of Anchorage is now located,
north of upper Turnagain Arm (fig. 1; Ager and Brubaker,
1985). During the early Holocene, boreal spruce trees spread
very rapidly through valleys and lowlands of eastern interior
and south-central Alaska and upper Cook Inlet (Ager, 1983,
1989, 2000; Ager and Brubaker, 1985).
Zone T-2 records the local invasion of boreal forest trees
(e.g., Picea [?lauca, P. mariana, Betula papyrifera) during
middle Holocene time. Whereas the Betula pollen in the lower
part of the section (below 70 em) was probably derived from
shrub birch, most of the Betula pollen in the upper 70 em
of the section is probably from tree birch, which produces
large amounts of wind-borne pollen. Alnus pollen percentages
decline in this zone, suggesting that alder thickets were being
replaced in part by forest vegetation on the valley floor and
the lower slopes of the local valleys. Traces of Tsuga mertensiana pollen occur within this zone, suggesting that there may
have been some outlier populations of mountain hemlock trees
developing in the western Prince William Sound area, and pos-
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sibly along the eastern flanks of the Kenai Mountains, during
middle Holocene time. Heusser's pollen diagrams from various sites in Prince William Sound show great variation in the
local vegetation histories from island to island and from fiord
to fiord along the mainland coast. This suggests that windborne seeds spread westward sporadically (Heusser, 1960,
1983, 1985). These random seed-dispersal events established
local tree populations wherever the seeds landed in suitable
habitats. In addition to mountain hemlock, another coastal
plant species that arrived near Tern Lake during middle Holocene time was Oplopana.x. Intermixing of coastal and boreal
floras was therefore well underway by mid-Holocene time in
the north-central Kenai Mountains.
Pollen zone T-1 represents about the past 2,900 radiocarbon years (late Holocene), during which Alnus thickets
continued to be replaced by locally expanding spruce-birch
forests and the growing influence of coastal forest species in
the area. The increases in spruce pollen percentages, especially
in the upper ca. 25 em of the section, along with increasing
but low percentages of mountain hemlock pollen, suggest that
Sitka spruce and mountain hemlock trees were invading the
valleys of the central Kenai Mountains by about 2,000 radiocarbon years ago. The pollen of Picea glauca and Picea sitchensis cannot be differentiated, so the local arrival of the latter
species can only be inferred from the available evidence. However, the timing of the increase in percentages of Picea pollen
in the Tern Lake area is consistent with recent findings of
pollen evidence for the invasion of the Girdwood area in upper
Turnagain Arm (fig. 2) by Sitka spruce and mountain hemlock
trees by about 2,200 yr B.P. (Ager, unpub. data). Picea glauca
and P. sitchensis are closely related species that readily hybridize when their populations come into close proximity. The
resulting hybrids look much like Picea glauca, but often have
larger cones and longer needles than typically occur on P.
glauca trees. These hybrid spruce may have environmental
tolerances that differ somewhat from those of the contributing
pure species (Viereck and Little, 1972; Ager, 2000). It is possible that the increase in Picea pollen percentages during the
late Holocene in the Tern Lake area reflects the arrival of
hybrid spruce rather than Picea sitchensis.
The colonization of Prince William sound and eastern and
southern Kenai Peninsula by coastal forest vegetation during
late Holocene time coincides with a significant increase in
precipitation along the southern coast of Alaska (Heusser and
others, 1985; fig. 6). The wetter climate was probably highly
favorable for establishing populations of coastal tree species.
Distribution maps of boreal trees and shrubs on the Kenai
Peninsula (Viereck and Little, 1975) show that many of these
plant species attain their easternmost limits within the Kenai
Mountains at or near Tern Lake. These range limits cannot
be explained by topographic barriers that would prevent these
taxa from spreading to upper Turnagain Arm or to the southern
coast (e.g., to the Seward area) via the valley system within the
Kenai Mountains. Some boreal species such as Picea mariana
did spread nearly as far as Seward (Viereck and Little, 1975),
but most boreal species did not develop populations along the
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Figure 6. Chart comparing postglacial vegetation histories from three sites located in different climatic regimes across the northern
Kenai Peninsula and northwest Prince William Sound: (1) Hidden Lake, in the partial precipitation shadow ofthe Kenai Mountains (fig . 1,
site 4); (2) Tern Lake peat section, north-central Kenai Mountains, near the boundary between transitional and maritime cl imate types (fig.
1, site 5); and (3) Golden, a peat section from a coastal site with maritime climate (fig. 1, site 7). Holocene climate trends for the southern
coast of Alaska (modified from Heusser and others, 1985) show the coincidence between relatively warm, dry climate and the spread of
boreal-forest plants during the early Holocene and cool, wet climate and the development of coastal forest vegetation along the coast of
Prince William Sound and the eastern Kenai Peninsula during the late Holocene.
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southern or eastern coasts of the Kenai Peninsula or along
upper Turnagain Arm. The fact that many boreal taxa reach
their eastern range limits near Tern Lake suggest that climate
limits their further spread to Turnagain Arm and the Gulf
of Alaska coast. Wetter winters and cool, wet summers near
the coast may have excluded them from further expansion
eastward, northeastward and southward. It is possible that
some coastward expansion of these boreal plant populations
occur during drier climatic intervals, followed by contraction
of the leading edge of those populations during wetter times,
but at present there are no data to test that idea.
An interesting example of a boreal species reaching the
apparent limits of its climatic tolerance is Shepherdia canadensis. The pollen record from the Tern Lake peat section indicates that it was present near Tern Lake by ca. 9,800 yr B.P.,
that it flourished locally for about 3,500 years during the early
Holocene, then declined to become a very minor component
of the local vegetation. A present-day distribution map for
Shepherdia canadensis in Alaska (Viereck and Little, 1975)
suggests that the species has apparently not expanded its range
in the Kenai Mountains since the early Holocene, or if it
has, its range has contracted to about where it was during
the early Holocene. Its relative rarity in the area today may
reflect the reduction in areal extent of nearly barren outwash
gravels in the valley bottoms, a habitat where it is often found
(Hulten, 1968). Heusser's pollen records from Kenai Peninsula
(Heusser, 1960) show no occurrences of Shepherdia canadensis pollen near Seward or in the valleys northeast of Tern
Lake. His pollen records from near Girdwood and from Prince
William Sound show no trace of this pollen type (Heusser,
1960, 1983). Shepherdia canadensis appears to be adapted to
interior, continental climates. The eastern edge of its known
range on the Kenai Peninsula is near Tern Lake today and
extends southward about 20 km south of Tern Lake toward
Seward (Viereck and Little, 1975).

Summary
The major valleys of the central Kenai Mountains were
probably deglaciated some time before 10,000 yr B.P. By ca.
9,800 yr B.P. (early Holocene), vegetation was developing
and peat was beginning to accumulate on glacial deposits left
behind by the melting ice. A pollen record from a peat deposit
near Tern Lake in the north-central Kenai Mountains suggests
that the earliest known postglacial vegetation to develop in that
area was a mixture of shrub and herbaceous plants. The shrub
types that were present included Alnus, Shepherdia canadensis, Betula, Salix, and Viburnum. The herbaceous component
of this pioneering vegetation included Poaceae, Cyperaceae,
and a rich variety of herbs and abundant ferns. During one
brief interval, between ca. 8,600 and 7,800 yr B.P., Shepherdia
canadensis bushes appear to have dominated the vegetation in
the Tern Lake area. Additional research is needed to determine
whether this reflects a larger regional event, such as a glacial
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read vance, or was simply the result of a local disturbance of
vegetation.
Boreal spruce trees such as Picea glauca, P. mariana,
and Betula papyrifera began to colonize the northern Kenai
Lowland about 7,800 yr B.P., and began to spread eastward
into the valleys of the Kenai Mountains at about the same time.
By about 5,300 yr B.P. (mid-Holocene time), boreal spruce
trees arrived in the Tern Lake area along with paper birch.
During late Holocene, coastal forest vegetation spread
westward across Prince William Sound and began colonizing
the east coast of the Kenai Peninsula. By about 2,200 yr B.P.,
Picea sitchensis and Tsuga mertensiana trees were beginning
to colonize the northern and eastern valleys of the Kenai
Mountains. Picea sitchensis or Sitka spruce-white spruce
hybrids probably reached the Tern Lake area by about 2,000
yr B.P. Tsuga mertensiana trees may have also arrived within
a few kilometers of Tern Lake at about that time, but may
have colonized valley slopes rather than the valley floor. The
mixture of coastal and interior (boreal) plants that began developing during middle Holocene time in the Tern Lake area
reached its maximum degree of blending during the past 2,000
years. This mixture of ecologically different floras seems to
be the result of the eastern boundary of a transitional climate
zone near Tern Lake that favors both the survival of boreal
(continental-adapted) plant species as well as many coastal
(maritime-adapted) plant species.
A climatic reconstruction for the Gulf of Alaska coast
during the Holocene by Heusser and others ( 1985) indicates
that the rapid spread of boreal forest into upper Cook Inlet
during the early Holocene coincided with climates that were
warmer and drier than the present climate of the region. Their
reconstruction also shows that the westward spread of coastal
forest into Prince William Sound and eastern Kenai Peninsula
during the late Holocene occurred under conditions of a
generally cool, wet regional climate (fig. 6). That wet
climatic regime favored the westward spread of coastal plant
species into unforested areas of Prince William Sound, Turnagain Arm, and the eastern and southern parts of Kenai Peninsula. Whereas late Holocene development of wetter climates
appears to have favored the western spread of coastal forest
vegetation, those same conditions probably inhibited the further spread of boreal plant species into the eastern and southern Kenai Mountains. A summary of vegetation types recorded
in the pollen records from three sites in the region is shown
in fig. 6. Hidden Lake represents a site within the partial
precipitation shadow of the Kenai Mountains. Its record indicates that the Kenai Lowlands were deglaciated early and its
recolonization by vegetation was heavily influenced by boreal
plants spreading from the interior.
In contrast, the pollen record from Golden in Prince William Sound (fig. 6) shows how a coastal site in a maritime
climate underwent a very different postglacial history. The
area appears to have been deglaciated later, and the plants
that colonized the area were plants adapted to coastal environments. There were no nearby seed sources for coastal tree
species until the late Holocene, so alders, herbs, and ferns
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dominated the vegetation cover for thousands of years until
seeds of mountain hemlock and Sitka spruce began spreading
from the east about 3,000 yr B.P.
The summary of vegetation types for the Tern Lake peat
section (fig. 6) is a record that is intermediate between those
of Hidden Lake- with its heavy influence by boreal vegetation- and Golden- where coastal vegetation development is
recorded. The Tern Lake area displays a history that represents
a mixture of boreal and coastal floras at a site near the eastern
range limits of many boreal trees and shrubs.
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Abstract
Biogeochemical investigations of arsenic, cadmium, and
other trace elements are being conducted in the Fortymile
placer-gold mining district of east-central Alaska. Using geologic and hydrologic framework studies, the cycling of trace
elements is examined in the sub-arctic boreal forest ecosystem
of the Interior Highlands Ecoregion. These studies seek to
define the relative contribution to the ecosystem of various
geogenic (natural) sources. Study sites are located on five
of the major bedrock units: Paleozoic(?) metamorphosed plutonic, volcanic, and sedimentary rocks (and associated marble
units), and younger (Jurassic) monzodioritic and tonalitic
rocks. The chemistry of A, B, and C soil horizons, willow
(Salix glauca) and alder (Alnus crispa) leaf and twig tissue,
and feather moss (Hylocomium splendens) tissue were examined and compared with the geochemistry of underlying bedrock units. The nearly homogeneous chemistry of our soils
data from throughout the study area reflects the ubiquitous
presence of glacial loess. In general, element concentration
differences were more easily defined for arsenic than for cadmium among both the rock units and the soils developed over
these rock units. Arsenic concentrations are much higher in
the C soil horizon than in any of the rock units studied and
tend to increase with increasing soil depth and soil horizon.
The opposite trend is true for cadmium in soils- cadmium
concentrations decrease with increasing soil depth and soil
horizon. The total concentration of arsenic and cadmium in
plant tissue was not found to be strongly correlated with rock
units. Alder growing over intrusive rocks has less arsenic than
from supracrustal units. Whereas the concentration of arsenic
varies little among plant species and tissue types, the variability in cadmium is large (nearly two orders of magnitude).
The cadmium variability is due mainly to the ability of willow
to act as a bioaccumulator for cadmium. This tendency may
adversely affect the health of browsing animal populations that
greatly depend on willow (such as beaver, hare, and moose).
The calculated baseline for arsenic in this watershed is gener-

ally below levels found in similar materials statewide, whereas
cadmium baselines are somewhat elevated.

Introduction
This report describes biogeochemical results for arsenic
and cadmium and is part of a larger study integrating geology,
hydrology, and geochemistry in the Fortymile mining district,
east central Alaska (see also Gough and others, 1997; Crock
and others, 1999; Day and others, 2000; Gamble and others,
this volume; Wanty and others, 2000). These studies provide
a regional framework and interpretive data for land management agencies involved in assessing the relative contribution
of natural (geogenic) vs. anthropogenic geochemical landscape
patterns and processes. State and Federal regulations require
that the degree of adverse impact by mining, if any, be quantified. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources are cooperating in this project and are providing the scientific data needed for upcoming
decisions that involve State and Federal land-use options and
their regulations. Arsenic, and to a lesser extent cadmium,
are considered to have particular environmental importance in
the Fortymile mining district (Gough and others, 1997; Wanty
and others, 2000) as well as farther west in the Fairbanks
district (Goldfarb and others, 1999). Both are trace elements
that have natural geogenic sources. In addition, their mobility
and bioavailability (degree to which the element is free for
uptake or assimilation by an organism) can be accentuated
by human activities (Gough and others, 1979; Newman and
Jagoe, 1996). The elements have the potential to be toxic
in aquatic as well as terrestrial environments and both have
State and Federal regulations that govern their discharge from
industrial and mining sources (Smith and Huyck, 1999).
The primary objectives of this study were to (1) determine the regional baseline geochemistry in waters, soils,
rocks, sediments, and selected terrestrial vegetation for a section of the Fortymile River watershed currently being mined
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Figure 1. Location within Alaska of the Fortymile River study area relative to the three generalized major vegetation types
(modified from Van Cleve and others, 1983; Ager, 2000).

for placer gold (both suction dredge and "cat" or caterpill ar
tractor-aided mechanized operations); (2) assess the influence
of geology on soil and vegetation geochemical signatures; (3)
determine the movement of metal s through boreal subarctic
upl and and ri verine forest ecosystems; (4) using both geologic
and hydrologic frameworks, define the relative contribution of
the various natural sources of arsenic and cadmium and other
environmentally important trace elements to the landscape.
This study focuses on a portion of the Fortymile River
watershed (fig. I ) in the southeast corner of the Eagle
I :250,000-scale quadrangle. The study area lies within the
Interior Hi ghlands Ecoregion (Gallant and others, 1995) and
is part of the remote lower Fortymile Ri ver drainage (fig.
2). This region is underlain by metamorphic rocks of the
Yukon-Tanana lithotectonic terrane of east-central Alaska (see
Day and others, 2000, for a review of the geologic setting).
The resource management of the region is complex due to
di verse ownership and the many land-use options. In 1980,
the Fortymile River and its major tributaries were designated

a Wild and Scenic Con·idor by the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act (AN ILCA). Jurisdiction of the land
bordering the watershed continues to be the respon si bility of
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. The Alaska Department of Natural Resources has jurisd iction over the management of the recreation uses of the river (rafting, canoeing,
and fishing) and mining. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency is also involved because mining discharges require
compli ance with the National Pollutant Di scharge Elimination
System (NPDES) of the Clean Water Act. Finally, both sport
and subsistence hunting are important in the region and are
managed by Federal and State agencies.
Placer gold was first discovered in the Fortymile mining
di strict in 1886 and has been mined there ever si nce. Yeend
(1996) gives a summary of the gold mining hi story of the
placers of the Fortymile River region and provides details of
the Tertiary and Quaternary deposits that support those placers.
Although there are no current non -pl acer drift or open-pit goldmining operations in the area, within the past 3 years there
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has been a dra matic increase in exploration and cl aim-staking
acti vity in the reg ion (Szumigala and Swain bank, 1999) . Thi s
renewed interest is due mainly to the discovery of hi ghly mineralized quartz bodies, several hundred meters be low the surface,
on the Pogo property in the Goodpaster Ri ver area of the Bi g
Delta quadrangle (fig. 1) (Smith and others, 1999).

Landscape Setting
Terrain, Vegetation, and Hydrology
The In terior Highlands Ecoregion is characterized by vegetated, rounded, low mountains with scattered sparsely vegetated to barren hi gh peaks (as hi gh as about 2,200 m). The
vegetation of the region is cl ass ifi ed by Viereck and Little

(1 972) as c losed spruce-hardwood forest containing tall to
moderately tall white and black spruce (Picea glauca and P.
mariana, respecti vely) , paper bi rc h (Betula papyrifera), aspen
(Populus tremuloides), and balsam popl ar (Populus balsamifera). Fires are common, due mainl y to lightning strikes ,
and most of our study sites showed evidence of past fire
di sturbance. The area has a continental climate and the weather
station at Eagle (70 km north of the study area) record s
the fo llowing 12-month-average weather values for the period
1949-1 998 - precipitati on: 302 mm (12 inches) ; minimum
temperature: -10.8°C ( 12. 5°F) ; max imum temperature: 2. 1°C
(36°F); snowfall : 140 em (55 inches).
The Fortymi le Ri ver drain s mostl y subarctic boreal forest,
tundra, and muskeg having discontinuous permafrost (fig. 1).
Even soils not underlain by permafrost are commonl y fro zen
to vari ous depths fo r much of the gro wing season . Over the
year, discharge by the Fortymi le Ri ver and its tributaries is
highly variable (Kostohrys, and others, 1999) and refl ects
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(1) a rapid spring ice-break-up period (April-June), (2)
runoff from storm events (the frozen nature of the terrain
accentuates the runoff potential), (3) summer dry periods, and
(4) freeze-up (October-November). Maximum flow on the
mainstem in May can exceed 340 m 3s- 1 (where 1 m3s- 1 =
35.3107 ft 3s- 1) and base flow during January, February, and
March is< 1 m3 s- 1. There is usually some flow on the mainstem in mid-winter from ground water sources. On April 2,
1998, at a period of near maximum freeze-up, we measured
several springs along the North Fork that were discharging at
about 0.005 m 3s- 1, whereas during that same period total flow
(measured just above the confluence with the South Fork)
was between 0.59 m3 s- 1 and 0.76 m3 s- 1. Breakup at the Fortymile Bridge (25 km below the confluence) did not occur until
the end of April 1998. The rivers and streams of this region
are dark ("black-water") due to dissolved organic matter. The
water is, however, low in conductivity (--90-220 ~-tS cm- 1), has
pH values that are commonly above 7.3, and turbidity values
that seldom exceed 2 nephelometric turbidity units (ntu; the
standard unit for turbidity measurement) (Crock and others,
1999; Wanty and others, 2000).

Geology
Bedrock and associated surficial deposits control the primary minerals and chemical elements available for weathering
that ultimately enter hydrologic and biologic systems. Therefore, understanding the geologic framework of the area is the
first step in assessing the effect that mining operations, or
other human activities, might have on the Fortymile River
watershed. To meet the objectives of this study, a new reconnaissance geologic map has been compiled (Day and others,
2000) (fig. 2, this study) and builds on the previous work
of Dusel-Bacon and others (1995), Foster (1976), Foster and
Keith (1969), and Foster and others (1994). Recent detailed
mapping by Szumigala and others (2000) supersedes the mapping of Day and others (2000). There is immense local variation in the bedrock type. As such, the bedrock was characterized for each site in this study to help constrain the chemistry
of the underlying rock unit. This effort was conducted to
address two specific needs: (1) the characterization of regional
lithologic units that underlie the study area; and (2) the definition of any possible mineralized and (or) altered zones that
might occur in the study area.
In general, the bedrock of the Fortymile River area is
composed of metamorphosed supracrustal rocks intruded by
various types of granitoids and ultramafic rocks. The supracrustal rocks are composed of biotite schist, biotite-amphibole
schist, quartzite, marble, sulfide-rich biotite schist, and pelite.
The protoliths for these supracrustal rocks include graywacke,
mafic volcanic and compositionally equivalent intrusive rocks,
quartz-rich sandstone, sulfide-rich siliciclastic sediments, and
pelitic sediments, respectively. All of the supracrustal rocks
are cut by late metamorphic sulfide-bearing quartz veins. The
supracrustal rocks are interpreted to have been deposited on a

continental margin and (or) distal to an island-arc complex in
a back -arc basin.
Intruding the metamorphic supracrustal rocks are three
main granitoid suites. The Steele Creek Dome tonalite is
a composite body of foliated biotite-hornblende tonalitic
orthogneiss containing country-rock rafts of paragneiss. Two
mica±garnet-bearing leucogranite bodies locally invade the
supracrustal rocks. This latter sequence was intruded by an
Early Jurassic(?) hornblende monzodiorite-diorite suite.
The entire rock package experienced Jurassic-aged metamorphism and tectonism. The area has been subjected to at
least three phases of deformation. The first produced a strong
regional schistosity and local mineral lineations. The second
deformation generated tight to isoclinal folds, folded the earlier schistosity and mineral lineations, and was accompanied
by a weak axial-planar cleavage and both mineral and stretching lineations. The youngest deformation recognized folded
the ductile fabric elements about south-plunging, east-vergent,
open folds and records east-directed tectonic shortening (Day
and others, 2000).

Soils
An understanding of soil genesis and composition is critical to the interpretation of our geochemical data. We are particularly interested in understanding the mobility of metals
and their uptake by plants within a well-defined geologic/
pedologic context. Soils at our study sites are classified as
Cryaquepts (Inceptisols) having variable amounts of undecomposed (fresh) and decomposed organic matter in the A horizon
(Van Cleve and others, 1983, note that about 78 percent of
the land area of Alaska is occupied by Inceptisols). Greater
than 70 percent of our sites were near saturation at the time
of collection and permafrost was commonly observed from 15
to 50 em below the surface. Most sites had silty-loam to finesandy-loam A soil horizons with abundant root penetration.
The A horizon was usually less than 10 em in thickness and
light brown in color. Several of the sites had ash/charcoal
layers (usually less than 2 em in thickness) within the A
horizon indicating past fire disturbance. The B horizon was
usually about as thick as the A horizon, lighter in color, and
contained moderate root volume. C soil horizons commonly
extended below 20 to 40 em in depth, and consisted of fine
to coarse sand with small blocks of angular bedrock and few
roots. The presence of silt (glacial loess) in the soil horizons
was universal and is assumed to have an important influence
on soil chemistry. Silt-loam-textured soils are common in interior Alaska and are derived from mainly micaceous loess laid
down during the Holocene (Daniel Muhs, oral commun., 1999)
and during the last glacial maximum (Van Cleve and others,
1983). Although it is possible that some of the soils developed
from alluvium, most sites were well above contemporary flood
levels on slopes that do not exceed 15 percent. Geomorphic
signs of down-slope soil movement (solifluction lobes and outwash fans), however, indicate that the upper horizons of these
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soils were mostly colluvial in origin having residuum predominating in the C horizon only. Cryoturbation, most commonly
signaled by the presence of hummocks, was observed only
on a very few of our sites where the forest was sparse and
permafrost was shallow.

Arsenic
Arsenic migration in soils, sediments, and waters is limited by high levels of sulfide in reducing environments and
by its tendency to sorb onto clays, hydroxides, and organic
matter in oxidizing environments. We assume that because
the soils in the Fortymile River watershed are periodically
saturated with water, arsenic can occur as arsenite; however,
the much less toxic and less soluble (and thus less bioavailable) arsenate form should predominate in the more common
oxidizing soil conditions (Adriano, 1986 ). In acid soils, such
as those in our study site, there is a tendency to form ironand aluminum-arsenates. These complexes are highly insoluble unless the soil pH is raised above about 7.5 (Gough
and Severson, 1995). Also, in oxidizing soils, arsenate is
generally strongly sorbed onto amorphous hydrous iron- and
manganese-oxides. The region is extremely remote and study
sites were chosen away from any historically disturbed areas;
therefore, we expect that a very high percentage of the arsenic
found in the Fortymile watershed is geogenic (as opposed
to anthropogenic). Wanty and others (2000) found that for
two suction dredge placer mining operations studied on the
Fortymile River, neither accentuated arsenic transport in the
water column beyond the area immediately downstream of
the dredge. Arsenic, especially as arsenopyrite, is associated
with sulfides in both the metasedimentary and metavolcanic
rocks of Paleozoic(?) age, as well as in the younger intrusive
igneous rocks (Crock and others, 1999; Gamble and others,
this volume). Other than through the oxidation and hydrolysis
of primary arsenic-bearing minerals, it is unknown how major
contributions of arsenic could be made to this boreal forest
environment.

Cadmium
Cadmium in soils within the study area is derived from
both the weathering of the primary metasedimentary and
metavolcanic bedrock and glacial loess. In these types of residual soils, cadmium is commonly adsorbed by various clay
minerals and also by calcium- and magnesium-carbonates.
Cadmium does not form highly stable complexes with organic
matter. In addition, in these cold boreal forest soils where
microbial decomposition rates are low, the cadmium that is
tied up in organic matter probably remains immobile for some
time (Adriano, 1986). Cadmium can form many compounds
of low solubility by precipitation as carbonates, hydroxides,
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and phosphates. This process is less important, however, in
our low pH, generally low-carbonate soils. Cadmium is readily
leached from soils at pH values below about 5.0 (Severson and
Shacklette, 1988), especially if the soils have a sandy texture.
Therefore, its increased solubility and bioavailability in oxic,
acidic soils may potentially result in an increase in the amount
of cadmium absorbed and translocated by plants in this area.
Zinc has close geochemical similarities with cadmium and
competes for exchange sites in soil. These soils are not particularly high in Zn, and, therefore, Zn probably has a minimal
adverse influence on cadmium bioavailability.

Field and Laboratory Methods
Field sampling was conducted between June 20-29,
1997, and between June 17-25, 1998. By sampling at the same
time of year we hoped to minimize biogeochemical variability
associated with seasonal (temporal) factors. Field site selection
criteria, sample collection methods, and laboratory methods
were consistent from year to year.
Field number, geographic position, general geology, and
description notes are listed in table 1 for each of our study sites
in the Fortymile River watershed. Field numbers indicate the
year that the site was visited (1997 or 1998). Selection of the
study site was based on geology, aspect (southern exposures
being preferred because of greater depth to frozen ground,
where present), and vegetation community; sites were also
< 10 vertical meters above stream (or river) channels. Vegetation and soil sites were in upland conifer stands, usually dominated by white spruce and birch, having an understory of
mixed shrubs and a dense ground cover of mosses and scattered lichens. Obvious flood plains and areas of debris-flow
were avoided. Soil pits were dug to the C horizon or to a depth
dictated by the presence of frozen ground. The unavailability
of a particular sample material at a given site explains the
variability in the number of samples collected (table 2). For
example, the presence of shallow permafrost prevented collection of C-horizon soil for some sites. At each site, approximately 1 kg of A, B, and C soil horizon material was collected.
Approximately 200 g dry weight of the leaf and stem material
were collected of the young, growing branches (approximately
the terminal-most 10 em) of Salix glauca (grayleaf willow)
and Alnus crispa (green alder). Samples were composites of
several plants in the immediate vicinity of the soil pit. In
addition, a large, integrated sample of the ubiquitous feather
moss (Hylocomium splendens) was also collected. At four sites
duplicate soil and vegetation samples were collected within 50
to 100m of each other to help assess local spatial variability.
Methods of sample storage, shipping, preservation,
drying, preparation for analysis, and analysis are described
elsewhere and follow the procedures outlined in Crock and
others (1999), Arbogast (1996), and Gough and Crock (1997).
Concentrations of arsenic and cadmium in soil and plant material were determined by inductively coupled plasma-mass

-

Table 1. Description and location of soil and vegetation study sites (see fig. 2).
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[Coordinates are in decimal degrees. Map number keyed to figure 2. Rock types: ms, metasedimentary; mv, metavolcanic; md, hornblende diorite, monzodiorite, and tonalite; rna, marble; set, tonalite
orthogneiss]

C)
Cl)

Q

Field
number

Map
number

97AKOA
97AK01
97AK02
97AK03
97AK04
97AK05
97AK06
97AK07
97AK08
97AK09
97AK10
97AK11
97AK12
97AK13
98AK01
98AK02
98AK03
98AK04
98AK05
98AK06
98AK07
98AK08
98AK09
98AK10
98AK11
98AK12
98AK13
98AK14
98AK15
98AK16
98AK17
98AK18
98AK19
98AK20
98AK21
98AK22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Site description

North bank Alder Cr. 0.5 krn upstream of confluence with O'Brien Cr.
West bank Buck Cr. on L. Taylor property
North Fork of the Fortyrnile River, down stream of dredge operation no. 1 and Wilson Creek
North Fork of the Fortyrnile River, down stream of dredge operation no. 2 and Wilson Creek
East bank North Fork of the Fortyrnile River, 1.6 krn downstream from The Kink
South bank Hutchinson Creek near the confluence with the Fortyrnile River
South bank Bullion Creek near the confluence of the Fortyrnile River
First major unnamed creek upstream from the confluence of Wilson Creek and the North Fork
South bank Wilson Creek near the confluence with the North Fork
North bank Uhler Creek near the confluence with the South Fork
South bank Uhler Cr. 6.4 krn upstream of South Fork near old tailings of cat-mining operation
South bank Uhler Cr. 8.5 krn upstream of South Fork
West-facing side of hill along Taylor Highway in granite-gneiss terrain
West-facing side of hill along Taylor Highway in mafic-schist terrain
Tertiary alluvial gravel bench upslope from North Fork on north bank
Quaternary alluvial gravel bench upslope from North Fork on north bank
East bank Moose Cr. 0.8 km upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
North bank Snow Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Sam Patch Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Smith Cr. 50 m upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
West bank Discovery Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
West bank Canyon Cr. 20m upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Nugget Cr. 30 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Twin Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
One krn south of Fortymile River and 1 krn west of Steele Cr.
East bank Bow Cr. 100 m upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Flat Cr. 100 m upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
East bank Polly Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Fortyrnile River
Top of 300 rn bluff on east bank of Fortyrnile River
North bank O'Brien Cr. 300 rn east of Taylor Highway
Top of 300 m bluff on east bank of Fortyrnile River
Top of 300 rn bluff on east bank of Fortyrnile River
North bank Hall Cr. 50 rn upstream of confluence with Canyon Cr.
Upslope on north bank of Squaw Cr. 4.8 krn west of confluence with Canyon Cr.
West bank Squaw Cr. 30 rn west of confluence with Canyon Cr.
South bank Mariner Cr. 100 rn upstream of confluence with Canyon Cr.

Latitude
(N.)

Longitude

64.4053
64.3174
64.2602
64.2690
64.3763
64.3989
64.4378
64.3047
64.2704
64.2035
64.1988
64.3148
64.2503
64.2078
64.3169
64.2550
64.2878
64.3123
64.3194
64.2686
64.2662
64.2594
64.2645
64.2669
64.2766
64.2863
64.3023
64.3127
64.2519
64.3253
64.2518
64.2600
64.1596
64.1373
64.1736
64.2441

141.4191
141.4216
141.8431
141.8911
142.0190
142.0193
142.1423
141.9807
141.9071
141.7525
141.6229
141.5823
141.4002
141.3922
141.4206
141.7996
141.0248
141.0337
141.0050
141.0928
141.1117
141.1600
141.2111
141.2669
141.2857
141.3192
141.3370
141.4364
141.7856
141.4175
141.7745
141.7708
141.1262
141.2365
141.1342
141.1408

Rock type
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Table 2. Summary statistics for element concentrations in plants and soils, Fortymile River watershed study area
(dry weight basis).
[The six replicated samples (Crock and others, 1999) used for QAIQC estimations were averaged prior to calculation of the
summary statistics. Except for the GO, values reported to two significant figures]

Material,
element

Lower limit
of analytical
determination
(LLD)

Summary statistics
Analytical
detection
ratio 1

Geometric
mean (GM) (ppm)

Geometric
deviation (GD)

Observed
range (ppm)

Expected 95%
range (baseline)
(ppm)2

Alder twig
As
Cd

0.02 3
0.01

23:31
31:31

--4
0.029

1.83

<0.02-0.46
0.010-0.029

0.009-0.097

Alder leaf
As
Cd

0.03 3
0.01

21:31
31:31

0.031

1.70

<0.03-0.44
0.011-0.093

0.011-0.090

Willow twig
As
Cd

0.02
0.01

25:32
32:32

0.78

1.97

<0.02-0.76
0.17-3.5

0.20-3.0

Willow leaf
As
Cd

0.03
0.01

19:32
32:32

1.78

<0.03-1.0
0.22-2.4

0.32-3.2

Moss
As
Cd

0.02
0.01

36:36
36:36

0.22
0.14

1.71
1.68

0.099-1.2
0.046-0.42

0.076-0.64
0.05-0.40

A-horizon
As
Cd

0.02
0.01

34:34
34:34

2.2
0.43

2.23
1.92

0.53-19
0.14-2.7

0.44-11
0.11-1.6

B-horizon
As
Cd

0.02
0.01

33:33
33:33

4.6
0.25

1.75
1.89

1.9-23
0.08-1.5

1.5-14
0.07-0.89

C-horizon
As
Cd

0.02
0.01

31:31
31:31

7.1
0.2

1.81
2.08

2.8-101
0.08-2.5

2.2-23
0.05-0.86

1

Number of uncensored analytical values (reported above the LLD) I total number of analyses.

2 GM I GD 2 to GM x GD 2 (baseline as proposed by Tidball and Ebens, 1976).
3 LLD can vary between groups of samples because of among-sample ash-yield percentage variability.
4
--, not calculated because of presence of censored (below the LLD) values.

spectrometry (Crock and others, 1999; Lichte and others,
1986). National Institute of Standards and Technology and
internal USGS reference materials and laboratory-made duplicate samples were submitted to the laboratory as part of each
suite of samples. USGS quality assurance and control practices were followed and are provided in more detail elsewhere
(Crock and others, 1999; Arbogast,1996). Individual sample
results for the analyses of arsenic and cadmium in vegetation
and soils, as well as for numerous other elements not discussed
in this report, are given in Crock and others (1999). The vegetation and soil samples were ashed prior to the determination
of most elements, and element concentration values reported
on an ash-weight basis by convention were converted to a dryweight basis before data analysis.

Results
Soil and Geology
Percentile arithmetic box plots of the concentration of
arsenic and cadmium in the various major rock units of the
Fortymile River watershed study area are presented in figure
3. Also presented are the data for A, B, and C soil horizons.
The data in the figure are distributed according to percentile
groupings. The specific rock units of importance to this study,
as identified in figure 2, are the metasedimentary rocks (ms),
which include marble (rna), biotite schist, and sulfide-rich biotite schist; metavolcanic rocks of basaltic composition (mv);
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Figure 3. Percentile box plots of arsenic and cadmium concentrations in rock units and soil horizons, Fortymile
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rocks (monzodiorite and diorite, md; Steele Creek Dom e tonalite, set).

ultramafic intrusive rocks (um); monzodiorite and diorite (md) ;
Steele Creek Dome tonalite (set) ; and mesothermal quartz
veins.
When comparing all rock units (fig. 3), the arsenic data
shows greater variability (two orders of magnitude) than do the
cadmium data (less than an order of magnitude). Of particular

note is the quartz vein material that conta ins hi gh concentrations of both elements. The quartz vein occurrences, although
common, are volumetrically small across the study area, and
we believe that none of our soil sampling sites were developed
over rock masses contai nin g significant amounts of quartz
veining. Also of interest is the geochemistry of the su lfide-rich
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biotite schist rocks. This unit was easily identified where it
occurred in outcrop, appearing as iron-stained, oxidized zones
(Day and others , 2000) (fig. 2, this report). Several of these
zones are being exami ned extensively for their mineralogy and
as possible loci for trace metals, especially arsenic, entering
both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (for example, sites 29 ,
31 , and 32 in fig . 2) (Gamble and others, this volume).
The variability in the concentration of arsenic and cad-

c

"'
E
Q)

mium in the rock units is of particular interest to the biogeochemical studi es due to the nature of the soil s that have
developed over the rock types. The variation in both arsenic
and cadmi um in the rock units is less than that seen between
the different soil horizons (fig. 3). Arsenic and cadmium concentrations in the three sampled soil horizons (fig. 3) show
distinct among-horizon differences and narrow within-horizon
concentration variability for both elements. This plot is of all
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Figure 4. Mean concentration of arsenic and cadmium in A, B, and C soil horizons over five lithologic units, Fortymile River watershed
study area (rock units same as for figure 2).
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of the soils data regardless of rock unit. The concentration
of arsenic decreases from the C to the A horizon whereas
the opposite is true for cadmium. These arsenic and cadmium
trends seem consistent with what should be expected from the
general geochemical mobility discussions presented above for
these elements in these soils.
To investigate bedrock control on soil chemistry, the soils
were separated based on bedrock that underlies each study site
(fig. 4; rock unit abbreviations are keyed to fig. 2). The error
bars(± one standard deviation) for the mean of each unit and
each soil horizon commonly overlap and show, in general, that
these sample populations can not be considered geochemically
distinct for arsenic and cadmium. This is particularly true for
the marble (rna) and monzodiorite/diorite (md) data. There are,
however, some important apparent differences among both the
soil horizons and rock units. First, concentrations of arsenic
increase with increasing soil depth whereas the concentrations
of cadmium decrease with increasing soil depth. This is especially true for the supracrustal ms and mv units. Second, the
variability in the concentration of arsenic among rock units
is small and the small deviations allow for inter-rock unit
comparisons. For example, the range of arsenic in the two
granitoid intrusive units (md and set) is similar; however, the
range of arsenic in the two supracrustal units (ms and mv)
appear different. Finally, there is variability in the concentration of cadmium among rock units; however, the overlying soil
horizons do not show much variability for a given soil horizon
and all have greater cadmium concentrations than bedrock
(fig. 3).

Arsenic and Cadmium
Biogeochemical Baselines
Federal and State agencies involved in the management of
public lands, where mining is a land-use option, are required
to assess the relative geochemical impact of the disturbance.
This can only be accomplished when regional geochemical
baselines have been determined. We define baseline here as
the 95 percent expected range, as proposed by Tidball and
Ebens (1976), which is the concentration range calculated
by: GM/GD 2 to GM x GD 2 , where GM (geometric mean)
is the antilogarithm of the mean of logarithmic values and
GD (geometric deviation) is the antilogarithm of the standard
deviation of the logarithmic values. Table 2 gives the GM,
GD, observed range, and expected 95 percent range for the
concentration of arsenic and cadmium in the five plant tissues
and the three soil horizons.
Because we found no measurable differences in the
chemistry of plants growing over different lithologic units, no
effort was made in the baseline calculations to segregate the
data based on these units. The "analytical detection ratio,"
therefore, is the number of uncensored analytical values (above
the lower limit of detection, LLD) used in the calculations
for each of the sample media to the total number of analyses.

In those instances where censored values occur, the GM and
GD were not calculated. The baseline calculation is only truly
valid when the regional (broad-scale) geochemical variability
is large compared to the local (site-scale) variability (Tidball
and Ebens, 1976). Because we cannot statistically define the
magnitude of the variability at different scales in the geochemical data, this study may not conform to this criterion.
The discussion in the next section will argue, however, that
broad-scale variability (variability between rock units) may
only be important in the soils data but not the plant data.
Nevertheless, these data (table 2) are presented as a "snapshot
in time" and can be used for comparison with data for these
same elements in similar materials in similar boreal forest
ecoregions.
In general, the calculated concentration baselines for arsenic in soils and vegetation are well within the observed ranges
reported for Alaska (Gough and others, 1988; Gough and
others, 1991) and are not considered unusual. Values for cadmium, however, are slightly higher (a factor of about two when
compared to other areas).

Arsenic and Cadmium Bioavailability
As discussed above, arsenic is apparently tightly bound
in the lower soil horizons in our study area and does not
migrate into the upper soil horizons (fig. 4). Cadmium, however, appears more mobile than arsenic, having been moved
vertically by plant uptake and deposited in the A horizon
through plant-material decay. Soil pH, slow organic matter
decomposition rates, and the probable absence of carbonate
precipitates would all favor cadmium solubility and uptake by
plants.
Because arsenic is present as an oxyanion, its bioavailability is enhanced by soils that are oxic and have aboveneutral pH values. Soils in the study area show Fe mottling
and alternate between being fully saturated and being partially
drained. Therefore, the pH of our soils (4.8-6.2), along with
the presence of abundant organic matter and high levels of
total iron and aluminum, would favor the formation of organically bound arsenic as well as iron- and aluminum-arsenates.
In general these soils are not expected to favor arsenic bioavailability, and the fact that arsenic is not preferentially found
in the organic-rich upper soil horizons would tend to support
this supposition. At this point in our studies we believe, therefore, that the increased levels of arsenic with increasing soil
depth is a reflection of decreased mobility into the upper soil
horizons. The specific nature of the sequestering of arsenic in
these soils awaits future sequential extraction studies, column
leach experiments, and X-ray diffraction analyses.
Box plots of the concentration of arsenic and cadmium in
the collected plant material, and repeated for the soil-horizon
samples, are shown in figure 5. Arsenic has very little variability among the shrub species for either the leaf or twig
tissue. Arsenic concentrations in moss tissue, however, are five
or six times greater than the arsenic values in shrub material.
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Figure 5. Percentile box plots of arsenic and cadmium concentrations in plant tissue and soil horizons, Fortymile River
watershed study area. One value (101 ppm) falls outside the plot boundary.

Arsenic concentrations in the soils are almost two orders of
magnitude greater than those found in the pl ants , and , like the
discussion in the paragraph above, suggests that arsenic is not
hi ghl y bioavailable. In contrast, the cadmium box plots show
that the level of cadmium in willow tissue is much greater than
in either the alder tissue or the three soil horizons . We have
noted in the past that willow seems to be a bioaccumulator
of cadmium (Gough and others, 1991 ), and these data support
that observation. The implication s that this bioaccumulation
might have on the health of animals that depend on willow
for browse (for example , moose, grouse, ptarmigan, and hare)
are open to speculation. Recently, Larison and others (2000)
reported cadmium toxicity in populations of white-tailed ptarmigan in Colorado that feed on willow buds. They report
concentrations of cadmium in willow growing in the affected

"ore-belt" region that are similar to values we report (table
2; fig. 5). Two research questions come to mind-what is
the physiological limit ("barrier"), if any, to cadmium uptake
by willow, and under what environmental conditions can one
expect to find maximum uptake?
Cadmium concentrations in moss are larger than in alder
and arsenic concentrations in moss are larger than in either
alder or willow. The moss, Hylocomium splendens, is circumboreal in distribution and has been used extensively in both
Scandinavia and the United States as a biomonitor of airborne
metal deposition (see, for example, Puckett, 1988; Berg and
others, 1995). Physiologically, mosses obtain very little of
their nutrient and non-nutrient elements from their immediate
substrate. Instead, elements are absorbed directly into their
leafy tissue from what is dissolved from wind-blown soil or
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Figure 6. Scatter diagram of arsenic levels in plant materials growing over five lithologic units, Fortymile River watershed
study area (rock units same as for figure 2).

from precipitation and forest-canopy throughfall. The moss
data suggest that in this boreal forest ecosystem, a certain
proportion of the arsenic and cadmium that is bioavailable is
coming from airborne sources.
Scatter diagrams of the concentration of arsenic and
cadmium, respectively, in plants growing in soils developed
over the five major rock types are presented in figures 6
and 7. These data indicate that no important differences
exist in the chemistry of plants collected among the variou s
rock units. This is not surprising because plant inorganic

chemistry seldom refl ects the total inorganic chemistry of bedrock (Gough and others, 1980). Nevertheless, by examining
Enrichment Factors (EF, below), relations between bedrock
and soil chemistry and plant chemistry can be deduced.
Enrichment Factors (EF) were calculated to measure the
magnitude of element uptake in alder, willow, and moss relative to element bioavailability. This technique has also been
used to assess possible geogenic vs. anthropogenic additions
to plant chemistry when plants have been employed as trace
element contamination biomonitors (Gough and others, 1994).
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Figure 7. Scatter diagram of cadmium levels in plant materials growing over five lithologic units, Fortymile River watershed
study area (rock units same as for figure 2).

The calculation takes the form :
[X] in plant/[Ce] in plant
EF=
[X] in soil/[Ce] in soil
where [X] and [Ce] are the concentrations of the element
of concern and of cerium , respectively, in plant material,

relative to their concentrations in soil.
This procedure normalizes the data with respect to a
geochemical reference element (in this case cerium). Cerium is
used here because it is a lithogenic light-rare-earth element and
because in slightly acid soils it is relatively non-mobile and
unavailable for plant uptake. For example, an EF of 60 means
that the plant is 60 times more enriched in a given element
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compared to the substrate. Assuming that the plant material
has been properly cleaned before analysis , the EF is a measure
of the relative uptake of an element from its substrate - a sort
of "bioavailabil ity" assessment.
Enrichment factor bar plots for arsenic and cadmium in
individual samp les (x-ax is) of will ow leaf, alder leaf, and moss
tissue for each of the soil horizons developed over the five
major rock units are given in figures 8, 9, and 10. Only a few

samples represent rock units ma, md, and set and the EF scales
can vary greatly among the fig ures. Figure 8 shows that arsenic
concentrations in willow leaf material are enriched relative to
bedrock levels for the mv rock unit as compared to the other
rock units. No difference in EF values between soil horizons
is noted. In contrast, EF values for cadmium show a marked
soil-horizon difference increasing with depth. This difference
reflects the greater concentration of cadmium in the upper soil
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horizons. The trend is true for all rock units .
Enrichment factor bar plots for arsenic and cadmium in
alder leaf material are given in figure 9. These data are similar
in general trend to the willow data. Arsenic shows no soilhorizon differences but may show rock unit differences (the
mv unit has the greatest EF values and range of values). Of
interest, however, are the large EF values for the ms and mv
units compared to the other rock units. In general, these EF

values indicate that alder tissue has a greater tendency to accumulate cadmium relative to the substrate when growing over
ms and mv. This tendency is much less in overall magnitude
than for cadmium in willow as is indicated by the difference in
the scales of they-axes (two orders of magnitude).
Moss EF values for arsenic and cadmium are presented in
figure 10. No real differences are noted for EF values between
rock units for either element. Also, the smallest EF values are
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recorded for the uppermost soil horizon. This means that moss
contains less arsenic and cadmium when compared to soil,
espec ially when compared to A-horizon soil. In contrast, moss
contains more arsenic and cadmium when compared to deeper
soils. The quantity of these elements in moss is therefore most
like the A horizon. This fact is consistent with the notion that
moss chemistry commonly reflects material most likely to be
wind-transported.

Summary and Conclusions
We report on the bioavailability of arsenic and cadmium
in the boreal forests of east-central Alaska as it relates to bedrock geology and soils. Three plant species (five plant tissue
materials) were collected along with the three major mineral
soi l horizons. Concentrations of total arsenic were found to
increase with soil depth whereas the highest concentrations of
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cadmium were found in the uppermost soil horizons. Oxic,
moderately acidic soils, such as those in our study area, favor
arsenate formation which is both precipitated (by iron and
aluminum) and sorbed (onto iron- and manganese-oxides).
These factors would tend to immobilize arsenic and would
account for its lack of upward movement (plant uptake and
deposition) in the soil column. Cadmium, however, is readily
leached in slightly acidic soils. Acid soils, therefore, favor
cadmium dissolution and uptake by plants. Although cadmium
generally does not form highly stable complexes with organic
matter, it is bioconcentrated by willow, and past studies have
shown that cadmium levels can be quite high in the Oa soil
horizons (surface organic mat) (Gough and Crock, 1997). Our
data show that cadmium is concentrated in the organic-rich
upper soil horizons, implying that its occurrence is strongly
affected by its bioavailability and uptake by plants.
We found essentially no difference in the concentration of
cadmium in soils developed over five different lithologic units.
In contrast, the concentration of arsenic did differ somewhat
between lithologic units. For example, the two intmsive units
differed in their B-horizon arsenic concentrations by two to
four times. In addition, we found that both willow and alder
growing over metavolcanic terrain were enriched in arsenic
relative to the other rock units (this was tme for all soil
horizons). Examination of different elements, such as the rare
earth elements, may prove more promising in the segregation
of soils based on parent bedrock.
Willow leaf and twig material were found to be an important bioconcentrator of cadmium. High cadmium concentrations in browse has been shown to have a direct influence on
ptarmigan kidney function in Colorado (Larison and others,
2000). We are not, however, implying that this necessarily
has animal health implications for this study area. It may
be that, although elevated, these cadmium concentrations are
still well within animal tolerance levels. We note, however,
that cadmium toxicity in the Colorado ptarmigan populations
was associated with cadmium concentrations in willow that
are similar to values we report. Additional work is needed
to define both the physiological limits of cadmium uptake
by willow, the soil conditions that most favor its uptake and
mobility, and the levels that present health risks to animals.
Regions of potential risk, if any, to animal health could then
be defined.
Regional biogeochemical baseline values for arsenic and
cadmium in plants and soils are presented and represent a
"snapshot" for the material sampled during the study. In generaL the baselines for arsenic (defined as the 95 percent
expected range of the data) for plants and soils fall within the
range observed for similar material collected throughout the
State of Alaska. The soil cadmium concentrations are slightly
higher (two to three times) in our study area when compared
to values from material collected elsewhere; whereas cadmium
concentrations in plant material are similar.
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Geochemistry of Lithologic Units,
Fortymile River Study Area,
East-Central Alaska
By Bruce M. Gamble, Warren C. Day, and Mitch W. Henning

Introduction
The U.S. Geological Survey and the Alaska Department
of Natural Resources undertook a study of part of the Fortymile River drainage in 1997 and 1998 because of concerns that
suction dredge gold mining was impacting river water quality.
A multidisciplinary team of geologists, hydrologists, chemists,
and botanists from the two agencies sampled the water, rock,
soil, stream sediment, and vegetation in the area to determine
background levels of elements in these materials. A second
objective of the study was to better understand the pathways
by which these elements are exchanged between these sampled
materials.
Some of the results of these investigations have been
previously published or are presented in this volume (Crock
and others, 1999; Day and others, 2000; Gough and others,
1997; Gough and others, this volume; Wanty and others, 1997;
Wanty and others, 2000). The purpose of this report is to
present a brief statistical summary of the geochemistry of
rock samples collected in 1997 and 1998 and to compare that
information with published data for similar rock types.

Geologic Setting
Bedrock (fig. 1) consists of amphibolite-grade metasedimentary and mafic metavolcanic rocks intruded by granitic to
tonalitic plutons. The metamorphic rocks are of Paleozoic(?)
age and the intrusions are, at least in part, of Jurassic age
(Dusel-Bacon and others, 1995; Day and others, 2000). The
metasedimentary and mafic metavolcanic rocks were originally deposited on a continental margin and (or) distal to an
island arc complex. The study area is in the Taylor Mountain
assemblage of the Yukon-Tanana composite terrane (Hansen
and Dusel-Bacon, 1998) in east-central Alaska. Foster (1969,
1976) published geologic maps of the area but these do not
delineate the metamorphic units discussed in this report. The
metamorphic rocks in the study area are included in a single
gneiss and schist unit (Foster, 1969) or a biotite gneiss and

amphibolite unit (Foster, 1976).
Placer gold has been mined in the Fortymile region since
1886 (Yeend, 1996). Yeend hypothesized the placer gold is
derived, at least in part, from high terrace gravels, but the
ultimate bedrock source remains unknown. The only bedrock
mineralization known in the study area are stratabound pyriterich intervals in metasedimentary rocks. These locally contain
minor sphalerite and galena and are discussed in greater detail
below.
Metasedimentary rocks (ms unit, fig. 1) consist of biotite
schist, impure quartzite, and marble. The biotite schist and
quartzite constitute end members of a continuum of compositions defined chiefly by the proportion of micaceous material.
Collectively, these rocks were mapped as biotite schist in the
field and that terminology is used throughout this report. Compositional layering in the biotite schist is on the order of
a few to tens of centimeters. These rocks represent a metamorphosed turbidite sequence of interbedded wacke (impure
quartzite) and shale (biotite schist). Mineralogy of the biotite
schist unit rocks consists of, in approximate decreasing order
of abundance, quartz+biotite±feldspar±white mica±garnet
±epidote±hornblende, with accessory amounts of opaque minerals (pyrite plus others?), apatite, and zircon. Within the biotite schist are distinct stratabound, but not necessarily stratiform, iron-stained zones that contain up to 2 percent pyrite. We
refer to these rocks as ferruginous biotite schist, and, although
too small to show at the map scale, they are indicated on
fig. 1 as sulfide-rich zones. The largest of these zones is
along the North Fork of the Fortymile River. This zone has a
horizontal exposure of approximately 90 m and a stratigraphic
thickness of 60 m. Locally these zones contain iron-stained
quartz segregations that are chiefly stratiform but locally cut
across foliation. These quartz segregations locally contain as
much as 5 percent pyrite, sphalerite, and galena.
Marbles (included in the ms unit, fig. 1) constitute
approximately 40 to 50 percent of the metasedimentary rocks.
They are, in places, in clear stratigraphic contact with the
biotite schist. The marbles are relatively pure, containing up
to 5 percent white mica, and locally biotite, amphibole, and
(or) pyrite. The marbles may be massive and thick, as much
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as several hundred meters, or thin with centimeter-scale color
banding that is typically white and dark gray. Visual examination reveals no obvious mineralogical variation to account for
the color layering.
Mafic metavolcanic rocks (mv, fig. 1) contain plagioclasehornblende±biotite±clinopyroxene±garnet±quartz±epidote and
minor amounts of opaque minerals. They are fine- to mediumgrained, dark green to black, amphibolite gneisses; are of
tholeiitic and calc-alkaline affinity; and are chiefly metabasalts
(Day and others, 2000).
The southeast portion of the study area is underlain by a
large tonalitic orthogneiss referred to informally as the Steel
Creek Dome tonalite (Day and others, 2000). This orthogneiss
is light gray in color, fine to medium grained, and gneissic.
Feldspar augen are locally present. Although somewhat variable in composition, the orthogneiss generally consists of plagioclase, quartz, biotite, muscovite, and alkali feldspar with
accessory apatite, opaque minerals, and zircon.
A large monzodiorite to diorite intrusion underlies much
of the western part of the study area (fig. 1). This intrusion is
fine to medium grained, seriate, and hypidiomorphic-granular
or locally crudely foliated. It consists of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, biotite, quartz, alkali feldspar, and hornblende with
accessory sphene, apatite, opaque minerals, and zircon.
Other rock units are present in the study area, but they are
too small to show on the geologic map (fig. 1) and will not be
discussed in this report.
Quartz veins occur throughout the study area, chiefly in
the metasedimentary and metavolcanic units. The veins are
generally thin (3-10 em) and typically have limited continuity,
usually less than 10m. They locally contain abundant calcite,
and locally minor amounts of sulfide minerals, chiefly pyrite.

Results
The purpose of this section is to compare geochemical
results of rock samples from the study area with published
crustal abundance data for similar rock types. Rock samples
were collected from each of the regional units and crosscutting quartz veins described above. In almost all instances,
the sample consisted of a composite of three to five small
fragments of rock collected from an exposure of the rock
type of interest. All rock samples were shipped to the Denver
Laboratories of the USGS for analysis. Methods of sample
treatment follow the procedures described by Arbogast (1996).
Ag, As, Bi, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb, Zn were analyzed
by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry; Au was
analyzed by heated graphite furnace-atomic absorption spectrometry; Hg by cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometry;
and total S by combustion infrared analysis.
Geochemical statistics for each of the regional lithologic
units and the quartz veins described above are presented in
table 1. A subset of all of the elements analyzed (Ag, As,
Au, Bi, Cd, Cr, Co, Cu, Fe, Hg, Ni, Pb, S, and Zn) are
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presented here because they are of greatest environmental and
economic interest. The data consists of both 1997 and 1998
samples. A complete listing of 1997 and 1998 sample data and
a discussion of analytical methods and lower limits of analytical determination is published in Crock and others (1999,
2000).
Crustal abundance data for the elements discussed in
this report are presented in table 2. One difficulty of using
published crustal abundance information is the lack of data for
some of the specific rock types found in the study area. For
example, crustal abundance data are available for basalts and
granites but not for metamorphosed mafic volcanic rocks or
for tonalitic orthogneiss. Thus, compromises are made here
to compare our rock samples with published data. For example, one compromise is to compare metamorphosed rocks
to unmetamorphosed equivalents (e.g., metamorphosed mafic
volcanic rocks with basalt), but this begs the obvious question
of chemical changes during metamorphism. Another compromise is to extrapolate between compositions. For example,
extrapolation between a sandstone and a shale is made to
approximate a pelitic biotite schist. Given these caveats, succeeding paragraphs will discuss each lithologic unit.

Biotite Schist
The statistical summary for rock samples from this unit
(table 1) shows that most analytical results are well within
what would be expected from crustal abundance information
for rocks derived from shale or pelite with lesser amounts
of sandstone (table 2). Two interesting features emerge. Four
samples contain relatively higher than expected (compared to
published crustal abundance data) Ag values, ranging from
0.29 to 0.90 ppm. Six samples contain higher than expected
total Fe content, ranging from 5 .1 to 12 percent.
The higher than expected total Fe and the lack of corresponding higher total S suggests that most of the Fe is probably in the form of ferromagnesian minerals, chiefly biotite,
rather than in pyrite.

Ferruginous Biotite Schist
Exposures of ferruginous biotite schist were sampled
although they were too small to map apart from the main
biotite schist. The analytical results are compared to the same
crustal abundance data (shale, pelite, sandstone) as the main
biotite schist. Three samples have higher than expected total
Fe content. Three samples have higher than expected As
content-one at 23 ppm and, more notably, one each at 100
and 230 ppm. Three samples in this unit have higher Hg
content, 0.18 to 0.42 ppm, the highest of any lithologic unit
in the study area and higher than the quartz veins. Four
samples have higher Ag values than expected compared to
crustal abundance data.
The higher Fe values in the ferruginous biotite schist
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Table 1. Summary statistical data for selected elements in rock samples from the Fortymile River study area, Alaska.
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Element

Detection ratio
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Detection ratio

0.08

0.29

*
*
*
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*
*
*
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1:4
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1:4
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Table 2. Crustal abundance data compiled from published litrerature.
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[All values in parts per million unless otherwise noted]
Basalt

Granodiorite

Granite

Shale

Pelitic rock

Limestone

0.1
2
0.004
0.15
0.2
50
200
100

0.07
2
0.004
0.2
10
20
30

0.05
15
0.004
0.18
0.2
20
100
50

0.04
1.5
0.004
0.1
0.2
4
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1
2.5
0.005
0.1
4
10
15

Pb

0.08
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5

0.08
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15

0.08
0.5
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40

0.5
70
20

Hg
Ni
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8

Pb
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s
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Zn
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Fe-%
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Pb
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2
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0.22
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8.65
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6
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2
7
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9
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4
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5
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8
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Hg
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CRC (1982), tables 98, 99

Levinson (1974), table 2-1
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Geochemistry of Lithologic Units, Fortymile River Study Area, East-Central Alaska
unit do correspond to higher total S values in the same
samples, confirming the field identification of pyrite in these
samples. The higher As content in the ferruginous biotite
schist do not correspond with higher Fe or S values. This
suggests that the As may not be tied up in the pyrite. The
reason for the higher Hg in some ferruginous biotite schist
samples is unknown. The reason for higher Ag values in both
the main biotite schist unit and the ferruginous zones is also
unknown.
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abundance information is lacking. Perhaps the most interesting
sample contains the highest Au, Bi, Pb, and Zn values of all
samples from this area. This was a thin, 3- to 5-cm vein in a
20- to 30-cm-wide fracture zone within the mafic metavolcanic
unit. The vein contained less than 1 percent sulfide minerals,
identified as pyrite in the field. Analytical results suggest that
there are trace amounts of other sulfide minerals in this vein.
There are a few other samples in this unit that contain slightly
to moderately high As, Cu, total Fe, Hg, and total S, again
reflecting the possible presence of trace amounts of other
sulfide minerals.

Marble
The few marble analyses (table 1) are consistent with
their derivation from average limestone (table 2). One sample
does contain higher than expected Ag, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, and
totalS. This sample was collected near an apophysis of the
diorite intrusion. Within this marble exposure were layers of
biotite-pyroxene-epidote(?) skarn. Although the marble sample
did not appear to contain skarn mineralization, the analytical
data suggests that it may have been affected by heat or fluids
from the nearby intrusion.

Mafic Metavolcanic Rocks
With the exception of two samples with slightly higher
than expected As content, and one with higher Cr content,
these samples fall well within crustal abundance data for
basalts (table 2).

Steel Creek Dome Tonalite
The statistical summary for the tonalitic orthogneiss
(table 1) can be compared to crustal abundance data for granodiorite data listed in table 2. Most analytical data fall well
within predicted values. Two samples contain higher than
expected As content; one of these also contains higher Cd, Cr,
and totalS.

Monzodiorite/Diorite Intrusion
Crustal abundance values for granodiorite (table 2) also
correspond well to analytical results for this intrusion. One
sample does contain higher than expected Ag; two contain
slightly higher As; and one contains higher Au.

Quartz Veins
Table 1 also summarizes analytical results for quartz vein
samples. Because of their highly variable character, crustal

Summary
Trace element rock geochemistry data for the Fortymile
River study area, for the most part, matches well with worldwide crustal abundance values for rocks of similar composition. Exceptions are mostly isolated single values that are only
slightly higher than published data. The few trends shown
by higher than expected values were chiefly Ag and Fe in
both biotite schist units and Hg in the ferruginous biotite
schist. These values, however, are also only slightly higher
than published abundance data and represent relatively small
proportions of the total sample population for the units.
Companion parts of this study of the Fortymile River
drainage have reached similar conclusions. River water contains low amounts of total dissolved solids, and in only two
cases did any element, Fe, exceed secondary drinking-water
limits (Wanty and others, 1999). Similarly, the levels of arsenic
and cadmium, two elements of environmental concern, were
found to be below or only slightly above levels for similar vegetation and soil materials found elsewhere in Alaska (Gough
and others, this volume).
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